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In Recognitionof the Retiring Editor

of t RIS; PaulS. Dunkin
With Esther Piercy's death in January of 1967, Library Resources dt
Technical Seruices was of necessity propelled into a new era. Under
Esther's personal guidance and her gentle, yet firm, touch, LRTS had
been established as a respected journal of librarianship. Any successorto
a founding editor, especially an editor such as Esther had been, is fated
to encounter the most difficult, perhaps, of all journalistic tasks: to
maintain the growth and development essential to the health of the
publication, but to "wean" it, as well, from dependence upon just one
Person.
This task fell to Paul S. Dunkin, Esther's longtime friend and a
respected librarian, educator, and author in his own right. Paul shared
Esther's goals for LRTS, but he also recognized that LR?S ought to
become the full responsibility of the Resources and Technical Services
Division of the American Library Association, not merely of its editor or
even of its Editorial Board. In particular, Paul felt acutely the need to
involve the younger members of the division in the life of I,RTS. With
this in mind, he selected a vital young Assistant to the Editor in Robert
Wedgeworth; and he encouraged the four Assistant Editors to assumefull
responsibility for the articles which they were to see through to publication. Although such a procedure is sometimes a risky one, he seemed to
understand that it was necessaryif ZRTS were truly to "come of age."
The four years since 1967 have probably not been sufficiently long to
allow Paul to impress his own personality indelibly upon the RTSD
journal. His stamp is subtly discirnible, however, for under his guidance
aRTS has become a little more flexible, perhaps even a little less selfconscious. Few readers will have noticed any major change in editorial
policy, although a new formar is now in evidence. The difference can
possibly be best expressed by noting that I,RTS at presenr clearly has
a "life of its own." It will continue to require the services of a sympathetic and attentive editor, as Paul Dunkin has been, but no longer *ill
a change of editor be a cause for alarm in RTSD.
The service which a founding editor renders is normally recognized
explicitly, as Esther's was in the memorial issuesof LRTS for Summer
and Fall of 1967.The contributions of a "transitional editor" are seldom
recognized in the same way. Paul Dunkin has been a fine transitional
editor for ZRTS. His guidance and expertise should be noted by the
division which he has served so faithfully.
Hereby, then, RTSD ofiers Paul S. bunkin, second editor of Librar"l
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Resources & Technical Sertices, 1967-1971,its gratitude for carrying out
a difficult ta'sk successfully. Perhaps no greater compliment can be paid
than to say, "Esther would have been proud of you and of I,RTS under
your editorship."
By Doralyn J. Hickey
(formerly Managing Editor, LRTS)
For the Board of Directors of the Resources and Technical Services Division, American Library Association.
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SelectiveSurveyof MARC Literature
JoaN Slocr,rnn
School of Librory Science
Simmons College
B oston, M assachuse'tts

mentarr.

HEN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESSinitiated the MARC DisV V tribution Service in the spring of 1969, there no longer remained
any question as to the feasibility of the communication of bibliograph'
ic data in machine-readable form. While there is still considerable evolutionary work concerning formatting details and record content in progress, increasing concentrltion will be centered on the uses to be made of
the data. At this juncture in time, when the Distribution Service is operational and when some subscribers are beginning to make public results
of their individual implementations, it is appropriate to examine the
literature documenting-the MARC experience to date. The goal here is
to be selective, to characterize and relate nonduplicative publications
which contribute to conceptual and practical understanding of MARC'
and further, to discuss primarily those publications which are reasonably
accessible to an investifator. The Library Education Experimental Project (LEEP) at the School of Library Science, Syracuse University, has
established a comprehensive MARC library, and a bibliography is available to interested persons who wish a more enumerative treatment of the
literature.s4 To sharpen the focus on a manageable group of significant
publications, myriad citations to material which is related to, but not focused on MARC will be omitted. A sense of the relationship of the
strand of MARC to the fabric of library automation is conveyed by
Charlotte Mason's "Bibliography of Library Automation" which pro'
vides coverage through publications of l968.ae
Volume 15, Number 3, Sumrner 1971
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Characteristics and Categories
Two general characteristics of the MARC literature are particularly
striking. For every hard- or softcover printed publication and every periodical article, there are a number of near print or processed ephemeral
limited-circulation reports, drafts, or memoranda which are not readily
available. The second characteristic is the time lag, often a year or more,
between working decisions and accessible publications concerning these
decisions. Typical are the MARC manuals used by LC.56 Although an
early printed edition was made available as expeditiously as possible
through ALA, subscribers to the MARC Distribution Service soon were
hurried to updated vetsions not easily available to nonsubscibers. In science literature these characteristics are not of" course uncommon. but
they may prove a bit unsettling in the usually more pedestrian world of
librarianship.
Since it is basic to the nature of MARC that it is a communications
format both requiring and encouraging local manipulation, there are
two clear categories of MARC literature: publications by authors officially connected with the production of MARC tapes, and publications by
users of the MARC product. Both categories sufier in varying degrees
from the two characteristics of time lag and difficult access.The larger
category, reports and articles by authors officially connected with MARC,
suffers especially from these problems.
In the Beginning
MARC's enlivening spark was the technical report of Lawrence
Buckland which identified the elements of a catalog entry that would
need to be distinguished explicitly for machine use and suggested methods for encoding bibliographic data.le With the encouragement of the
library community, which was consulted frequently, investigation was
carried forward. A comprehensive Planning Memorandum from LC's
Information Systems Office suggested a format for machine-readable
catalog records.se On the strength of response to this memorandum, a
grant from the Council on Library Resources was mad'e available for a
pilot project, dubbed MARC, to investigate the feasibility of distributing LC catalog data in machine-readable form to users outside the Library. This enterprise was conceived of as the first operational module
in a fully integrated LC automated system. The concern of the project
with the conversion of bibliographic records to a form which can be
manipulated by machine was basic to the feasibility of the entire system,
as the important King report, Automation and the Library of Congress,
had stressed.so
Explicit identification of catalog data elements called for by Buckland appeared in the final report of a subcommittee of the United
States of America Standards Institute (now renamed the American National Standards Institute) in May 1967.24By the time this publication
was available, of course, the information it contained had been in use
for approximately a year, just as were the related facts reported to a

.
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au{ience of librarians in an article in Library euat'terly for April
f1r-g-er
1967.12rhis article described rhe selection of a sampre of LC c"tuiog
cards and the analysis of the frequency of the occurience of characteristics such as the number of placis of publication used in imprints or
the type of main entries employed.
lleports on the MARC Pilot Proiect
while a considerable number of processedor duplicated publications
rvere generated during 1966 and 1967 when the pilot projec- was active,
very little readily accessible material was available. when reports on
lvIARc I were published in late 1967 and 1g68, work was weil underway
on the more sophisricated MARC II format.
In 1967 the hardcover publication of the proceedings of the Brasenoseconference on the Automation of Libraiies includlcl a paper by
LC's Barbara Markuson and Henriette Avram.s? This paper iuggested
questions which (still) need to be answered abour the- uies of EbHographic data in machine-readable form and detailed the MARC I format. During the next year, a brief paper prepared by paul Reimers for
a conference of historians provided an eicefent rdsumc of the project
and listed the sixteen primary participants as well as the secondary twenty to whom data were relayed.5l A related paper published in the same
volume suggested some of the ways in rvhich ihe machine-readable cataIog will increase the historian's research resources.B'A short report on the
Pilot P.roject reached a wide library audience via rhe Library Journal in
mid-19(i8, about the time the completelv revised MARC rI format and
MARC System were operational.s^After commenting on the pressure
which existed to move this formidable undertaking from experiment to
standard practice, the article discussed some of the probremJ which participants in the pilot study encountered and some of tne varied uses to
which they had put the MARC data. on the whole, the rather negative
tone of the article was discouraging to readers not otherwise familiar
with the project.
The Summer 1968 issue of LRTS devoted seventy-fivepages to a series of in-depth articles by LC staff members on specihc u.eus"of research
which had determined the evolution of the MARC pilot project; for instance,
tap-e format, special c'haracters used in Roman alphaT1g.lgli.
bets, and hibliographic data conversion costs.8,sr,32,1r,48,52 The aenni
tive report of the project was published in hardcover.o while this monograph's_discussion of systems design and format was acknowledged to
be obsolete, it provided a historical record of the project. ThemeJ dealt
with in the ZRTS articles were covered in less technicil terminology. An
interesting appendix charred the difierences berween the MARC-i forrnat of the Pilot Project and the MARC II fornrar then under develop,
rnent.
MARC II and the MARC Distribution Seruice
An editor's guide ro data preparation in the MARC II forrnat was
Volume 15, Number ), Summer 1971
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published in a softcover printed edition in 1968.57The major departule
from the MARC I format was the use of a leader and a directory at the
beginning of each MARC record. The former described several overall
characteristics of the record and the latter increased flexibility for com-

tion of the list of subject headings used by the Library.
With the introduction of the periodical, Journal of Library Automation (IOLA), in 1968, an especially appropriate medium became
available for the publication of articles about MARC. For example, in
response to feedback from potential users, Henriette Avram, project direcior, established in JOLA that records in the MARC II format can be
efiectively manipulated by programs written in COBOL computer language.lo
An updated version of the MARC editor's guide, bound in one volume witl three other MARC manuals used by LC, was published by
ALA in 1969 poncurrently with the initiation of the MARC Distribution Service.soThe first of the manuals in the volume gave specifications
for magnetic tapes. The editor's guide was the second manual; the material was better organized and more clearly stated than in the previous
version. Included were step-by-stepdirections for data preparation and
definitions of all terms used, as well as charts and compilations of all
tags and codes to be employed. The third of the manuals gave comprehensive instruction to operators of paper-tape punching equipment used
to transcribe data into machine-readable form. The final manual was an
exhaustive listing of computer hardware available at that time together
with specification of the degree of compatibility with the MARC tapes.
Later editions of the manuals reflect continuing changesin LC practice.
Loohing to the Future
A number of projects have been initiated at LC in the aftermath of
the achievement of an operational MARC Distribution Service. In 1969
a progress report in JOLA gave details of the MARC processing format
at LC and described work on format recognition Programs for machineediting input.? File analysis by means of a statistical program and an information retrieval program which allows the LC staff to query the
MARC data base are discussedbriefly. It is suggestedthat proposed format recognition programs might produce correctly tagged records 70 percent of the time and thus result in a significant reduction in human editing time and cost. In a later issue of JOLA in-depth information on the
MARC sort program employed at LC is presented.az
During ISTO a project of tremendous potential significance received
some documentation in the readilv available literature. This is the inves-
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tigation of the feasibility of centralized, large-scale retrospective conversion of LC catalog records to the MARC format. This project, RECON,
supported Uy
granrs running from 1969 to 1971, published a proc9Ll
essedreport which considered in detail the technical alfernatives foiand

Standard,sfor Interchange of Data
In June 1969 virtually the entire issue of JOL'A consisted of the im-

MARC and the British National Bibliograph y
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ther necessarynor desirable. He treated this theme briefly and gracefully
again in 1969 for an American audience.22
A good factual description of the BNB-MARC Documentation Service, palt of the administrative aPParatus of the English MARC project, appeared in Library lVorld in 1968.16A characteristic of the Document;rion Service has been that its publications are not readily available
ro other than subscribers to the MARC Record Service. Two significant
monographs, however, have received wider circulation.lT' 18
Ariarticle appearing in Program, an ASLIB journal, in April 1968 indicated for a wider audience some of the adaptations of the MARC
format which BNB was undertaking, such as the substitution of the Standard Book Number as the control number of the individual record, or
the addition of the BNB classification number, current Dewey segmented number, or even Universal Decimal number when available.28In the
area of subject control, it was planned to include a string of subject descriptors bised on those used by BNB. Program (cur1en1l1 subtitled
Neits of Computet's in Libraries) has become for BNB-MARC what the
lournal of Library Automation is for MARC in this country, thgug!
on a.consi<lerably less technical level. Unfortunately, the periodical suffgrs badly from delayed publication and delivery problems;--when they
do arrive, however, Progiam's issues contain frequent contributions by
both official BNB-MARC authors and by participants in the MARC Record Service. In the October 1968 issue computer technician R. Bayly discussedthe programs being written at International Computers, Limited,
for their 1000-seriescomputer, which allow local manipulation of machine-readable catalog daia through any of six processing methods or a
combination of those methods.l4
An inrportant article by Derek Austin in ASLIB Pfoceedings in 1970
discussedind illustrated with examples the results of a research project
conductecl by BNB-MARC to develop an improved subject indexing_system which will be incorporated into the MARC tapes distributed in
England.s RNB itself, as of lg7 l, is produced weekly from MARC tapes
-The
and employs this new Preserved Context Subject Index (PRECIS).
system ii derived both from the traditional BNB chain indexing and the
efiorts of the Classification Research Group to formulate a Senelal classification scheme on synthetic principles. A more detailed leport on
PRECIS is available.a
U ser-Generated hI A RC Li,terature
The second category of the MARC literature is produced by users of
the MARC data. Earliest reports, of coufse, come from participants in
the Pilot Project. The importance and value of the final report of the
Project rest t-o a great exfent in gathering these individual experiences
in one place in a-uniform pattern.u User-generated, literature thereafter
characteristically offers little basis for comparisons because it is so frag'
mentary. Pilot Project participants also published exPansions on their re'
sults, oi course, s,rlh ui the doctoral thesis discussing in detail a success'

.
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ful selective Dissemination of Information service using MARC
I
t1p_e::63
Ingenious use of the tapes in a teaching situation a"t the school
of Library science, syracuse University, is discuied by pauline Atherton
and her LEEP associatesin two articies.l,z one of trre most interesting
programs written for LEEp- provided conversion tables for Dewey numbers, LC classification numb-ers, and LC subject headings based on approximately 50,000 MARC records.ss
Three articles in Program re_port on work done during the English
pilot project to develop the Aldirmaston Mechanized catroguing"and
System, (AMCOS). A lecturer in Library Science, con"sulting at
?,t9.t
Aldermaston
during the summer of 1968, discussed.the successfuluse of
FORTRAN as programming language.baTwelve pages of his article
_a
are devoted to flow charts and to reproduction of fuir
written
[rogru*,
for the project. Another author .tred Aucos
as a basii foi demonsrratways in which all bur the smallest library can make use of MARC
1ng
data.l3 The acquisition by a library, or network of libraries, of one thoutT9 *gt\
per year which app€ar on MARC tapes is the iuggested cutofi level. Book selection is to-be aided by "subject profile""iarameters
potential requir-ement-stape file is'produced. brder arid acquisi1d
tlon "records are coordinated with this file and a program is
written
which brings to the attention of catalogers divergen&, i.o- local practice. In a later article the strucrure andhandling"of MARC files foi upda,ting in this sysrem are described.26 Two add"itional brief reports by
othcr particigants in the BNB-MARC pilot project have been published
in Program.26'2e
It is obvious from the all tbo short summaries by p.
J. erigg of pa!{s presented at a seminar in March t96g that BNB-MA{C lias, Iike
LC, garllleled its pilot program with efforts to educate the library com_
munrty to the project.a' A small gem of the MARC literature is a rebuttal tramed by J. E. Linford of BNB to pubrished criticism that widespread use of MARC will have a deleterious effect on progress in classification andrataloging theory.zz rn his rebuttal, Linford p8intea our thar
computers by their very narure are able to achieve unif&m modification
or upd_ating of data in volume and at speeds which are impossible in
manually maintained catalogs and therefbre should loosen some of the
constraints on revitalizing catalogs.
In the United St11eg,the pace of publication of reports of individ_
ual experienceswith MARC aicelerated as subscribersto the MARC Disservice implemented their varied programs in 1969 and 1970.
gib",igl
The oklahoma state Library published a tichiical article replete with
flow charts, sample output, and character translation tables.ir rhe library network described is involved in a cooperative effort to centralize
maintenance of the MARC data base. unlike the New England Library
Information Nerwork (NELINET), the procluct of this c"ooperation is
not hard copy bur machine-readable records tailored to the individual
library's need. NELIIET,
.o-posed of New England srare-$upported
academic libraries, ofiers members catalog card seis, book pock-eis and
I/olume 15, Number ), Summ,er1971
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ties and the feasibility of conversion of retrospective catalog records.
As subscritrers to the Distribution Service continue to implement
their own projects using MARC tapes, there will be a rising tide of published reports of local experiences and achievements. With few exceptions, such reports so far have been descriptive rather than evaluative.
There will be a need for increasing amounts of commentary to discuss
trends (such as that toward networks as the economical pattern of organization among subscribers), to formulate cost studies, and to compare and evaluate local experience in the interest of coherent development of the grc:atpotential in the machine-readable catalog.
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Book Catalog-fo Have or
Nof to Have
Peura Krmrnn, Coordinator
Technical Services
Baltimore CountY Public LibrarY
Touson, Maryland

Twenty-ninequestionsto be askedbefore deciding on a book catalog,
with comments based on the experience of the Baltimore County
Publ,icLibrary.

Introduction
HE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS, with comments, are intended to
I be helpf,rl to public libraries contemplating a book catalog and are
based on the experience of the Baltimore County Public Library with
its computer-produced book catalog
There are several methods of producing book catalogs. The BCPL
examined three of these: sequential card camera, tabulating equipment,
and computer and decided on the comPuter. For this reason the assumption made throughout this paper is that the work will be done by com-

County Public Library.
L Is a book catalog desirable in our situation, and if so, why?
Each library should rnake this decision based on its own situation
and resources. The Baltimore County Public Library is a system with
sixteen branches and no main library. Thus there was no public area
where the resources of the entire system could be displayed. With
the book catalog this display is possible in all agencies and in the
public schools. A library consisting of one agency only would not be
justified in investing in a book catalog.
2. Should the book catalog be done by computer, sequential card camera, or tab equipment?
The easeand speed with which the data on magnetic tape can be up-
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dated, storecl,and reprinted are greater than with dre sequential car(l
camera. With print chain containing upper and lower case letters or
with photocomposition the product is better looking and easier to
read than a system using tab equipment.
3. What other library operations are slated for automation and how
would a book catalog fit in with the plans?
At present the book catalog and the payroll are the only automated
procedures in the library.
4. Who should produce the book catalog*a commercial firm or the local government data processing center?
A commercial firm will be under contract (with a built-in penalty)
to produce the book catalog and supplements on time. The question
of priorides does not enter into the picture from the librarfs point
of view. A local government data processing center will presumably
be doing work for a number of government agencies whose work
could take precedence over the library catalog.
At present there are a number of commercial firms with experience
with book .atalogs, whereas it is unlikely that the local data processing center has such experience. With competition available much
better terms can be obtained from contractors.
5. What commercial firms produce book catalogs?
The followilg are the firms known by the author as having produced
one or more book catalogs.
Automated Data Service, Suite 1150, ll00 Glendon Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 90024.
Bro-Dart, Inc., P.O. Box 923, Williamsport,pa. 17701.
Data-Matic Systems Company, West point, pa. 1g486.
Johnson & Prince, Inc.,2l4 S. Twelfth St., philadelphia, pa. lg106.
Autographics, 4833 Rugby Ave., Berhesda,Md. 20014.
Rocappi, Inc., 7000 N. Park Dr., pennsauken, N.J. 08109.
SciencePress,300 W. Chestnut St., Ephrata, pa.77b22.
Sedgwick Prinrour Systems,4l0 E. 62nd Sr., New york, N.y. 10021.
Xerox Biblio Graphics, 2500 SchusterDr., Cheverly, Md. Z07gl.
6. What will be the cost over the first five vears?
The question of cost is the most diffiiult to answer as well as the
most pervading. Every decision is influenced by the cost of every
item. The average annual amount paid to the contractor by the Bai1T9r" County Public Library over a five-year period was g43,g82.02.
Thi's does not represent the entire cost whi,ch wourd, includ,e aII the
preparatory worh done by techni.calseraices.
7. what other libraries or systems of libraries might be inrerested. in
sharing the data base, or what other library's ?ata base might be
used?
The BCPL data base is being used by rwo orher public library sys_
tems now and there may be more in the future.
8. What other book catalogs has the contractor produced?
An examination of these and the catalogs o] other contractors will
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be helpful in making tlecisions regarding content and forrnat. A
contractor's reliability in perforurance can be checked by conferring
with the libraries involved.
9. How is your catalog (and library) used, by whom, and for what pur'
pose?
The answers to these questions should be known as an aid in decidine what type of catalog would be best and how much data should
be included. f'he Baltimore County Public Library is used by students, housewives, professional people, out-of-school adults, and
children.
I0. Should the catalog be a complete bibliographical tool or a finding
list?
The BCPL catalog is a finding list. It was felt that this would satisfy
98 percent of the users. Anything more would be an extravagance
because the information would be readily available in other places.
We find that most users adversely affected by this policy are students
who neglected to note the bibliographic information while PreParing bibliographies. The information contained is the following:
cail number, author, title, edition statement, date, collation for
multivolume works, the contractor's accessnumber, and some series
and bibliographic notes. The time of decision to have a book catalog
is a good time to rethink old practices and eliminate those practices
whose only sanction is historical.
ll. What supplementary indexes can be used in connection with the
book catalog?
The BCPL has created its own play index and biography index to
supplement the book catalog and the published indexes. These eliminate the necessity for analytics. The CBI, BIP, and NUC are also
used to supply data not included in the book catalog. Each branch
has a copy of the Library of Congresslist of subject headings to use
for cross-references.
12. Should the book catalog show the holdings of each individual agency?
The BCPL showed individual branch holdings at first but found
that the time consumed and the cost involved in updating them were
out of all proportion to their use; in addition, they were never accurate. If a book is not in one agency it can be reserved through intralibrary loan and, under ideal conditions, it can be in the hands of
the borrower within two days. If a borrower has to have the book
immediately he can call intralibrary loan and get the names of the
branches owning it. He can then call the branch and have it held for
him to pick up. Up until July 1969 this rarely happened' In that
month the library began charging lDQ for reserves. Right away the
number of reserves dropped and the calls in intralibrary loan increased. flowever, it turns out that very often the titles that are tele'
phoned for one day turn up in intralibrary loan the next day as reserves.
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13. Should the catalog be in a dictionary forrn or should it be dividetl?
There are a number-of advantages to a catalog that is divided by
author, subject, and title over a dictionary catalig. The person doing
a.s-ubject search does nor hold up the person inteiested in authors oi
titles. The filing is simplifiecl anl is alio more readily understood. It
is possible to print more subject catalogs, for instanie, and fewer title or author catalogs depending on the experience of use in the clifferent branches.
14. How frequently should the catalog be printed-complete revisions
and cumulative supplements?
Here the cost consideration and service to the public have to be balanced. The BCPL published first a ,,basic,,,u rit^log showing all but
a s'rall fraction of the titles in the library. BimJnthlv cumulated
supplernents were issued with an annual cumulation ai the end ol,
the year. At the end of the second year a complete cumulation
was
issued and the cycle began again.
15' How many copies should be printed and how shoulcl they be distributed)
Here cost is not so grear a factor. printing and binding are the least
costly items. The BCpL sends ro the branlhes from t*L to eight sets
depending on the size of the branch. rr also sends the juvenile catapublic elemenrary schools and the adurt catarie ro alr pubJgs.tgall
lic high schools.
16. Do the technical services staff and the programmers understand
each
other?
This understanding is difficult to achieve for older stafi members.
As
rnore library,school graduates are entering the profession who
have
been exposed to data processing the situaiion should improve.
rt is
extremely important, for without it chaos ensues. unierstanding
and agreement must be achieved for every single item no matter
how
minute.
A series of test runs shourd show up defects in the program.
The
BCPL has two program errors. rirst, iitle entries ut" pr'irr,Ed whether
or not
are called for in the tracings. Thus there are several col$ey
umns of "works," "complete works,', eti. Second, when an added
au_
thor is used, the main author is dropped in thar enrry,, making
it impossible to find the book since the iibru.y does not use discrete
call
numbers. These errors could. have been c.rrected in time if
there
had been test runs. Programmers haue a tendency to equate
what the
r
I
Iibrary wants wi,th whai they can do easily.
17. wir the catalog be retrospective or consist of current
acquisitions
only?
A large systern with a central library and large cenrral catalog
might
want to start with currenr acquisitions and
[radually add th'e older
material. A new system with i smalr catalog"would probably
do the
whole thing at once. The BcpL was relative'iy new with about
55.000
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titles; it was decided to include all but a few of the holdings in the
first "basic."
18. What file or files will be used to create the data bank?
This will depend on what arrangements are made to transmit the
data (see question l9). The BCPL sent its shelflist directly to the
contractor. This was possible because the shelflist was not used to
show holdings which are shown in a separate alphabetical file.
19. How will the librarv transmit the data to the contractor?
The BCPL sends a unit card to the contractor who then codes it (access number) and the information is then keypunched and put on
magnetic tape. Thus the library does not have to do any keypunching or coding. It is possible to use coding sheets and send them to the
contractor to be put on magnetic tape, or the library itself can create
the tapes.
20. What will be the schedulesfor input and output?
Tne SCpt has bimonthly supplements; the cut-ofi date for input is
the twentieth of the month preceding the month the supplement is
due. Cards are sent to the contractor three or four times during the
two-month period. The supplement is scheduled for delivery the
fifteenth qf the rrionth following its date. The schedule for the
1970 basic is November 13, l97O for the cut-ofi date, and January
lb,1971, for deliveqy,
21. What will the branches use in lieu of a catalog between supplements?
Each branch receives, in addition to its shelflist card, an extra unit
card for each new book showing the date of the supplement which
will contain that title. Some brinches file them by auiho. and some
file by title. When the supplement appears those cards are removed
from the file. There will at times be cards for two difierent supplements in the file at the same dme due to the time lag between the
cut-ofi date for input and the appearance of the supplement.
22. What will be the means of accessto the tape?
The aforementioned contractor's access number. If the library uses
discrete call numbers they could be used.
23..What provision will be made for corrections, changes, and deletions,
and what will be the charge?
The BCPL has three forms:-two cards and one sheet. One card is
. for the, correction of the contractor's errors and one is for the library's errors or desirable changes. The sheet is for deletions or withdrawals; on it are given the contractor's accessnumber and the au.
thor's last name or, in the case of a title entry, nothing. The cost is
36P per change.
24. What will be the format-position
of call number, number of entries per page, Tumber of columns, etc.?
Here again the examination of other catalogs will prove helpful.
The BCPL has a problem in that the accessnumber appears on the
' left after the body of the entry; the call number appears in the
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same line on the right. The public tries to use the accessnumber as
the call number. Since we went to photocomposition the call number
is in bold face rype which helps somewhat but does not solve the
problem. There are three columns to a page with about ninety-five
entries per page.
In the author catalog the author's name appears once with the titles
listed alphabetically under it. In the sublect catalog the subject
heading appears once with the authors and titles listed ilphabeticilly
by author under it.
25. Will the ALA filing rules be followed or will the filing the computer
produces be acceptable?

26. Will there be a restriction on rhe number of subject headings alIowed?
The BCPL specifications call for an average of three subject headings per title. This is very satisfactory as rhe number per title is not
restricted.
27. How will open enrries be handled?
The BCPL now enters frequently published works with no date and
no edition statement. At first we used a note "Consult Librarian,"
but so many patrons went to the librarians asking what they should
consult about that the note was dropped.
28. Will provision be made for "see" and "see also" references?
There is no provision for "see also" references. A selected list of

29. What should the contract contain?
The BCPL contract contains the following elements:
Scope-labor, materials, and facilities furnished by contractor;
Term-dates of duration of contract;
Designation of representatives for technical administration of contract;
Transfer of rights;
Hold and save harmless;
Termination of contract before expiration date;
Volume 15, Number ), Summer I97I
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Changes in language of contract;
Technical description of articles and services, input-form-catalog
cards, worksheets,etc.;
of each data element, average numInput information-description
ber of information characters;
Entry formats-author catalog, title catalog, subject catalog;
Data element display;
Filing;
Cover and binding specifications;
Accumulation and frequency specifications;
Delivery schedule;
Rights transferred-computer programs owned by seller and buyer;
Quality of services;
Schedule of prices;
Schedule of payments.
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Undertakinga SubiecfCatalog

in Microfiche
KaruenrNr GerNns
Cataloging Consultant
Rama,bo Catskill Library S\stem
Middletoun, New York
7-heRamapo Catshill Library System,Nliddletown, New York, deueloped a subjectcatalogof n'taterialsin the central library and,the system
headquarters.As a card catalog this tool assistedthe system stafr in
finding subject material from boohs uthich are located withi,n the
systernarea. In an efiort to better seraethe indiaidual in member librariesdesiring this material, subiect heading simplificati,onwas instituted, the subjectcatalogwasf.lmed and placed on standard,microfiche,
and,a set of the microfichecatalogwas placed in each of the member
libraries.A systemgr(tnt uas offeredfor the purchaseof a microfi,che
reader.
fN JUNE 1970 RAMAPO CAf-SKILL LIBRARY SYSTEM initiated a
r subject catalog in microfiche form. This consists of 178 (4 x 6) mi
crofiche including approximately 60,000 subject entries for books available throughout the Ramapo System. Each microfiche has at the top
in eye-readable text the first and last subject heading included on that
microfiche. The complete set of this subject guide takes up four inches
of filing space. One set has been given to each of the forty-five libraries
in the system free of charge.
The headquarters staff felt that a subject listing to Ramapo Catskill
Library System (RCLS) area library books would provide not only
quicker accessto what patrons wanted but also would spur interest in
other referred subjects. Books in Print, Cumulatiue Book .Ind,ex, and
other standard bibliographies with their thousands of entries can be
self-defeating to many patrons. If the subject is all that is needed (not
a particular book or author) and cannor be found in the local library,
Interlibrary Loan Department time can be saved for more specialized
tasks, since three vital conditions are mer to expedite the filling of the
request satisfactorily.
l. Item has been selectedby the patron himself.
2. Automatic verification (copied from reproduction of Union Catalog record).
3. Availability in the area.
V o l u m e 1 5 ,N u m b e r 3 , S u m m e r 1 9 71
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(teletype) items will n<r
Hopefully, an increasiug pelcentage of f'WX
outside
longer have to be diverted to the state or other institutions
RCLS. This will result in future costs savings to the taxpayer, albeit
proo{ of this claim would be improbable.
Throughout
library literature
of the 60s were found statements
such as: "Initially
microfilming
was thought of as a technique for space
reduction in some special libraries or in connection with the need for
preservation of materials in scholarly libraries. This was true both for
files that u'ere going to be stored away for safekeeping and for the
preservation of much more fragile documents, such as newsPaP€rs.
Flowever, microforms are now beginning to be used as a medium of
communication, much as books and report literature are used."1
We at Ramapo are enthusiastic about microfiche applied to a subject
catalog because:
l. It is a microform system designed and tailored for user req,uirements.
2. Our pattern of learning and knowledge from earliest childhood is divided
into units or categories or subjects. This concept is easiestfor us to handle.
A unit microform merely adds a new technical dimension to aid us in
switching, copying, or redistributing information.
3. A unit microform is a simple economical means of preparing and distributing technical documents where the unit is generally 5 to several hundred
pages long.
4. Within the last year, major federal government technical inforrnation service and others, here and overseas,have standardized on microfiche to distribute technical report literature. They use a standard format recommended by the National Microfilm Association, and the COSATI group of
the Federal Council for Science and Technology. The outPuts of these
agenciesrepresent the greater percentage of technical report literature being distributed today. Continuity and compatibility will bring a greater
availability of pertinent information, a wider range of good low cost using
equrPment.
5. Unit microforms are easily filed, easily found, and easily retrieved. They
can be interfiled, regrouped for user convenience, used one at a time as a
unit, and stored in a minimum of space. The user has a choice of copying
the documents in a miniaturized form or full size. He can select and
copy pages at will. Convenient equipment, including readers, readerprinters, hard copy printers of many manufacturers are available to make
full use of the unit microform.2
National Cash Register (NCR) has put it this way: "One 60-page report on one microfiche. No need to wind through 100 feet of film to
find the report you want. No need to tie up 100 feet of film while you
look at one report."3
In other words, once the machinery was available for the use of the
microfiche catalog, the machine could be put to other uses in reading
actual books and articles, and only limited by what the mushrooming
micropublishers
will be issuing, and of course, the capabilities of the

machine itself.
It was felt, therefore, that the new catalog would be put to the most
.
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efiective use if each library purchased a machine, which is called a
reader, to be used exclusively for microfiche. The Atlantic F66 Microfiche reader, which we chose,had several definite advantages.
I. It is sturdy and simple to operate.
2. It enables rhe user to adjust the focal point in such a manner rhar
it moves over the entire surface of tie fiche vertically ancl horizontally at will, both backwards and forwards. Subjects could
thus be easily searched,compared, and identified.
Some of the larger libraries wanted expensive machines which operate both microfilm and microfiche. The use of time-consuming aitachments, i.e., a microfiche attachment to a microfilm machrne, etc.,
was discouraged. Immediate access to a dependable microfiche reader
was essential if proper use of the catalog wis to be rewarding. Also, it
was strongly felt that our libraries would particularlv benefit from the
economy of the low prices of materials on microfiche. constant and
ready accessibility to microfiche through a machine was of utmost importance.4
Throughout the project, which truly began in the middle of De.-.t"!_:t 1969, many decisions had to be made under pressure. We set a
deadline of April 15, 1970. we undertook the projict wirh no extra
filing or typing stafi, but our stafi did a magnificent job of filing 58,500
cards in the five and a half months while keeping other essential
duties going. we logged 659 hours of filing includin[ the revision of
each card according to the second edition of ALA Rules
for Filinu
Catalog Cards.
After considering rhe advantages and disadvantages of using nega.
1iy9 "l positive film, we decided on recommending negative film lor the
following
reasons.
l. Articles definitely are easier to read on negative film because less
light reaches the reader's eye and we felt that librarians should
train patrons to feel comfortable with negative.
2. Presumably card catalogs seldom will be usecl for reading, in_ stead they will be used for locating subjects quickly.
3. scratches are distracting on positive fiche, particularly in the case
of catalog card reproduction.
4. Negative replacementsare quicker and cheaper to reproduce.
5. Most reader-printers are designed to il'ork best with negarive
microfiche becauseblack and white is reversedin printout.
6. Used by government agencies for distributing reports.r
Although it is true that positive film renders photographs easier rt.r
interpret and many people find positive easier io adjusi to, we felt
that the advantagesoutweighed the disadvantagesof the negative.
Therefore, fifty sets of negative were contracted for. Five positive
sets were ordered at a greater cost and the firsc five libraries requesting
these received them. we feel that through sysrem-wide discussibn and
Volume 15, Number ), Sumrner 1971
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debate we will have learnecl much in this area when we update the

68-69 RCLS pool collection books plus three hundred selected holdings from member libraries which are not duplicated in the pool colleCtion. Therefore, representation of many popular subject areas is ex-

among the member litrraries and given in Appendix l.
In making a search for subjects requested, the librarian goes to the
microfiche fifu holder and simply selects the correct microfiche (i...'
by looking at the index guide at the top) and inserts the sheet of film
into a microfiche teader. The image of the original catalog card with
its subject heading at the top of the card apPears clear and enlarged
on the screen (actually several cards are seen at once on the screen).
Since microfiche is the fastest way of retrieving so long as the filing is

tripled because of the experience we have gained in producing this
first catalog.
Filing integrity is not a serious problem with the short four inches
of 178 subject guide fiche, each one of which is marked clearly: "l of
178," "2 of l78i' etc. Howevet, when the library's files are increased to
more than fifteen inches, a sirnple system of color coding will be introduced to assure with ease the accurate replacement of fiche in their
holder cabinets.
By October it is hoped that library patrons can benefit from using
the guicle for themselves at certain times. The user is asked to fill
out a brief charge slip. Upon return of the fiche to the desk, the slip is
torn up and the fiche is immediately refiled by the librarian. Ilowever,
if time is required to teach a patron how to use a reader during busy
hours, it should be understood that he can use the card catalog and
subject bibliographies in book form and be invited to come back when
time, can be devoted to introducing hirn to the use of microfiche. Also,
during the busier hours, written requests for subjects could, of course,
be put aside for the librarian to search at some more convenient time.
For easier and more direct subject accesswe are experimenting with
truncated subject headings. The Library of Congress advocates abbre-
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viated lTth edition Dewey classification numbers for certain libraries.
T9 hglp libraries derermine a shorrer number without having to
take time to think out the structure of the classification scheme of that

are ignored in the filing order of the microfiche subject catalog.
l. -ADDI{ESSES, ESSAYS,LECTURES (as is illustrated in fieure l)
2. _POPLTLAR WORKS
practical use is this differentiation to the public library
9f yll,.
catalog? This subdivision shoukl be interfiled among the main headingi
GEOLOGY and nor "losr" on another fiche among
fifty necessary.,tbdivisions of GEOLOGY. "Necessary" subdivisions are:
GEO]-O GY_BIBL IOGRAPHY
GEOI-OGY_CANADA
GEOI-OGY_HISTORY
3. _COLI,ECTIONS

Similar to rhe subject heading popuLAR
\A/ORKS, the above subdivision can sierveto separate in the catalog an autlror's works (see in
I/oltr,me 15, N'ttmber 3, Summer 197I
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The truncation
sign before
"Collections"
has consolidated the
filing of these
two works by
Bartlett on the
same subject.

This entry
would have
filed 200 cards
afterwards if
the truncation
sign had been
omitted.

U.S.-FOREIGN REL,A,TIONS
327. Bartlett, Ruhl Jacob, 1897Policy and power; two centuries of American
73
Ba
foreign relations. flst ed.] New York, Hill and
Wang [1963]

UNITED STATES-FOREIGN
RELATTONS I-COLLECTIONS
ed.
327. Bartlett, Ruhl Jacob, 1897The record of American diplomacy; docu73
Ba
ments and readings in the history of American
foreign relations, edited by Ruhl J. Bartlett.
4th ed. enl.

RELATIONS T_
U.S.-FOREIGN
ADDRESSES, ESSAYS,LECTURES
327. Bemis, Samuel Flagg, l89lAmerican foreign policy and the blessings of
73
liberty, and otJrer essays. New Haven, Yale
Univ. Press. 1962.

U.S.-FOREIGN RELATIONS
ed.
327. Bemis, Samuel Flagg, l89lThe American Secretariesof State and their
73
Be
diplomacy. New York, Cooper Square Publishers, 1963[v. l-10, c1928]

Figure I
figure 2 the three cards having Karl Barth as the author). A sensible policy would be to rely on subtitles, annotations, etc., in browsing among
catalog cards to find this aspect of a subject. In most casesthis would
not take long. (Seeillustration in figure 2.)
Furthermore, it is too much to expect cataloging consistency in
these particulars. The Library of Congress itself omits the subdivision
"-Introductions" in the tracing for several titles even though there are

,
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THEOLOGY, DOCTRINAL
238. Barth, Karl, 1886tI
Dogmatics in outline. With a new foreword b,r'
Ba
the author. [Translation by G. T. Thompson]
New York, Harper [1959]

This card
would have
been filed 50
cards afterwards if the
truncatron
had been
omitted.

THEOLOGY, DOCTRINAL
INTRODUCTIONS

F

230. Barth, Karl, 1886081
Evangelical theology; an introduction. TransBa
lated by Grover Foley. [lst ed.] New York,
Holt, Rinehart and Winston [1963]

THEOLOGY. DOCTRINAL
238.5 Barth, Karl, 1886Ba
The knowledge of God and the service of
God according to the teaching of the reformation, recallinE the Scottish confession of 1560.

Figure 2
clues to this act on the card, such as the subtitle reading "an introduction," etc, For example, perhaps there is an obscure technical reason for omitt ng "Introductions" in the subject tracing "1. Insects" for
the work ent ttled Entomology lor Introductory Courses, 1951, by Robert Matheson Nevertheless, public library cataloging should nor have
to involve i
f in trying to be consistent with Library of Congress
practice in t
ing comparatively uselesssubdivisions.
Moreover, for the pafton who is looking for "an introduction" or
for the
r who wants "collections" on a subject, the information
is still there n the microfiche reader screen. The subdivision is simply
not used in t
filing order. However, as has been implied, we hope the
Library of
ngress offers the service of truncated subject tracings.
The cards w ich are commercially produced will no longer show certain subdivisi rns in the heading at the top although the tracing at rhe
bottom of t
card would still be printed in and could therefore be
used for its i formation value. For example, the subject at the top of
Volume 15,
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the card rnight read as "POVERTY"

but the tracing would still shorv

"Collections" instead was preferred and added.
"selections: extracts, etc." separates collections of works too Particularly for most tastes, assumes too much knowledge of subdivision
on the part of both patron and librarian, does not apply to many books,
and is often too time consuming to verify for catalogers. What practical
advantage can there be, therefore, in such a distinction?
We just did not foresee certain unfortunate results from filming the
catalog cards in this manner. And although the usefulness of the catalog is not diminished, its critics can find the points described below irritating and time-consuming. Now that we have gained hindsight in
the traditional trial-and-error way we can promise far more effectiveness in the next edition by instructing the comPany on how to avoid
these flaws.
First, the most serious time-consumer is finding the continuation
of the same subject on a second fiche without any indication of its being
KING
continued; that is, it should have had on the label: ARTHUR'
(Continued on fiche l2). Since it is undesirable to have headings split
in this manner, however, the next edition of the catalog will not have
this drawback at all. It is true that often a main heading would have
to be split, but one subdivision of that main heading (or subject)
would be completely listed on one fiche before beginning on the next
fiche with another subdivision of the same subject heading.
Included in the index labels were see references.On fiche no. 19 the
to BRIGHT CHILDREN see GIFTED
label has: BOOKS-HISTORY
CHILDREN. The word "see" was fortunately typed in lower case but
see references should never have been included in the labels at the top
of the fiche (the part of each fiche that is in eye-readableprint). However, once the confusion is explained "away," time can be saved since
fiche no. 19, for example, does not have to be placed in the reader at
all; that is, if one wants material on BRIGHT CHILDREN, one should
extract fiche no. 64 which includes material abott GIFTED CHILDREN. If this catalog is updated, see references will be omitted from
the labels, notwithstanding the advantage just mentioned.
Naturally, inaccuracies in filing resulted but the error incidence is
surprisingly low considering the rate of speed at which the filing was
implemented in changing over to the new ALA rules' "AFL-CIO" is
found mistakenly after "Afghanistan" instead of where it should be:
It is a peculiar rule to
the first card ahead of AACHEN-HISTORY.
understand at first since periods are not used with the initials; i.e.,
AFL instead of A. F. L.
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The pri
on the cards themseh'es was uneven. In some cases, it
was very lig t; this resulted in uneven exposure because camera registration was
in such a way to keep labor costs down. Some of the
fiche are th
difficult to read. Many are being turned in because they
are blurred. Flowever, the master copy renders legible copies and replacements e sent immediately to the member libraries.
Regrett
y, there was not enough time on this edition to treat
cancelled su ject headings properly or give enough explanatory references. For
ample, do people know the distinctions Library of Congress makes
N MARRIAGE, MIXE,D and MISCEGENATION?
In a new ed ion of this catalog, we will treat cancelled subiects as ilo
lustrated in
c,
One side effect that has not been mentioned is that small libraries
will be able o catalog some of their holdings just as if it were a "cataloging-in-pu ication" (formerly "cataloging-in-source") service.
Since
is-referencing will be tailor-made for RCLS, all personnel
in our libr iies will probably begin to see the advanrages of knowing
about true ubject access.One of our librarians wanted material on
"Language
rts." Library of Congress does not recognize this as a
"bonafide"
bject heading but guidance is given in the following:
..LANGUA
, ARTS, see COMMUNICATION,
ENGLISH
LAN.ERATURE,
GUAGE, LI
READING,

LITERATURE_STUDY AND TEACHING,

PEECH." The referred subjects are now listed in a column, but
receive most cross-references from commercial firms with
each one
ately printed, and we have to revise and edit them. Since
hundreds of revisions are made by the Library of Congr:ess each year

FACTORIES-MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR
For works catalogedsince 1966see
PLANT MAINTENANCE
The present
microfrche
catalog has
only the
suggestion:
"See also."

PLANT N{AINTENANCE
For works cataloged before 1967 see
FACTORIES-MAINTENANCE
AND REPAIR

Figure 3
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in both subject and name headings, each New York State Library
System headquarters should aid the member libraries in basic updating. All public libraries in a given area cannot be expected to keep up
with the supplements to Subject Head,ings Used i,n the Dicti.onary Catalogs of the Library of Congress, Tth edition, and. Sears does not keep up
with language changes.
Introducing microfiche to libraries required further education and
aid in gathering the right kind of materials. Efiective implementation
of the project necessitatesmany hours on the phone, and a personal
visit to each member library was made by the cataloging and reference
headquarters stafi to demonstrate microfiche readers.
In order to insure the all-important integrity of filing of the fiche, a
simple means of color-coding using a permanent felt tip marker, will
be introduced to each member library when it requests it. One member library is acquiring a sizable microfiche collection and we have already suggested a simple method of drawing straight lines diagonally
on the bottom of a group of fiche. If a fiche is not found in its regular
place or two or three places either way (and, of course, if it is not a
numbered group as, for example, our subject catalog on microfiche) ,
the group of usually three to seven inches is gripped together, turned
upside-down, and the missing item shows up easily by the markings being out of line.
The opinions about the project from the directors of the rnernber
libraries are variable, but on the whole, this catalog is a successfuland
economical means of getting better subject accessin the hands of our
readers (cf. appendix 2). Meanwhile, at the system headquarters we
are busy working on a bigger and better editionl
In closing, I wish to quote some choice statements from an article
entitled "Little Fiche Eat Big Librarians-One Whale of a Story," by
Edward C. Jestes.
Librarians are now drowning in the flood of paper produced by the polluting
pulp mills. Our weaknessis our meticulous record keeping. In the processof
record keeping something rubs ofi-we have memories, and human librarians
are the best information retrieval systemin existence.Lack of information and
its disseminationcould be blamed for the very possibledestructionof the deli
cately balancedlife system,of earrh and atmospherewhich took millions of
yearsto evolve.Lack of information on how people might learn to be gentle
and loving could make life miserable for our children. The world's information
is channeledacrossthe desksof librarians, and if some of this information can
be put into machines and compactedto save spaceand time and permit more
efficient retrieval, then librarians should be the most efficient candidates for
the .iob.
Librarians must flow over, under, around, and into the black boxes, put
them to good use, and not let technologydehumanizeanybody-librarians or
patfons.
It might help if librarians were given an hour each day to read about micro.
fiche, systemsanalysis,programming, critical path analysis,use and control of

.
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media centers, :rnd one's own subject specialty. How about it, administrators?
Industry has be,en supporting continuing ed,ucation of its employees for years.ri
epprNorx I
This questionnaire was sent ro RCLS Member Libraries. The answers which
were returned are summarized on the right-hand side below.
Affirmatiae ansiters
(Approximate figures)
I. Subject catalog on microfiche
l. Do you frnd this catalog useful?
2. Have you allowed the public to use this catalog
by thems,elves?
Comment "They loue it"-"We
are still in process of educating"-"As
setup permits'-etc.
3. If you h:ld an extra set, would you like to see
the public use it in the same way a book or card
catalog is used?
4. The new edition of the subjecr catalog will have
at least twice as many entries. Are you looking
forward to the ENLARGED edition of subjects?

84%

52%
68%

s4%

l[. Use of the microfiche reader in vour librarv
L Do your patrons use rhe reader for ERIC
articles?
42%
2. Have you ordered periodicals or other materials
on microfiche?
36%
3" How often is your subject catalog used each
week?
? : 4 ; n e v e r : l ;l - 5 : 6 ;
6-10:6; more than l0:2.
4. Do you have any plans to purchase other materials on fiche?
52%
5. Has any attempt been made to help older people
overcome objection to reading material in this
manner?
2r%
The latest complete tabulated sysrem reporr (1969) was used as the basis
for eliminating certain small libraries from being included in the percentages
on the preceding page. These "small" libraries serve less than 5,000 popularions
and./ot are locally funded less than 915,000 a yeat. Eight of the fifteen lilrraries
in this group sent in answers and only two of those eight answered I. (l) and
I. (4) negatively. More bibliographic selection aid and personal visits will be
required before the smaller libraries derive the most benefit from the microfiche project. In the aforemenrioned group of better funded libraries, 79 percent
of these twenty-four libraries selected to be incl.uded in the table answered the
questionnaire.
The following three libraries were also excluded in the report: Newburgh,
the RCLS central library (a complete CBA subject card catalog is housed
there) ; Monroe (only recently received their microfiche reader) ; and Spring
Valley (now withdrawn from the system) .
I/olume 15, Number
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Cost comparison with the book catalog.
CBA booh catalog (prirtted by Data-LIatic SystemsCorp.)

r967

100 copies:

1968

100copies:

Author and Subject entries
for each work
Author and Subject entries
for each work

Entries
51,000
4,153

$l r,264.00
922.00
$12,186.00

( Approximately 55,000 entries)
Subj ect A4icrofiche Catalog ( 1970)
Ordered
178
Masters 105 X 148 per 1,000images
8,900 Diazo Duplicates backed
each

Quantity Unit
178
Z5.oO
.r3
8,900

105x 148
890

Silver positives duplicates

each

.15

890

Price
$r,467.97
I,157.00
133.00

$2,757.e7
(58,720entries)
(58,720entries)
( Approximately 60,000 entries)
Another way to put it:
50 sets (negative) $23.14 each
5 sets (positive) $26.75 each
Basic costs of master set

$1,r57.00
133.00
r,467.97

fi2,757.97
Microfiche holder tabinets
46 (Demco)
with discount
Money set aside for readers to each
member library; (110.07pl'us delivery)

approx.
Total for catalogsets,readers,and holders
approx.

i$ 497.06

$5,535.00
$8,790.53
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The EppelsheimerSubiecfCafalog
GonooN SrnvmvsoN
Assistant Prolessor, School of Li,brary Science
State Uniuersitt of New Yorh at Albant

In Germanacademiclibrariestoday,the main subjectapproachto books
is prouided by th,eclassifiedcatal.og.Classificati,on
is consideredprincipally asa tneansof organizingerr,tries
in a catalog,and only secondarily
as a uay of arranging bookson shelaes.Most German libraries haae deuelopedtheir own classification
systems.
Howeuer,since1915,a method
originally deaisedby H. W. Eppelsheimerfor the Mainz Ci.tyLibrary
hasfound wide acceptance.
It is a complex of catalogswhich combines
and alphabeticalsubjectindexing.
featuresof both subjectclassification

T) URING THE 1920s,when he rvas on the staff of the City Library at
LJ
Mainz, Hanns Wilhelm Eppelsheimer worked out a new method
for constructing a classified catalog.l Taken separately, no single part of
the method was entirely original, but the final product was a subject catalog unlike any other then in use, and one could make a fair case for
the argurnent that it was one of the first modern classified catalogs in
Gerrrany. The method of the Mainz Sachhatalog, as it is called, is little
known outside of Germany, but within the country of its origin it has
had an extraordinary dispersal. Today it is the most widely used method
in West Germany and has had some impact on classification thinking in
East Germany.
We in the United Stateshave had very little experience with the classified catalog; we seem to be irrevocably committed to our system of
shelf classification and open stacks combined with the dictionary cataTog
and alphabetical subject indexing. Our colleaguesin Europe are, by and
large, just as devoted to systemswhich are quite different from ours. Basically, we have the same problem: what is the best way to organize books
and what sort of catalogs are most useful in keeping track of them and
finding them when we want them?2 The long-standing difierences of
opinion as to the answer to this question suggeststhat our own thinking
has gotten into something of a rut since 1876, and that we might be able
to make a more constructive and imaginative critique of our own system
if we were more familiar with alternative solutions. For this reason, the
Mainz Sachhatalogshould be of considerable theoretical interest.
In European libraries, as in American libraries, history and tradition
have been important factors in shaping clrnent policies and practices;
Volume 15, Number 3, Summer 197I
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therefore, a few notes on the historical background of Gennau classification are in order before turning to the Mainz method.
I1 i.stor i.cal B ar:lt gr ort n cI
I)uring the first three decades of this century, German librarianship
rvas still under: the momentum of the Prussian library reform which had
started in the l880s. This movement resulted in a series of major improvements in bibliographical organization and control which culminated in the start of the Deutscher Gesamtkatalog. lt also created a climate
favorable to attempts at the standardization of classification. Subsequent discussionsof the classified catalog raised issueswhich, to this day,
have not been completely resolved. Efforts to reform the catalog had
only moderate successand the context out of which the Mainz method
crnerged was a library tradition in which the classifiedcatalog was deeply
rooted in the nineteenth century, bound by tradition and convention,
and almost implacably resistant to change. It is no exaggeration to say
that Germany entered the twentieth century with hundreds of handwritten book catalogs, many of them based on long out-of-date systems,difficult to use, and all different. This situation had not changed significantly when Eppelsheimer and his coworkers started their catalog at Mainz.s
Between l9l9 and 1929, when the prototype of the Mainz method
was developed, the Mainz Stadtbibliotheh would have been categorized
as a wissenschaftliche Allgemeinbibliothek, which is to say that its collecting activities were general and scholarly.a In German libraries of this
type, the books were stored in closed stacks (as they still are today), and
the classifiedcatalog was (as it still is today) the basic tool for providing
a subject accessto the collection. The alphabetical subject catalog as we
know it in the United States,though it had had a long history in Germany, found favor with only a few librarians. Except in isolated cases
(mostly in Southern Germany), the preeminence of the classified catalog
was never seriously threatened.s This emphasis on classification did not
result in anything even remotely comparable to the uniformity which
the rise of the Dewey Decimal and Library of Congress classifications
brought to libraries in the United States.With very few exceptions, German libraries each continued to develop their own classificationschemes.
Main F'eaturesof the Sachkatalog
At the time it was introduced, there was hardly a single aspect of the
Mainz catalog which did not contradict some generally accepted procedure in German libraries. The following is a list of some of its chief
characteristics.
l. It is a public cacalog.
2. It is a card catalog.
3. The arrangement of the enries in the catalog is not dependent on
the location of the books on the shelves.
4. The notation and the structure of the catalog provide for the extensive use of various types of standard subdivision tables.
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5. It is not a pure classed catalog, but in certain sections combines
features of the alphabetical subject-term catalog.
6. It includes, besides the basic classified catalog, special catalogs
called the Ltinderhatalog and the Biographischer Katalog, the first
based on a geographical approach, the second on a biographical
approach.
7. Accessis controlled by an alphabetical subject-term index.
The first three of these points are mentioned only because they are of
historical interest and will need only a few comments.
The Mainz catalog was planned from the beginning for the users of
the library; it proceeded from their needs and was structured so that it
could be used without the intervention of a librarian or at least with a
minimum of guidance from the librarian.
The use of cards for the classified catalog was still something of a
novelty in the 1920s.Indeed, the pros and cons of the card catalog (as
opposed to the book catalog) were still being discussedin the 1930sand
the 1940s,and there are libraries in Germany today (notably Heidelberg
among the university libraries) which still continue to keep up their
handwritten book catalogs. I am, of course, speaking only of the classified catalog-cards were widely used for author catalogs as early as
I 900.
In passing, I should mention Adolf Meyer's theory of the zeitliclt
begr enzte R ealhatalog (time-limited classified catalog), which, according
to Claus Nissen (one of Eppelsheimer's colleagues at Mainz), had some
influence on the Mainz catalog.c Meyer recognized that all classification
schemeseventually become outdated, and suggestedthat, rather than trying to update them, there should be an entirely new classified catalog
every generation or so. The old catalogs would be preserved as historical
sources reflecting the state of knowledge and scientific terminology of
specific periods and indexing the books of those periods. A new system
would be created for the new literature-the older literature would not
be reclassified.Nissen said that under the influence of Meyer's theory it
was decided to include in the Mainz catalog only books published after
1815. Some of the libraries using the method today include only stock
published after a specific date; however, I suspect that this is done, not
becauseof Mever's theory, but because of the costs of recatalogine. For
example, the prewar stock of more than one-and-one-half rnillion volumes of the library of the Sti.ftu,ngpreussischer Kulturbesitz is classified by the system of the old Berlin Realhatalog; the IVIainz method is
used only for the srock acquired after 1946.
The separation of the classification of the enuies in the caLalog
from the arrangement and location of the books on the shelves represented a historic change in the theory of the classified catalog. Georg
Leyh had long maintained that there was no future for the classified
catalog until it was freed from shelf classification.TAs long as the two
were the same, it was argued, the potential versatility of the catalog, its
capacity to change with changes in knowlecige, could not be realized.
V o l u m e 1 5 ,N u m b e r ) , S u m m e r 1 9 7I
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This means, of course, that besides classification notation, there also has
to be a system of signatures (we would call them "call numbers"-not
"class numbers") to identify and locate the specific books on the shelves.
A discussion of signatures would get us involved in the numerous shelving systemsnow used in Germany, and this is beyond the scope of this
paper. In any case,the hold of tradition was such that, despite the overwhelming preponderance of closed stacks, the switch to some type of
numerus currens shelving arrangement (i.e., accession number order,
usually within very broad subject groups) was slow and was not accomplished in many libraries until the reorganization following the destruction of \Arorld War II.8
Dispersal
In some of the early discussions of the Mainz Sachhatalog, doubts
were expressedas to whether or not the method could be used in a large
general library. Post-World War II developments seem to indicate that
the larger libraries which have adopted the method have found it flexible enough to serve their various purposes. Today it is used by nine general libraries and ten special libraries. The general libraries are listed below, followed by dates indicating when the method was adopted.
Mainz. City Library, l9l9-1929.
Darmstadt.HessianStateLibrary, 1929.
Trier. City Library, 1937.
Frankfurt am Main. City-UniversityLibrary, 1946.
Giessen.UniversityLibrary, 1949.
Marburg. StateLibrary of the Stiftung preussischer
Kulturbesitz,lg4g.
Fulda. HessianStateLibrary, 1954.
Saarbriicken.
UniversityLibrary, 1958.
Tiibingen. UniversiryLibrary, 1959.
If the reader will locate these libraries on a map, he will see that we
can almost speak of an "Eppelsheimer territory," an area spreading out
in four directions from the Mainz-Frankfurt district. As fai as I linow,
no generallibrary has adopted the merhod since 1959, and the period of
its dispersal may be at an end.
The flexibility of the method within rhe more or less traditional

The above does not exhaust Eppelsheimer's influence. His method
played a part in the thinking of Hans Sveistrup, whose classification system is used in modified form at the university of Hamburg; the library
of the Universitv of Kiel has adopted a version of Eppelsheimer's
^of
schliissel (which i will explain below); and an examination
Heinrich
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Rololf's description of the new catalog at the state Library in East Iler.lin indicates traces of the N{ainz method.ro
The Method
It seemsto be a basic maxim of German librarianship that no classification devised for anorher library could possibly be usa6re in one's own
library without some modification (if indeed it is usable at all). Thus,
the libraries which have adopted the Eppelsheimer method have each
made their own variations. For this reason, r will try to demonstrate the
practical application of the method by drawing on examples from several of the libraries which use it. It would be pointless, and probably impossible, to mention here all of the variarions which have been introduced.11
From Eppelsheimer's own discussion of the Mainz catalog, it is clear
recognized that what was needed at the rime was noi a rigid, in$aq-!e
flexible system (i.e., a printed schedule such as the classificationsdf otto
Hartwig or Dewey), but a method which librarians could use to create
their own systems.To be precisg then, r must emphasize that r am talking about a method for constructing a catalog, not a classification
scheme or schedule, for each library which uses the method creates within its framework its own classificationschedules.
The Mainz method as it is used by most libraries todav is based on a
complex of three inteffelated catalogs ancl an index, p.orridirrg accessb1,
subject, person, and place.
l. The classifiedsubject caralog (SystematischerKatalog).
2. The geographical catalog (Lrinderkatalog).
9. T-h" biographical catalog (Bi,ographischer Katalog).
4. The index (Schlagw,ortre gdster).
-The complete complex, in Eppelsheimer's original terminology, is described as a sachhatalog. This term means "subject catalog," and in cur-

catalog, an Ortshatalog. This is a catalog of entries for specific places,
usually cities, arranged alphabetically by place name. It has also been
suggested, but as far as I know never realized, that a "time" or "epoch"
catalog is needed-this would be a catalog which cuts across subjeci and
place to group material as a subdivision of historical periods.
The Classi,fiedCatalog
In the classified catalog (Systematischer Katalog), the firsr level of
display consists of traditional concepts roughly analogous to the main
classes of familiar U.S. classifications. These are variously referred to
in the literatures as Sachgebiete, Hauptgruppen, and Fiicher (the li
braries using the method are not always consistent in their terminology).
Volume 15, Number 3, Summer 1971
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These can be loosely identified as "subject areas" or "groups," and I will
use these terms rather than the term "class," since the latter term implies
or logical base which is lacking in -the Mainz method.
a philosophical
A certain uniformity in terminology is beginning to emerge in the
more recent literature about the method (see the works of Brall and
Berninger in our bibliography). Some of the terms are not inherently
very m-aningful out of context, but within the rnethod they are useful
for consistency. The following example will introduce the terminology
and notation of a subject area and its first two subdivisions.
Terminology
Sachgebiet(Subjectarea)
Grossgruppe(Large group)
Hundert grupPe (Hundred group)

Notation
nat
nat B
nat B 1900

Subject
Natural sciences
Physics
Acoustics

The original Mainz catalog contained twenty-four subject areas. The
method is such that these larger units can be chapged without too much
difficulty, and later Mainz reworked its catalog into twenty-six subject
areas.No two libraries using the method have adopted the exact same series. The choice of subject areas is not based on any philosophical concepts of the structure of knowledge, on any encyclopedic categorizations, or on the ancient university faculties (which lie heavily encrusted
at the base of so many classification systems),but simply on what subject
areas the specific library collects-the subject areas are practical and
pragmatic. The approach at Mainz could possibly be described by some
idea along the lines of the "literary warrant" (Hulme) or "consensus"
(Bliss) within the framework of the purpose of the specific library.
In the catalog, these subject areas are arranged in alphabetical order
-a radical departure (though not without precedent) from the more
common hierarchical or logical order. The theories of Rudolf Focke,
published around 1900, had already accepted the idea that the sequence
of main classeswas not of any great practical significance.l2 At this level, then, the basis of the Mainz method is nothing more than an alphabetical list of terms identifying subject areas.
Each subject area is identified by the first few letters of the term
identifying the area. This type of "notation" gives the catalog its flexibility at this level, permitting the addition or deletion of subjects without the need for overhauling the whole structure (as would be the case,
for example, with the Library of Congress classification). Thus, the pro'
crustean bed of classification notation, which has been such an anathema
to most German librarians, is avoided at a point where there is no real
justification for its use. Flere, as an example of one library's choice of
subject areas,is a list of ten of the nineteen subjects used in the catalog
of the University of the Saarland.
Notation
allg
geog
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Subiectarea
Allgemeines (General works)
Geographie (Geography)
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gesch
math
med
nat
recht
soz
sprach
tech

Geschichte (History)
Mathematik (Mathematics)
Medizin (Medicine)
Naturuissenschaften (Natural sciences)
Rechtszrtissenschaft (Law)
Sozialwissenschaften (Social sciences)
Sprach- und Literaturuissenschaft (Language and Literature)
Technik (Technology)

It is possible for each library

to make its own variation

on this main

group structure (e.g., the City-University Library of Frankfurt uses
thirty-one subject areas). One could, for example, elevate economics to
a Sachgebief by pulling it out of soz and setting up a new subject area
uirtsch (Wirtschaft), or pull biology our of nat and set up a new area
bio, as was later done at Mainz and Marburg. What is done at this level
obviously afiects all subsequent decisions.
Each of these subject areas is then subdivided systematically by whatever methocl is appropriate to that parricular area of knowledge.-There
is no overall theory as to how this is to be done. The catalogs which we
examined were based on more or less familiar divisions of common
practice. The groups of this second level (i.e., the Grossgruppen) arc
identified by a series of capital letters. Here, for example, are the Grossgruppen of the subject atea nat as used around 1927 at Mainz, obviously
a traditional sequencefound in many classifications.
nat
nat A
nat B
nat C
nat D
nat E
nat F
nat G

Naturwissenschaften(Natural sciences)
Allgemeines(Generalworks)
P&ysik (Physics)
Chemie (Chemistry)
Geologieund Mineralogfe (Geologyand mineralogy)
Biologie (Biology)
Botanih (Botany)
Zool.ogie(Zoology)

As many letters are used as are necessary for the series of large
groups. If the twenty-four letters do not supply enough divisions, it is
theoretically possible to use two letters (e.g., nat A, nat AA, nat AB,
nat B, nat BA, etc.).
These large groups are again subdivided into conventional subareas.
The arrangement at this third level is also classified. Each subdivision is
assigned to a block of 100 numbers, hence the term Hundertgrup,pen.
These third-Ievel groups may be illustrated by turning to an excerpt
from the expansion of. nat B as shown in the first published account of
the Mainz catalog.
nat
nat
nat
nat

B
B
B
B

00
300
500
ll00

Physih
Physih, Allgemeines
Theoretische Ph^tsik
lllessende Physii
Mechanik
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The above series continues through nat B 8500, with a total of fortyfour subgroups, in sOmeareas Sepalated by vacant numbers, as above, to
allow foiinsertions when and if-necessary. There is no fixed number of
clivisions at this level, as many are used as are necessary for the subject

subdivisions. This brings us to the Schliissel.
The term Schliissellias been widely accepted in German classification
literature.ls Literally, aSchlilssel is a key, and the word suggeststhat the
list of standarcl subdivisions with its standard notation is, for the user

the University of Giessen.
l-8 Hi.lfsschriften (Auxiliary works, bibliographies, etc')
9-l I Altgemein e Sammelw erke (General collections)
12-23 Organisationsformen (Forms of organization)
2+26 MAhodik u. Geschicite d'. Wissenschaft(Methodology and history
of the subject)
27-35Materialsammlungen(Collectionsof material,sources'etc')
of the subject)
36-39RegionaleDarsdlung (RegionalPresentations
40-63 Geichichtli'cheDarstellung (Historical Presentations)
presentations)
Darstellung (Systematic
64-70Systematische
7l-73 Theorie (Theory)
74-79 Praxis (Practice)
8(F82 StatfstfA(Statistics)
instruction)
83-85Erziehung,uebung, ILnterricht (Education,exercises,
86-88 TechnfA (Technology)
8V99 TeiI u. Fragen der Gruppe (Details and specialtopics)
I will not give a complete list of the contents of this general key, but
only enough io rngg"rt something of its structure. The Hilfsschrif,ten
begins as follows.
.
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I
2
3
4
5
6

Bibliographies
Periodicals, yearbooks
Calendars, almanacs
Dictionaries, lexicons
Directories, indexes, etc.
Formularies, tables, charts, etc.

These can be understood

in terms of the standard

form

division

ta-

nat B l90l
A bibliography of acoustics
nat B 1904 A dictionary of acoustical terms
rt is possible to refine these formal classes if necessary. The Frankfurt library, for example, uses the following
breakdown of section 4 of
the Schlilssel by introducing a notation using small letters.
4

Lexicons, dictionaries
4a M,ulti-lingual dictionaries
4b Lexicons
4c Who's who, etc.
etc.

For material

falling

inro

these subdivisions,

this is the end of the

Allgemeine Betriebswirtschaftslehre.
Von KarI Riissle.
Mtinchen: Weinnayer (fgh8) B"
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Allgerneine Betriebsrnirtschaftslehre.
Von l(arL RtssLe.
l&frrchen: Weinrnayer(fghg) A'

The Monograph Series

classification.
Corporation finance.
Administration-continued

HG 4028 special'tJr'L15"*;t;ce
.C6
.D4
.D5

soz A 89
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sheets.

Contributions to welfare services'
DepreciationPolicY'
Dividends. Stock dividends.

Anlhropologie (Anthropology)
Automation (Automation)

Library
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Familie (Family)
Geographie (Geography)
Geschichte(History)
Kirchengeschichte (Cht;r.ctrhistory)
Krieg (War)
etc.

9l

Betonbau
Eisenbetonbau
Fachwerkbau
Holzbau
stahlbau

93

Beton
Glas
Granit
Stein
Terrazzo

under 91, types o{ buildings crassified by structurar material are al.
phabetically arranged (concrete buildings,'reinforced concrete, wood
subject terms for specific kinds of
ranite, stone, etc.).
rbject at the Hundertgruppen level
to the organization of the subject
retically, we have the possibility, not
t the possibility of a series of ten
few libraries use all ten files in very
las to have some principle of organization,.th_ey-are,in effect, subclasses.We also have to^keep in mindlhat
a detailed list of subject headings (comparable to our sears and LC
lists) has never been published in ierminy. However, librarians
have
drawn- up directions, ot Instruhtionen, along the lines of cuttefs Rules
for subject headings. Each library pr.pur.r"its own headings and there
rs a tendency to depend a lot on what we would call "catchword headings" (i.e., subject terms drawn verbatim from the titles of the books
being classified).
T he Geographical Catalog
The Ldnderhatalog, as it is generally called (literally, a catalog of
countries), was described by Eppelsheimer as a "geographical-historical"
Volume 15, Number 3, Summer 197I
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catalog. Inherent in the classified catalog is the dispersal of regional ancl
national scientific and cultural developments throughout the spectrum
of major subject classes.It is the purpose of the geographical catalog to
bring them back together again. This geographical catalog is also a
classedcatalog, but one that starts with places as the main classes.
There is, for the geographical catalog, a special Liinderschli.i.ssel (geographical key). This is, in fact, the broad outline of a classification
scheme which can be used with any country. The idea cannot be compared to the Dewey DC area tables, since in Dewey DC the areas become
subdivisions of the subject, whereas in the Mainz method the subject becomes a subdivision of the area.
As in the other catalogs of the Mairrz method, difierent libraries
using it have developed their own variations of the general procedure.
As an example of one version of the geographical catalog, I will turn to
the City-University Library of Frankfurt. Major geographical areas are
coded with a numerical notation to provide their sequence in the catalog.
t 0 0 Germany
l 0 l East Germany
l l 0 Individual German states and
provinces (alphabetical)

190 German Democratic Republic
200 Europe, general
205 Individual European countries

300 Africa
400 America
500 Asia
600 Australia, etc.
700 Polar regions
800 Individual races

These are further subdivided so that each country, or further subdivision as may be appropriate, has its own number: Bavaria is ll5, Hessia
is 120, Ireland is 230; Gambia is332, etc. To each country, the following
Liin dersc h lii.ssel is applied.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Allgemeines (General)
Landeskunde, Geographie (Geography, etc.)
Vorgeschichte (Prehistory)
Geschichte (History)
Tolkskunde, Vdlkerkunde (Folklore, ethnology)
Kulturgeschichte (Culturalhistory)
Politik, Oeffentliche Verualtung (Politics, public administration)
Sozialwissenschaft (Socialsciences)
J Religion, Kirche (Religion, church)
K Piidagogik, Bildungsuesen (Pedagogy, education)
L Sprache (Language)
M Literatur, Literaturuissenschaft (Literature, study of literature)
N Kunst (Art)
O Recht (Law)
P Wirtschaff (Economy)
a Landwirtschaft, Bngbau (Agriculture, mining)
R Spiel und Sport (Ganes and sports)
S Grosse geographische und ethnische Riiurne (Large geographical and
ethnic areas)
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T
U
v

StaatlicheRiiume (political areas_states,provinces)
Stddte und Ddrfer (Ciriesand villages)
so.nstigegeographischeBegrifie 1-other geographical concepts-mountains, rivers, etc.)

Each and
-everyone of the above is subdivided with a notation using
small letters. J: Religion, Kit.che is divided as follows.
Ja
Jb
Jc
Jd
Je
Jf
JS

History of religion
Christianity
Catholicism
Prorestantism
Islam
Buddhism
Other religions

Geographical catalog
K
Pddagogik
Ka Allgemeines
Kb Didaktik
Kc Schulwesen

Classified.catalog
paed
Piidagogik
paed A Allgemeines
paed B Didaktih
paed C Schulwesen

- Furthermore, the classesof the Hundertgruppen level of the classified catalog are taken
_over in the geographiciat iatalog, as is the general
key-in short, the whole apparatus"of ihe classified caialog is used"in the
geographical catalog:
Geographical catalog

Classifiedcatalog

Kb 100
Kb 200
Kb 300

paed B 100
paed B 200
paed B 300

Here are several examples from the Frankfurt geographical catalql.
230
Ireland
230 Q
Agriculture
230 Qc
Stock-breeding
230 Qc 200
Horse-breeding
230 Qc 280
Statistical tables
r00
Germany
1 0 0L
German language
1 0 0 Ld
sYntax
r00 Ld. 64
fntroduction to German syntax
There is considerable diversity in the various versions of the geographical catalog. This is accounted for, in part at least, by EppelshelmVolume 15, Number 3, Summer 1971
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er's original statement, which suggested several difierent ways in which
it could be coordinated with the classified catalog.lr The close conesPondence between the two catalogs (which we have suggested above) is not
always possible in all parts of the geographical catalog; at other times
(in a small library, of with a subj-ct area that contains few titles), it
may be possible but not useful.
The Bi,ographical Catalog

biography,etc.
The following is the first part of the biogtaphical key used at the
University of Tiibingen.
I
2
3
4
5

BibliograPhie
ge,Auhtionskataloge
Bibliothekskatalo
Zeitschriften,Reihen,Kalendar,Almanache
Worterbilcher,Lexica
Abhandlunge,Festschriften
Gesammelte
etc.

33 A Allgemeines (General works)
33 B Le6en und Werk im Allgemeinen (Life and works, general)
JJ

C

BiographischeEinzelheiten(Biographicaldetails)

etc.

This continues with a detailed schedule. The first section, i3 A, in'
cludes such material as bibliographies, library catalogs, indexes of works,
serials, archives, festschriften, etc.
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The Register
There is no need to comment here extensively on the index, ot Register as it is called. It is a card index used both by the librarians and the
public. It indexes in one alphabetical file the various catalogs (classified,
geographical, and biographical), including terms for the subject areas
and various subgroups of the classified catalog as well as the terms used
in the monograph series, along with see references and see also references. For the classifier it is a method of controlling the growth of rhe
classification and its structure and helps insure consistency in applying
the schedules and subject terms.
Control of Multiple Entries
A minor but essendal detail for the librarian is the method of keep
ing track of multiple entries. This is sometimes done with a rubber
stamp device which permits the librarian to pencil in the added entries.
For example, at Giessen,the book by Ludwig Erich Scmitt, Die Germanistik an der Uniaersitiit Marburg (Marburg, ca. 1956), is classified in

Eqozr
d,{ C 42{

lvK I4IK &rK Sv"'J*,

I

Example 3
Conclusion
This short introduction to the Mainz method does not do justice to
the detail and flexibility of which ir is capable, or to the ingenious ways
that it has been adapted to fit the needs of various types of libraries. As
has been consistently emphasized, it is a method, and this paper has
made no attempt to examine specific classification schemes produced by
the method. Another interesting problem we have not touched upon is
the role of classification in the education and professional life of the
librarians of the higher service (i.e., the professional subject specialists,
the elite of German librarianship), or in administrarion and organization. And it goes without saying that the Sachhatalog is one of several
catalogs, some for public use and some for administration (e.g., the author catalog, usually following the rules of the Prussian Instruktionen,
a shelflist catalog, and other special subject catalogs and indexes).
As to the use of the catalog by the public, we have very little information-there seem to be no published catalog use studies. This is the
crux of the problem, for in the end the only valid criterion for evaluatVolume 15, Number 3, Summer 1971
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ing a catalog surely must be in terms o[ how we]l it serves its rtsers. It
wJuld be piesumptuous, if not disastrous, if a librarian educated and
experiencei only in the tradition of the alphabetical subject catalog
Id"re to think he could make a constructive critique of an approach
from his
based on a philosophy,
-this a theory, and a practice so different
reason, tried only to describe the method, and
own. We hai'e, for

educational system. In terms of theory, the Mainz method raises some
thorny problems: (a) the rheory of the classified catalog; (b) the theory
of classification; (c)'the theory of alphabetical subject indexing; and
(d) what happens when (a), (b), and (c) are all involved in structur-

terms.
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a tremendous amount of discussion and theorizing
fied catalog and the alphabetical subject catalog
1900 and 1940, and as important as Eppelsheimefs
one of many who made important contributions
volved debate.

about both the classiin Germany between
work was, he was but
to the long and in-

near the beginning of his long and distinguished career, may or may nor
prove to be the most enduring, but it is certainly the most fascinating.

In the course of briefly examining the use of the Mainz method in seven German
Iibraries, the author found librarians most courteous and hetpful. At the Mainz City
I-ibrary, Mrs. Helene Leeuwerik rvas most patient and kind during my two visits to
that library. In the notes which follow, tJne Zentralblatt liir Bibliothekswesen is abbreviated ZlB.

have both a dassified
_catalog and, a stbject heading catalog (the universities of
Giittingen and Munich are rwo examples) . only iwo unii,eriity
libraries have
- only a subject heading catalog, the university
of Erlangen and the Free University of Berlin.
6. Adolf Meyer wrore extensively on the classified catalog in the lg20s. see
especially his
-article in ZIB 39:38&-99 (sepr. l9z2) , which is probably the one Nissen
was referring to.
7. Georg l-eyh was rather insistent on this point and never nrissed. an opportunity
'attack
to express his views on the matter. The hrst and main thrust of his
was
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against shelf classification. He discussed the whole problem in its historical cont&t in "Das Dogma von der Systematischen Aufstellung," ZIB 29:241-59 (June
l9t2) and ZIB 30l.97-136 (March, l9l3); and reprinted in his lus uierzig Jahre.n
Bibliotheksarbeit
[Wiesbaden: flarrassorvitz, 1954] (Beitrii.ge zum Buch- uncl
Bibliotheksuesen, Bd. 3) .
8. It is ironical, to say the least, that even as some of the older universities have
taken Leyh's advice only within the last <Iecade or so (i.e., they have abandoned
detailed shelf classification in their closed stacks), it has become virtually an
article of faith among the librarians of the new universities (those founded after
1960) that the stacks must be open, hence some sort of shelf classification is
needed.
9. The catalogs of the Bibliothek des Instituts fiir Zeitgeschichte t,alve been published
by G. K. Hall & co. (the "holdings of this library are on the history of National
. ." For a description,
Socialism, the Third Reich and the Weimar Republic'
see any recent issue of the Hall Co.'s annual catalog) . In its use of the Mainz
method, it is less typical than the other libraries discussed in this paper (even
to the extent of using a decimal notation in some sections) , but most useful to
the U.S. student because of the accessibility of the Hall Co. reprint.
10. Heinrich Roloff, ..Die Katalogsituation," in Aus der arbeit d,er Deutschen staatsbibliothek [Leipzig: Harrassowitz, 1961.] (ZfB Beihelt 8l) p.60'
ll. These variations range from comparatively minor changes, such as the addition
of a color code, to major changes involving the structure and use of tables of
standard form divisions.
12. Focke's basic writings deal with the foundations of the theory of the classified
catalog and the general theory of classifrcation.
13. The typical dictionary definition of a Schlilssel includes such translations as "key,
code, cipher." Several of the German librarians with whom I discussed the
method seemed to think that "key" was a satisfactory translation in the Present
context. But I am not sure whether or not these technical terms should even be
translated, and it might have been better to consistently use the German terms.
My discussion of the Nlainz key is merely descriptive. The key attemPts to verbalize and formalize basic general elements (time, place, person, form, etc.) , and
the theory behind it invites a more detailed examination.
14. Eppelsheimer referred to these subject terms as Stichuorte; later writers sometimes
refer to them as Schlagworte, The use of the tlvo terms in German literature is
confusing-sometimes they are used synonymously, sometimes not. The question
(in our sense) or
is whether a given author is referring to a "subject heading"
to a "catchword" from a book title which is used as a subject heading.
15. The use of a numerical notation to identify the main area classesis not a feature
of all, or even most, libraries using the Mainz method. More often than not, the
countries will be arranged in alphabetical order without notation.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

This selective list does not include references to the numerous but very short
discussions of the method in textbooks of library administration, history, and classification, or periodical articles which include only brief discussions. I have, however,
tried to include the most important historical and practical material. The arrangement is chronological by date of publication. The works by Brall and Berninger
are the best sources for additional bibliographical references.
Ruppel, Aloys. Die Mainzer Stad,tbibliothek in der Nachkri.egszeit Mainz, 1927, 26p.
(Also published in Monatsbliitter der Mainzer Stadtbibliothek. Bd. l, Heft 7, 1927.)
Six pages (13-18) are devoted to an account of the method with a historical note
on its development at Mainz, written while wo.k on the catalog was in progress by
the former director of the library. Drawn from Ruppel's annual reports, it is (as a
whole) a fascinating document of German librarianship
during the first decade fol-
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lowing World
method.

War

I. Historically

important

as the first published

Eppelsheimer, H. W. "Der neue Sachkatalog der Mainzer
b latt f iir B iblioth ekswesen 46:406-24 (1929).
The major statement about the method
basic. Includes the three Schlilssel.

by its author,

account

Stadtbibliothek,"
eminently

of the
Zentral-

practical

and

Nissen, Claus. "Der Mainzer Sachkatalog in Theorie und Praxis," in Sigismund Runge,
ed., Beitriige zur Sachhatalogisierung, p.87-108. Leipzig: Harrassowitz, 1937 (SammIung bibliothehswissenchaftlicher Arbeiten, Helt 45); reprinted Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1969.
Nissen joined the staff at Mainz in 1927 (by rvhich time the basic principles of the
method were largely worked out) . By the time he wrote this, he had ten years practical experience working with the method. Here he puts it on a theoretical base in
terms of Rudolf Focke's theories, and also clarifies some points involved in ptactical
application, especially the monograph series.
Gebhardt, Walther. "Der neue Sachkatalog der Westdeutschen Bibliothek,"
deutsche Bibliothek, Jahresbericht 1950-51, Marburg, 1951. Anhang p,\Ml.

in West-

This library, now the Staatsbibliotheh d.er Stiltung Preussischer Kulturbesi,tz, was
one of the first libraries to adopt the method after the end of World War lI. The
basis of the collection consists bf those parts of the former Prussian State Libmry
which were stored in the West during the war. Only the postwar acquisitions are
classified by the Mainz method. This library has the status of a national library and
will in time probably become the largest library in West Germany. The eight pages
of this report devoted to their classified catalog is an excellent, clear, and precise
description. Keep in mind, however, that this report is twenty years old and in the
interim their use of the method has changed substantially.
Nissen, Claus. "Die Kataloge der Stadtbibliothek,"
theca Moguntina, p.3946. Mainz, 1963.

in Jiirgen Busch, ed., De Bi,blio-

A short zurvey and history of the catalogs at Mainz, including those in use before
the new method was introduced. Describes organizational and administrative
procedures with comparatively little on the structure of the method itself, Principally of
historical interest,
Cordes, Hans. "Sachkatalog," in Die Universitetsbibliothek
Saarbriicken, Bericht ilber
d,i,elahre 1958-62, p.4249. Saarbriicken, 1963.
A less detailed description than others listed in this bibliography, but interesting
and useful since their version is different from the others in several important details.
Lohse, Hartwig."Zum Aufbau eines neuen Sachkatalogs nach dem'System Eppelsheimer'
an det Senckenbergischen Bibliothek unter Besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Medizin," in Ewald Wagner, ed., Ahtuelle Probleme d,er Bibliotheksz.terwaltung .
p.102-f 0. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1966.
When the library of the Senckenberg Institute was transferred to the new CityUniversity Library of Frankfurt, plans were made to reclassify the collection by the
Mainz method (which had already been introduced at Frankfurt) . The library is
strong in the natural sciences and medicine. This paper deals with problems involved in adapting the method to the area of medical literature.
Berninger, Ernst H. Die Praxis der Sachhatalogisierung nach der Methode von H. W.
Eppelsheinxer. Kriln, lg66 ("Hausarbeit zur Priifung fiir den hiihren Dienst an
wissenschaftlichen Bibliotheken
dem Bibliothekar-Lehrinstitut
des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen.") 8lp.
A very complete description of how the method is used at the City-University
Library of Frankfurt. Well illustrated, it is (at least for the U.S. librarian)
the
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best available description of the structure and physical layout of the catalog. By far
the most useful and practical guide available, even though it is restricted to the use
of the method at Frankfurt.
Brall, Artur. Anuendung und. Abuandlung d,er Sachkatalogisierungsmethod'e Eppelsheinters an d.eutschen Bibli.otheken. Kbln: Greven, 1968 (Arbeiten aus d,em
Bibtiothekar-Lehrinsti.tut des Landes Nordrhein-Westlalen, Helt 3l) 147' liip.
Dr. Brall's library school dissertation is the most complete discussion now available,
covering its use in the various libraries, and with a fine supplement of different versions of the standard form tables and lists of subject areas. A summary of his study
was published in Zeitschrilt filr Bibli.othehsuesen und Bibliographie 14:316-30 (1967) .
Stevenson, Gordon. "The Mainzer Sachkatalog and Its Background," Library Quartetly
40:318-39 (July 1970).
A more detailed treatment of the historical backgtound of the Mainz catalog'
some discussion of the nineteenth century catalogs which it replaced, and comments
which influenced Eppelsheimer's method.
on certain aspects of German librarianship
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The Wesf GermanBookTradet
A Surveyof CurrentTrends
Jner.rnrrn M. Monnx
Li,brarian, M ontgomery High School
Shillman, New Jersey
The current West German book trade is a rigidly structured system
which had to be entirely reestabl.ishetl
after the war. The present d'ecentralizedpublishing industry has led to hi,gherbook pricesresulting in a
aeryslow increasein demand.Becauseboth the readingand the purchasing of boohswere preuiouslylimited to the well-educated
stratum of society,publishersas well as book dealershaaehad difficulty in expand.i.ng
their sales.The growth of libraries and the paperbackboom haae also
made the market combetitiaeand fosteredmouesin the direction of
mergets.
-I-HE
INDIVIDUAL
RESTRICTED to the English language will find
L almost nothing on the subject of current trends in the West German
book trade other than a greatly out-of-date report by a Committee of
American Book Publishers.l This report, while valuable for information
on the problems of reconstructing the book industry after the war, fails,
however, to discussin detail the industry after its rebirth. The reader who
wishes comprehensive bibliographic coverage of this subject is referred
to Die Fachli,teratur zum Buch- und, Bibliothehswesen, Verlag Dokumenation (Munich, 1967); Jtirgen Busch, Bibliographie zum Bi,bliotheks- und
Bilcherei,weserzflViesbaden: Flarrassowitz, 1966); Horst Kliemann and
Peter Meyer-Dohm, Buchhandel, eine Bibliographie (Giitersloh: Bertelsmann, 1963) (Schriften zur Buchmarkt-Forschung l); and the bibliography in Helmut Hiller and Wolfgang Strauss, Der deutsche Buchhan'
del; Wesen, Gestalt, Aufgabe (Giitersloh: Bertelsmann, 1966). This paper surveys current trends in the west German book trade.
The disastrous consequencesof 1945 and the division of Germany
into four military zones virtually destroyed the prewar organization of
the book trade. Frankfurt had been the center of the German book
trade until the end of the fifteenth century, but by the end of the eighteenth century had lost its leadership to Leipzi& which by virtue of its
central location, became an ideal place for book distribution. In 1825
the B<irsenverein des deutschen Buchhandels was established in Leipzig
as the official professional organization of all individuals connected with
the book trade. In 1835 the association began publishing the Bdrsen'
Volume 15, Number 3, Summer 1971
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blatt filr den deutsch,en Buclt,hartdel, tbeir official journal, and in
1888, the association began publishing the Addressbuch des deutschen
Buclthandels (Addressbook of the German Book Trade). In l9l2 the
Deutsche Biicherei was founded in Leipzig, which since l93l has published under a new title the Deutsche Nationalbibliographie in two series: New Books of the Book Trade and Nerv Books Outside of the
Trade. In prewar Germany the book publishing industry was the seventh

annual collection of statistics).a'5
In 1947 the Deutsche Bibliothek was founded in Frankfurt and all

books was largely due to greater amounts of money available, but then
after the crrtten.y reform in 1948 demand dropped and the paperback
book came on the scene.Rowohlt led the way in 1950 in building up an
entirely new market in paperbacks.
The West German pubtsfring industry (Verlagsbuchhandel) is now
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centered in four cities-Stuttgart, Munich, West Berlin, and Hamburg
-ryiJh 40 percent of the total publishing.z There are approximately 600
publishers who sell through normal channels and exhibit ar the Fiankfurt Book Fair. The work of publishers expressed in simplest terms is
selection, production, and distribution. It can be assumea that in the
belles lettres, about 99 percent of the manuscripts are never published,
but all are read.8 The possibility of overlooking talent is minimal. The
risks are much greater for belles lettres than fbr specialized literature.

script. Unlike earlier editors, today's editors must be aware of not only

many. Publishers also initiate works where a salespossibility exists.rl
While it cannot be denied that rhe age of great personalities in publishing is declining, the various publishing houses have even today preserved a certain individual character (Verlagsgesicht). Specialized firms
publish only technological and medical books, children's books, or theological books; this often originated from the fact rhat the publishers
themselveshad a background in special fields. Therefore, the publisher's
(editor's) selections often coincide with lnis Verlagsgesicht. lt behoves
the publisher to remain within the bounds of his specialized areas of
activity for the sake of his authors as well as his own integrity. There
are to be sure "universal publishers" such as Ffanser and Piper, as is the
rule in America, but most firms were founded by individual publishers
as independent nonstock companies. A few corpolrations developed mostly as a result of inheritances. The smallness of much of the West German publishing trade is exemplified by the fact that in lg58 more than
half of the publishing houses in the Federal Republic of Germany released only one or two books; however, their part in the whole book
trade was only 7.4 percent.l2 According to a trtde census in 1960, only
8 percent of all publishers had more rhan fifty ernployees but these l3l
firms handle about 57 percent of all the activiries in the publishing
trade; 65.5 percent of the publishers have fewer than ten employees and
46.5 percent fewer than fivell3
The irnage of a publishing house is created not only by the ambitions of the publisher himself but also through houses that merge. For
example, Julius Springer developed a medical division by buying out
J. F. Bergmann, August Hirschwald, F. C. W. Vogel, and Wilhelm Engelmann between 1917 and 1931. fn [terature, for example, the various
Voltt,m,e15, Number 3, Summer 1971
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areas as well.
A peculiarity of the West German book trade is the fixed book pric_e.
In 1888 the Krciner Reform established strict legulations for the publish-

contrast to 1,605 in 1959; that is, ll.7 percent of the entire book production.l? The largest portion is naturally in the belles lettres, juvenile, and
religion with 70.9 percent of the translations in these areas.18Book production in 1964 can be chatacterized by the following chart.
26,228 titles published
5,865 in belleslettres
and academicliterature
20,363 in specialized
6.7/o schoolbooks
5.9/o juvenile literature
6.7/o religion and theology
5.51olaw
4.5/o science
3.9/o technology,industry,and tade
6.8/o history and culture.le
On 5 September 1965 a new copyright law was enacted to aid pub'
lishers in having somervhat more flexibility in what could be published.2o

.
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ma-ny must be able to calculate exactly the margin between Geist und
Geld.2t
Book distribution in West Germany also has a character of its own.
I.ong before the appearance of a book, the advertising campaign begins.
Announcements are made to the press and to other public media, and
prospectuses, circulars, and galleys are sent to the booksellers. prepublication announcements also appear in the Bdrsenblatt filr den deuischen
Buchhandel. Since most books in Germany appear in rhe fall and spring,
publisher's agents visit the booksellers with whom their firms have con-

The most frequently used way of aiding the distribution of books
is the sonderprospeht (special prospectus) to inform interested persons
about the book and its author; this is used for new titles or new editions.

television
radio
Press
display windows

16J70
12.5%
l8.8To
22$70

prospectuses and catalogs
publisher's blurbs
local associations of book
dealers
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9.0%
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Jcc

The Bcirsenvereinalso periodically publishes subject catalogs to bring the
various subjects together regardlessof publisher.
While booksellers are obligated to abide by the store price set by the
publisher, the publishers in turn are not permitted to sell directly to Private customers. Thus, individuals as well as libraries and academic organizations must order through the bookseller with certain exceptions
which will be discussedlater. Magazine distribution is also controlled by
the bookstores. The smooth-running relationship between publisher and
bookseller is maintained by the agents who make visits twice a year to introduce new books, take orders, and keep abreast of sales. This rigidly
structured system is legalized by the Buchhiindlerische Verkehrordnung
(Book Trade Business Regulations). An important book for booksellers
and publishers is the Kreditliste des deutschen Buchund Musi,halienaerIages,which gives information about the commercial and financial status
of all West German book and music publishing firms as well as important foreign firms. This appears annually with monthly supplements. In
an attempt to rationalize the book trade after the war, the BuchhindlerAbrechnungs-GesellschaftmbH (BAG) was established in Frankfurt to
coordinate and centralize the book trade. This is an exchange place for
the wishes of publishers and booksellers; its efiectiveness is naturally lirnited to only members, and unfortunately, many booksellers and publishers are not members. Horst Kliemann, a historian of the book trade, has
characterized publishing as the only "black art" in our times with its almost magical possibilities of influence and effect.2a
The "distributing book trade" (verbreitende Buchhandel) includes
both wholesale and retail booksellers. The various kinds of retail booksellers shall be discussed firsl- Sortiment (bookstore), railroad station
booksellers, the travel and mail-order trade, the subscription trade, the
antiquarian book trade, the lending libraries, and the book clubs.
The Adressbuch for 1965/66 listed 3,872 Sortiments in 993 places,
half of which are communities of under 75,000 population.2s These
stores are all members of the Bdrsenverein; outside of the regular book
trade are about 8,000-14,000stores which sell books among other things,
but these are important because annually about 30 million books are
sold outside of the Sortiment.26 Bookstores are of all sizes but all booksellers must be familiar not only with current titles, but academic trends
as well. For new books, the most helpful tool is tl:'e Brirsenblatt filr den
dewtschen Buchhandel-Frankfurt and Leipzig editions. The bookseller
makes a selection from the total publishing output in view of his clientele; he therefore has certain "bread articles" and "best sellers" as well
as others which do not sell themselves.A belletristic bookseller relies on
recommendations from the publishers, on criticism, and partly on examining galleys himself. Display windows, it has been shown, exert the
strongestinfluence on sales-particularly in small towns.
Not only must the bookseller be sensitive to customer's needs, but he
must be able to sensepotential sales possibilities. For example, the book
by Ceram, Gdtter, Griiber, und Gelehrfe (Gods, Gtaves, and Scholars),
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book trade, about 10-15 percent goes through the Barsortiment.zr Only
magazines and school books are ordered by the retail booksellers directly
from the publishers.

The Reise- und versandbuchhandel (travel and mail-order booksellers) is of particular importance in West Germany because many either
have no accessto a sortiment or are hesitant to enter a sortime'nt. T}'e

terest to doctors, lawyers, notary publics, auditors, tax advisers, and
schools and libraries. Between 60-80 percent of all specialized and refetence books are sold this way.2erhese Iatter mentioned booksellers sell
mainly by prospectuses,newspaper advertisements, and catalogs. These
two "personalized" forms of bookselling achieve particular importance
because there are about 25,000 communities in which there aie about
4,000 bookstores and these are divided among about 1,000 cities. Therefore, there are around 23,000 communities without bookstores.Bo
The Werbende Buch- und Zeitschriftenhandel (subscription sales of
b-ooksand newspapers) has representatives who seek to gain subscribers
all over the country. with the growth of the ftavel and rnail-order business,subscription sales are now chiefly limited to magazines and records.
There are about seven million subscribers to magarines and. 150,000
members of record clubs.3l

bookseller to American libraries. He died in 1920. Thirty years later, after the war, the firm (now in Wiesbaden) has established its reputation
again.
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handles magazines and is often a part of the previous kind; Moderne
Antiquariat sells books no longer kept in stock at t};'eSorti'menf and has
close ties with the mail-order book dealers-often called the Ra'mschmarkt or "second market" with about 5,000 titles always available with
an annual replacement of about 1,500.32The Grossantiquariat takes an
entire stock of books from a publisher that is no longer selling in the
Sortiment and then distributes to the "modern antiquarian" dealers; the
Auhtionshaus is a book auction firm which sells rare and valuable books
and is in close relation with the Bibliophi.le Antiquariat Their otganization, the Verband deutscher Antiquare, Autographen und Graphikiindler, was established in 1960 and holds regular fairs in Stuttgart.
Ttre Leihbuchhandel (lending book trade) is concerned with the

It has been the opinion of many that the growth of these commercial libraries has weakened sales of books. Perhaps an unfortunate con-

of 5,300,000members.saThe Bertelsmann Lesering is the largest. They
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Helmut Hiller contradicts those who predict that the age of home Iibraries is dead because of the rise of public libraries. The fact is, he
states, that in West Germany only 3 percent of the population uses the
dfientliche Bilchereien (public libraries)-earlier called Volhsbiichereien-and those who do use the library borrow only 2.6 times a year.36
With the growth of informational and didactive books, borrowing such
material from a library is inconvenient and the urge to own this type of
material is increasing. The Institut fiir Demoskopie (Institute for Public
Opinion) reported that in 1968 the average number of books bought by
adults in Germany was 3.8; this shows that in spite of numerous competing spare-time activities, many books are still bought for personal possession.3z The book clubs encourage this tendency; the Institute further reported that over half of the book club members found it attractive to
choose books in the privacy of their homes.38
A peculiarity within the framework of the book clubs is the Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft (Academic Book Club) in Darmstadt. At
cheaper prices, it releases academic books which it publishes itself in
cheaper reprint editions by license from other publishers. Often subscriptions are taken first to detect possible sales for a title. The wholesale book trade also has a character of its own. The Kommi,ssionsbuchhandlung (dealer who works for a commission) is an independent agent
of publishers who receives a commission for his costs in distributing
books to bookstores.Historically,Leipzig and Berlin had been the centers
of the commission system.seTllre Barsortiment is a wholesale bookseller
who buys and sells books at his own risk without commission. He generally has 80,000-100,000titles in stock and can cover the demands of
the Sortiment. He also receives a discount from the publisher and gives
the retail bookseller the fixed discount from the publisher. The difference
in the discounts is his profit. Its centers are in Stuttgart, Munich, Cologne, Berlin, Hamburg, and Frankfurt. The Grossbuchhandel (general
wholesaler) deals chiefly with stores which sell books among other things
-places which have no direct knowledge or relationship with publishers.
He publishes an annual catalog, but he generally receives less of a discount than the Barsortiment.
Thus far, the author, publisher, and bookseller have been discussed.
The book has been viewed as merchandise and its value seen in economic terms. Traditionally, in Germany the book has had limited appeal and
generally a defined audience, i.e., the educated. It is only relatively recently that the book has become a true market item with expanding sales
possibilities. Therefore, the socio-cultural aspects of the book in society
have come to the forefront.
There is a great deal of uncertainty about a broad reading public in
Germany. Although most Germans read newspapers and own radios and
televisons, many neither read books nor own any and about 34 percent
have never bought a book.aoAnother source entitled Buch und Leser in
Deutschland (Books and Readers in Germany) reported that in 1964,
28 percent of those surveyed owned no books.al It has been shown that
Volume 15, Number 3, Summer 1971
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book buyers with advanced education practically without exception buy
their books in bookstores, those with some education mostly through
book clubs, and those with only a grade school education dislike bookstoresthe mostla2
The question emerges: Are there too many books on the market or
too few readers? Education and income are ultimately related to the
number of books owned. Klaus Doderer remarked that children and
youth generally read more than adults and the less the schooling, the
more attraction toward trivial literature. Thus, both quality and quantity of reading are related to the educational level.aa Giinther Marissal
comments that young adults even more so than many adults shy away
from bookstores because there "they have the feeling they are being examined by someone who knows everything better and sees through their
own ignorance."44
The book is no longer regarded in Germany as a quasi-sacred cultural
edifice or as a social status symbol, but only as a consumer item with
short-lived informational content. This, in turn, afiects authors who realize that Kathederdeutsft ("professorial German") is becoming less and
less communicative-more a barrier than a bridge between author and
reader. This change is occurring chiefly through the school system' which
most agree is in need of a reform. Klaus Doderer has the following
opinion.
The German school appears to me by its one-sided orientation "falsely programmed" toward a traditional aestheticeducation, an underestimation of the
interests of youth, a cramping into stratified educational levels, and a misrepresentationof the book asa meansof information.ab
The pupil's texts and the word of the teacher were traditionally the vehicleJ for learning. Most schools do not have libraries, thus strengthening the authority of the classroom text.

ture will no longer lead to special existence next to society, but will be
fully integrated into society. The school book will lose its position as the

new riaders.
Although it is claimed that book prices are increasing at a slower rate
than other merchandise, hardbound books appear expensive because of
the cheaper book club prices and the paperbacks.aT With the German
population gradually coming to enjoy a book like a glass of beer, the
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"paperback explosion" is another important factor in broadening the
reading public. However, up until now, paperback saleshave still not attracted the poorly educated stratum of the population except among
young people. Franz Hinze discussesthe paperback market and comments that until now the paperback has had difficulty breaking into the
tight sales net of the hardbound book. It remains to be seen, he says,
whether the paperback will becorne truly a "mass book"; perhaps the
ready opportunity to buy them will gradually alter the buying patterns
of the general public as has already been done with youth.as Gollhardt
points out that critics of the paperback claim that this medium has fostered a disinterest in good literature and created a mass culture, but the
paperback also has the potential of fulfilling unexpressed information
needs as well as influencing a much broader spectrum of society.ae
The peak period for paperback saleswas 1950-57, and now there are
complaints of overproduction. According to a survey by the Institut fiir
Buchmarkt-Forschung at the end of 1965, there were l0B German-language paperback series that appeared from sixty-eight publishers, i.e.,
West Germany, East Germany, Austria, and Switzerland; monthly, about
180 new titles appear.5oThe l6th edition of the Katalog der Taschenbiicher (Catalog of Paperback Books) in spring 1968 contained about
10,000titles, two-thirds of which are belles lettres.5l As a result of the influence from America, there is also an increasing tendency to bring out
new editions of older works and dictionaries in paperback form. While
in the general book trade about one in ten titles is a translation, about
half of all paperbacks are translations. And, while formerly paperbacks
appeared only as a reprint of hardbound editions, now they are coming
out more and more as original literature. In number of titles, Goldmann
dominates the market with Rowohlt, Heyne, Ullstein, Fischer, and DTV
following. These "big" firms have attempted to expand sales by selling
in chain stores, supermarkets, gas stations, hotels, etc., a practice which
up until now has had a negligible result in Germany.52The chief attraction of paperbacks seems to have been their cheap price rather than having added to the reading public in Germany. Flowever, Die Zei,'treports
that the paperback publishers are raising their prices with Rowohlt setting the pace.63
Up to this point no mention has been made of how scholarly research becomes published. There are no university pressesin Germany
such as in America and England. Kliemann reported that there are
twenty-nine university bookstores in eleven cities and ten of these were
already founded before 1800.64Some of these publish, such as Bouvier
in Bonn, but generally academic scholars have their work published either through an institute or the regular commercial publishers. Dissertations are another matter, however. University libraries in Germany possesshuge numbers of dissertations because they have to be printed. This
tempts the book trade to make them objects for financial gain. For example, in 1963, of the 8,800 printed dissertations, 1,073 were published
commercially.5s Sometimes dissertations even come out in paperbackVolume 15, Number 3, Summer 197I
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especially those of famous persons. The book trade also makes use of
older dissertations by putting them in scholarly series.The Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft in Darmstadt for years has been doing a reprint
business with important dissertations presently out-of-print. Some dissertations become so well known that they become classroom texts; others become a seller only when the person becomes famous. Theodor
fleuss, for example, wrote his dissertation in 1906 and it was commercially published in 19501
While France, England, and the U.S. have organs that regularly review books, Germany does not. The critic plays a special role beside the
author, publisher, dealer, and the public. Criticism does not hinder the
appearance of poor books, but it can aid good books. Since most books
appear in Germany in the few months before Christmas, the few critical organs have no time to review them. The large newspapers and magazines review perhaps five or six books.56This "Christmas business" in
Germany, when books are bought chiefly for gifts, is difierent from
France, for example, where books are bought to be read by the purchaser. Even in the literary magazines, which are without exception of considerable importance as a subsidizing means for publishers, those books
reviewed that are published by the publisher of the magazine will naturally be reviewed favorably.
Public libraries (ifientliche Biichereien) specialize in Sachliteratur
(popularly written factual representations), whose purpose it is to inform the general reader, and the belles lettres. Selections are made
from a monthly periodical, Bilcherei und, Bi.Idung which adverrises annually, on the average, 3,300 books (1,900 subject literature, 900 belles
lettres, and 500 juvenile).52 Titles are chosen not only for quality bur also in view of their usefulness for potential readers.Esln 1947 the Einkauszentrale fiir Ofientliche Biichereien (EKZ) was founded in Reutlingen to provide special library editions of books with printed cards as
well as library supplies, display material, and furniture. Biicherei, und
Bildung is independent of the EKZ. Titles are not only ordered from
the EKZ but also from the Sorti.rnent. The university libraries also order
between 15,000-30,000books annually from the Sortiment.os
Of particular interest to librarians as well as to the book trade is the
annual Frankfurt Book Fair (Frankfurter Buchmesse). There are about
2,000 exhibits and only one-third of these are German.0oIt is a real marketplace where negotiations for translations are made, new titles are pro.
moted, and international exchange is fostered. From a limited German
fair, the Frankfurt Book Fair has achieved international recognition.
The high point of the fair is the awarding of a peace prize, which is nationally televised and serves among other things the purpose of bringing
the book trade into the public eye.
The main meeting of the Bcirsenverein des deutsche Buchhandels is
held during the Frankfurt Book Fair. There are about 5,000 members.ol
Twice a year representatives meet from each Landewerband (state association) with the number from each Land accotding to the membership
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in each Land.eszterband. ln addition, there are seven to fourteen merrtbers-at-large from the general membership who are selected by the Vor'
stand (executive board). Thus, at these meetings all three groups are
represented. The executive board is elected for three-year terms and consists of six members-three publishers and three dealers. They meet every six to eight weeks. For the business of the organization, fourteen
standing committees are appointed. The Buchhdndler Vereinigung
GmbH is their official publisher.62
The Deutsche Buchhiindlerschule (German Book Trade School) belongs to the Bdrsenverein. In 1962 it moved from Cologne to Frankfurt.
Students study on the average three years and may specialize in either
publishing or selling. At the end there is a comprehensive examination.
Two periodicals deal with the training of Buchhflndlet, Der Jungbuchhandel and Der junge Buchhandel.
The Biirsenverein is also represented on the Kuratorium (board of
trustees) and on the Beirat (advisory board) of the Deutsche Bibliothek, a nonprofit publically owned foundation. Two other foundations
combined in 1952 to form the Sozialwerk des deutschen Buchhandels to
provide a health and old-age pension plan as well as financial aid to apprentices.
Scientific analysis of the book market is an interdisciplinary subject,
since the book may be examined from an economic, social, political, or
cultural point of view. In order that the various disciplines could coordinate their tesearch efiorts and disseminate results, the Institute ftir
Buchmarkt-Forschung (Institute for Book Market Research) was established in 1965 in Hamburg.Gs Scientific occupation with questions concerning the book trade already led to the funding of a professorial
chair for Buchhandelsbetriebslehre (the teaching of book trade operations) in 1925 at the Handels-Hochschule in Leipzig, which Dr. Gerhard
Menz held until 1945. After the war, in Gcittingen, Dr. Wolfgang Kayser, professor of Germanistics, brought the book trade to the attention
of the academic world by a series of lectures given at various universities.ea In Berlin, Dr. Walter Hiillerer founded a department on the nature of books and publishing concefned with literary and sociological
questions. The economic and sociological side of the problem was anchored by Dr. Peter Meyer-Dohm in Hamburg at the Institut fiir Buchmarkt-Forschung. To coordinate current research activities, a Wissen'
schaftliche Arbei.tshreisBuch was established in 1965.65

ated many difficulties not the least of which is higher costs.
The question of mergers among publishers has received much publicity lately. The 1968 edition of. Buch und Buchhandel i.n Zahlen reveals that there are 2,555 firms in West Germany and West Berlin. Of
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*re commercial publisherc, 1,737 publishers actually produced books in
1967. A significant portion of the publishers did not publish any titles.
Of these 1,737,786 (43.3 percent) published only one or two titles; 519
(29.8 percent) publishecl between three and ten titles-three-fourths of
all the publishing firms.6?The "big" nanles, who produce the majority
of the books-Beck, Bertelsmann, Diesterweg, Droemer, Econ, Ernst &
Sohn, S. Fischer, de Gruyter, Klett, Luchterhand, Julius Springer, Suhrkamp, etc.-form the public image of the book trade. In figures, 5.2 percent of the publishers in 1967 produced fifty or more titles and proportionally 53 percent of the total production.os
The large publisher with a diversified output has a difficult time
maintaining his "profile" (Gesicht) and must also pay close attention to
the international book market. An alternative to the mixed large publisher (Grossaerlag) is a trend toward the specialized small publisher.
The best example is Klaus Wagenbach's firm in Berlin-a new publisher
which concentrates on young German literature from East and West.
Wagenbach has created a distinct "profile," which is reliable and dependable in the book trade as well as to the reading public. Because of
this certainty of selling a good portion of what is produced, the price
can be as low as possible. The business is run by him, his wife, a secretary, and an apprentice. The distribution is commissioned out.6e
In the school book market, demands for new media have virtually
forced the small publishers out of the market. Likewise, in the academic
textbook realm, new developments and computer technology are forcing
small publishers out. The alternative seen here will perhaps be the duration of those university-oriented bookstores that also publish.
In viewing business trends of the German book trade, it should not
be overlooked that there are certain factors which set certain limits in
comparison to other countries: the relatively limited spread of the German language in the world; and the shortage of managers. It is foreseeable that the fixed price on books will eventually be lifted. Therefore,
in viewing both a trend to Grossaerlag and a counter-trend to specialized
Kleinuerlage (small publishers), Diirr is optimistic. It is conceivable that
those publishers who fall victim to this trend will haggle about their
fate, but whether it will harm literature and readers will have to be left
to the Kul,turhritiker
(critics of culture) . Rolf Hochhut has already
published "Zigarillos," a short satire on Bertelsmann and Springer.ToIt
is thus clear that the image of the West German book trade is changing.
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A study of NPAC's progress was made to deternxine the program's efiectiueness.Workinguith tuo samples,one representing a"pre-NPAC year"
(1962) and. the other a "post-NPAC year" (1967), the authors concluded
that significant improaem,entshaoe been made in the coaerageof foreign
publications, the aaailability of centralized cataloging, and. the currenq
with which f oreign publications are entered in NUC. Although the stud.y
was restricted to Australian, British, and French publications, the conclusions drawn rnny be npplicable to all, countries involued in NPAC.

NATIoNAL
PRoGRAM FoR ACQUISITIoNS
AND CATATHE
^ LOGING (NPAC) or the Shared Cataloging Program, as it is often
called, was authorized by an amendment to Title II, Part C of the Higher Education Act of 1965, Public Law 89-239, which states that funds
are to be transferred to the Librarian of Congress for the purpose of:
(l) . . . insuring,so far as possible,the acquisitionby the Library of Congtess
of all library materials currently published throughout the world of value
to scholarship;and . . .
(2) . . . providing catalog information for thesematerials promptly after receipt, and distributing bibliographic information by printing catalogcards
and by other means,and authorizing the Library of Congressto use for
exchangeand other purposessuch of these materials not needed for its
own collections.I

With the passageof this act, NPAC promised to become one of the most
important bibliographic programs ever initidted.
l As quoted in
Jerrold Orne, "Title
brarian t6:l8l fall 1966).

II-C,
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Since 1965 great expenditures of time and money have been devoted
to NPAC. As is the case with so many bibliographic undertakings, however, it cannot be said with certainty how effective the program has
been. Have the promises of 1965 been fulfilled? We feel that a study of
NPAC's progress to date would be of value to the library community,
and to this end we have formulated three hypotheses:
I. That there has been a significant increase in the coverage of for.
eign publications in the Nati.onal Union Catalog since the implementation of NPAC;
2. that cataloging copy for foreign publications in the National Union Catalog appears on a more current basis than was the case prior to the implementation of NPAC; and
3. that the percentage of Library of Congress and Shared Cataloging
copy of foreign publications, as opposed to union cataloging copy,
has increased significantly since the implementation of NPAC.
To test these hypotheses, we compared the foreign coverage of NUC
for a pre-NPAC year (1962) and a post-NPAC year (1967). Since we
were looking for concrete statistics rather than subjective opinions, our
intention was to draw a sample of 200 titles from three foreign national bibliographies for each of the two test years and then search for
them in th'e National Union Catalog. Obtaining the 1962 sample was
particularly difficult, however, as most libraries do not keep the monthly
or weekly issues of bibliographies once the annual cumulations have
been published. The selection of titles involved the systematic inspection
of each of the three national bibliographies and the elimination of any
title which did not meet the criteria set forth in the following section
of this paper. This procedure was employed until the predetermined
number of titles had been chosen.
From the weekly issues of the British National Bibliography for January, February, and March 1962, 100 titles were selected. Thirty titles
were chosen from the November 1962 Australian National Bibliography,
and fifty titles were chosen from the January and February weetty issues of the 1962 Bibliographie de la France. The total figure for this
sample should have been 200. However, since only one monthly issue of
the 1962 Australian National Bibliograpfur was available, even after
checking with the Australian Consultate-General Office in New York
City and the Australian Embassy in Washington, D.C., we were forced
to accept the smaller figure of 180 titles.
We then searched for these titles in the National Uni,on Catalog.
Each title was searched for a period of fourteen months after its publication in the foreign national bibliography.
An identical techniquq was employed for selecting and searching the
1967 sample. flowever, in this sample we were able to obtain the full
200 titles. Of this figure, 100 titles were chosen from the January and
February 1967 weekly issuesof the British National Bi,bliography. Fifty
titles were selected from the weekly issues of the January 1967 Bibliographie de la France, artd. the remaining fifty titles were taken from the
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monthly January through April issues of the 1967 Australian Nati.onal
Bibliography. As in the case of the 1962 sample, each title was searched
through the fourteen monthly issues of the Nati.onal Union Catalog
which followed the title's appearance in the foreign bibliography.
Cri.teria for Selecting Titles
The titles comprising the samples were selected by following the criteria outlined by the Library of Congress in its blanket order statements.
This involved the elimination of medical books prepared for the medical profession, agricultural books prepared for the farmer, government
publications, children's books, society publications, reprints, extracts, separates, and translations. We also eliminated all editions of monographs
other than first editions, and publications in subject areas such as literature and sports with which we were unfamiliar or in which we did not
feel competent to judge the scholarly value. However, we did attempt
to represent the fields of science, philosophy, religion, history, and the
social scienceswith equal emphasis throughout the sample.
The French titles were selected with the aid of ihe Nea, Cassells
French Dictionary since our own French vocabulary was somewhat limited. Because of our desire for a quality sample, we more readily eliminated titles whose meanings were uncertain due to the translation factor.
Thus, some titles were excluded from the French sample which might
have been included in an English'language sample. The high percentage
of French titles found in the National Uni,on Catalog may have been influenced by this highly critical screening. Flowever, since both the 1962
and the 1967 French samples were chosen in this manner, the percentage
of change in coverage should not have been affected.
Search Techni,ques
As each title in a sample was selected,the complete bibliographic entry from the foreign national bibliography was recorded on 3x5 cards.
White, yellow, and pink index cards were used for the French, British,
and Australian titles, respectively. Color-coding of the 380 entries allowed for more eftciency and ease in the searching and in the compilation of the statistics.
As each title was located in the National Union Catalog, the date of
the issue of NUC in which it was found was recorded on the back of
the card. Also noted was the source of the descriptive cataloging data. In
the caseof the 1962 titles, cataloging data were supplied by two sources,
either the Library of Congress or contributing American research libraries. The distinction between the two sources was made on the basis
that cataloging data supplied by research libraries lacked both classification and LC card numbers.
In 1967 a third source of cataloging data enrers the picture. This, of
course, is the foreign national bibliography. Identification of cataloging
data taken from foreign national bibliographies was facilitated by LC's
inclusion of a distinct number which had previously been assigned by
Volume 15, Number 3, Summer 197I
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the foreign bibliography. In the case of the Australian Nationat Bibliography, this was referred to as a registry number (AUS6Z-Z9), while
BNB called it a serial number (867-26244), and the Bibliographie de la
France used the term pressmark (F66-7582).Union cataloging was identified by the letters NUC which preceded the card number, e.g., NUCO8l-1776.A lack of any of these previously mentioned designaiions signified Library of Congress cataloging.
Findi.ngs
Of the 180 titles comprising the lg62 sample from the foreign national bibliographies, ll8 (66 percent) were located in the National (In.
ion Catalog, while 173 titles (87 percent) of the 1967 sample were
found. This indicates an increase in coverage of 2l percent from 1962
to 1967. A breakdown of these resulrs by country is ilfustrated in Figure
l.
Even though it might appear that the differences between the 1962
and the 1967 figures could be the result of the annual growth of the National union catalog, we feel that each of these increases is basically
due to the eftect of NPAC. Even if the National Union Catalog had in100
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creased its coverage of foreign publications each year, the increases in
the foreign national bibliographies would have been great enough to
equalize the growth. That is, the actual percentage of NUC coverage
would probably nor have increased to the extenr that our findings indicate, without NPAC.
As common sense might have suggested, the coverage of British publications before NPAC was already quite good, and therefore an increase of 13 percent is highly commendable. On the other hand, in the

fn the area of cataloging activity, we found that of the ll8

Marked

increases in

titles lo-

centralized cataloging of materials from

all

TABLE I
Cerer.ocrtc (Torer,s)

Year

r962
1967

LC
Cataloging
N%

(53)
(e)

45%
5%

Shared
Cataloging

Union
Cataloging

N%

N%

(r56)

e0%

(65)
(8)

Centralized
Cataloging

N%
55%
5%

(53)
45%
(165) s5%

Note: N = The number of titles cataloged..
/o = The percentage of ritles catiloged.
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three countries clearly indicate NPAC's overwhelming successin fulfilling one of its primary goals. With the continuation-of NPAC, we expect to see an even greater percentage of foreign language materials being centrally cataloged.
It is much more dimcult to make definitive statements about currency due to the numerous time factors involved in the operations of
NPAC. In an attempt to simplify this complex aspect of the study, we
have tried to show in Tables 2 and.3, how long it took the National Union Catalog to pick up titles following their appearance in the foreign
national bibliographies. Table 2 shows the percentage of titles found in
NUC during each of four difierent time intervals, while Table 3 shows
the cumulated percentages for the same intervals. Thus Table 2 shows
that of the 1967 French publications 6 percent were found in the first
two-month interval, another 25 percent were found in the second twomonth interval, and another 40 percent were fourxd in the third; the remaining 29 percent were not found until after six months of their appearance in the Bibliographie d,e la France. Table 3, giving these same
figures cumulatively, shows that after four months a total of 3l percent
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of the titles had been found inNUC, and that after six months a total
of 7l percent had been found.
A iecond look at Table 2 shows that the peak period for the entry of
French publications occurred during the fourth time span in 1962 and
during the third time span in 1967. Although this is a smaller increase
in currency tban- we shall see in the other two countries studied, it
should be noted that this is a foreign language sample and therefore
even a small increase in currency is important. As a point of interest, it
may be noted that the French sample for 1967 was the only one to conTABLE 2

Two months

COUNTRY
Australia
1962
1967
France
1962
1967
Great Britain
1962
1967

Four months

0

(0)

0

(0)

(0)

0

(re)

@

(2)
(3)

7
6

(3)
(12)

ro
25

r

(7)

9

12

(57)

(r)

Seven-Fourteen
months

N%N%

N%N%

(il)

Six months

@

(r)
(3)

l0
e

(e)
(e)

(5)
(20)

l6

(20)
(14)

@
l0

(64)

(re) 2r

(6)

(8)

I
I

q

Note: Circles indicate the periods during which the largest percentage of materials
for each country was entered in the National Union Catalog.

TABLE 3

Two months

COUNTRY

Four months

Six months

Seven-Fourteen
months

N%N%N%N%

Australia

r962
1967

(10)
(31)

100
100

(10) 33
(35) 7 l

(30)
(4e)

l0o
100

20
94

(80)
(e3)

100
100

(0)
(0)

0
0

(0)
(le)

0
6r

(l)
(22)

(2)
(3)

7
6

(5)
(r5)

r7
3r

(r)

I
12

C8)
(68)

l0
73

(16)
(87)

l0
70

France

r962
r967
Great Britain

r962
1967

(l l)

Note: The 100 percent figu-re shown in the seven-fourteen months column of this
table represents the total number of titles found, not the total number of titles
searched.
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tain a title which was found in the National Uni.on Catalog during the
same month that it appeared in the foreign national bibliography.
In the case of Australia, the greatest portion of 1962 publications also appeared in NUC during the seven- to fourteen-month time span. In
1967 this period occurred during the four-month interval, showing an
increase in currency of three to ten months.
For Great Britain, the peak periods occurred during the seven- to
fourteen-month time span in 1962, and during the four-month interval
in 1967. This increase is comparable to that found in the figures for
Australia.
Of the three countries considered in the study, two have shown a
minimum three-month increase in currency. In all three cases the greatest percentage of materials is being picked up within six months of their
entry in the foreign national bibliography. This is just one more indication of NPAC's success.
Conclusions
Our study was designed to investigate the National Program for Acquisitions and Cataloging (NPAC). We hoped to prove that it has been
the prime factor behind the increase in coverage of foreign publications, the increased availability of centralized cataloging, and the increased speed with which foreign publications are entered in NUC. Due
to the limitations of our study, it is impossible to make absolute conclusions about the total operation of NPAC. Therefore, our deductions
are derived solely from our investigation of the three countries chosen.
Enumerated below are the conclusions which we have reached.
(l) In the three countries investigated, the coverage of foreign publications has increased. flowever, countries without Shared Catalogrng Offices are still in need of further improvement;
(2) the availability of centralized cataloging for foreign publications has increased greatly; and
(3) the speed with which foreign publications are being entered in
NUC has increased.
However, since our study has shown that most materials are being
picked up within the two- to four-month interval following their entry
in the foreign national bibliographies, it does not seem probable that
LC is meeting its three-week goal for the dissemination of printed cards.
In order to meet this goal, the Library of Congress would have to distlibute its depository sets of cards two to three months before the date
appearing on the NUC issues in which these cards are contained. Not to
be discounted either is the fact that most libraries receive their issues of
NUC anywhere from two to three months after the date printed on the
issue. This means that by August a library may still be awaiting its June
issue of NUC. Adding the two or three months' wait for each NUC issue onto the two- to four-month Iag in currency, we see that it is possible
for those libraries not receiving depository sets of cards or proof sheets
of. NUC to expect a four- to seven-month delay in cataloging copy. We
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realize that LC's MARC Project may sometime in the future remedy this
situation.
At this point in NPAC's development, it would appear that the program has made tremendous strides toward its goal of prompt worldwide
acquisitions and international cooperation in cataloging. Since NPAC is
a progressive program, constant evaluation is vital to its continued success.Therefore, we would recommend that future research on this progam be periodically conducted on a more comprehensive level than we
were able to attain. We further recommend investigation into NPAC's
relationship with other acquisitions programs to eliminate needless duplication within areas of control. As a final suggestion, we feel that an
evaluation of NPAC's role in providing an incentive for developing
countries to better organize their book trades would be informative. We
hope that these studies will lead to an affirmation of our own findings
and to the continued expansion of NPAC.
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CanadianPublications
in the EnElish
Language: CBIvs Conodiono
Jorr LrvIs
Memorial Uniaersity of Newf ound.land
St. .lohn's, Newf ound.Iand, Canada,
Cumulative Book Index (CBI) purports to be a listing of "all books in
the English language regardless of the place of origin;' Thi.s study was
undertaken to determine the cornpleteness of coaerage by CBI o,f one
foreign country's English-Ianguage publications compared uith the cozterage by that country's current national bibliography. The country chosen for study uas Canada; the tool chosen for conxparatiue purposes uas
Canadiana. Th,e results indicated that CBI incluiled only about 74 percent of Canadian E_nglish-Ianguagepublications in a giaen period and
that the appearance of a title in CBI was aery much behind the original
appearance in Canadiana. There was also an implication that CBI could.
itnproue its Canadian coaerage consid.,erablyuith a little extra efiort and,
that there were no sources of inf ormation aaailable to CBI that were unaaailab le t o Canadiana.

AIM OF TH.E CUMULATIVE
BOOK INDEX is to "list all
lnHE
I books in the English language regardless of the place of origin."1 Its
subtitle proclaims it to be a "world list of books in the English language." lf CBI did in fact list all English-language books, wherever published, what need then would libraries have of The Boohseller, of the
British National Bibliography, of the Australian National Bibliography,
ot of Canadiana? Considering all of the difficulties involved, can CBI
really hope to approximate the coverage of EnglishJanguage materials
in the various foreign national bibliographies? To answer these questions, at least in small part, is the purpose of this study. Specifically,how
does CBl compare with one foreign national bibliography, Canadiana,
in its coverage of EnglishJanguage books published in Canada?
Canadiana is the basis for current national bibliography in Canada.2
Produced by the National Library in Ottawa, it artempts to include all
publications published in Canada in both the English and French lanBufges as well as materials published outside of Canada in any language
written by Canadians, about Canada, or merely of interest to Canadians.
It is divided into six sections to include pamphlet and regular trade materials, privately published items, publications of societies and institutions, musical scores and sheet musig newspapers, periodicals (when first
published), films, microfilms, and publications of the federal and pro
vincial governments of Canada. Inclusions are based on the Book Deposit Regulatiorn of the National Library Act (1953), but materials
which are either presented ro the Library as gifts or are purchased
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through the Library's Order Section are included as well. Such a task involves a considerable amount of searching through regular trade publications, scholarly journals, and many other sources which could indicate

material which Canadiana includes. For example, CBI omits all government publications, sheet music and scores, religious tracts, maps, cheap
or paperbound editions, and materials which the editors regard as being
ephemeral or of purely local interest.s Thus, it was necessary to delete a
large quantity of comparable entries fuom Canadiana bef.orc a sample
could be drawn and the study could begin.
Mechanics of the Study
The study was based upon titles included in the January, Febmary,
and March 1967 issues of. Canad,iana which were graciously provided
through the office of the editor and the corresponding issues of CB.I
which were provided in an equally gracious manner by the editor and
the H. W. Wilson Company. To equalize the classesof inclusion, it was
necessary first to search the indicated issues of Canadiana and to eliminate those materials which CBI bv concession did not include. For inclusion in the sample, it was necessary for a title to satisfy the following
criteria. Each title chosen had to be for sale and be written solely in English. If less than forty-nine pages, it was regarded as a pamphlet and
was excluded. Theses or government documents were eliminated as were
titles which appeared to be ephemeral or of purely local interest. FinalIy, each title had to have been published solely in Canada. Unless the annotation indicated otherwise, the imprint location was taken as final.
The resulting sample was then searched thoroughly in the basic January,
February, and March 1967 issues of. CBI. Titles not located were then
searched on a monthly basis up to and including the August-December
1967 cumulative issue. Remaining titles not located were searched
through the cumulative issues for the years 1965 and 1966. At this point
any titles still not located were re-searched throughout the entire time period to ensure that they had not been missed the first time in a weary
moment.
The information received from the search was recorded in two files.
Full bibliographic data were recorded on a standard 3x5 card for each
title while another file was maintained composed of marginal punched
cards coded for the following data: title located in CBI, date title appeared in CBI, date title appeared in Canadiana, and the first two digits
of the Canadiana-assigned class number. It was hoped that the class
number might enable some conclusions to be made regarding certain
subjects that were possibly being neglected, but the sample proved too
small for this to be of any use. In addition, it was also recorded whether
Volume 15, Nurnber 3, Summer 1971
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or not the publisher was included in the 196l-62 list of publishers
found in cBI. This was the most recent listing available at the time of
thg
it
.s1udy; was brought up to date by an examination of changes and
additions found in subsequent issues.The master Bxb card file iniluded,
in addition to the aforementioned full bibliographic information, rhe
class number of each title, the date of appearance in CBI, the date of
appearance in Canadiana, and an identifying serial number. This number and the vestigial class number of each title were recorded on the corresponding marginal punchecl card.
Comprehensiueness
The total number of titles in the sample was 209, of which 100 (48

searched in CBI, three were located. These figures can be broken down
even further to show that 143 (68.4 percent) of the titles located were
the products of Canadian publishers listed in the 196l-1962 cumularive
volume oI CBI, while eleven (5.3 percent) of the titles located were not
the products of listed publishers. For each of these eleven titles,.the full
address of the publisher was included in the main entry. Of the fiftyfive titles (26 percent) not located, twenty-six (12.4 percent) were pro<luced by publishers not included in CB,I's list of publishers and tended
to be the products of small presses,local firms, or individuals. Flowever,
twenty-nine (13.9 percent) of the titles from Canadiana not located in
CBI did have their publishers included in CBI's list. Had CB1 included
this 13.9 percent of the titles it could have increased the percentage of
inclusion from74 percent to 88 percent or from a ratio of 3:l to 7:1.
Currenr:y
The currency of CBI can be demonstrated graphically through an
examination of Table 2. Of the titles listed in the January issue of Canadiana, forty titles or a majority of titles locared frofi1t this issue were
subsequently located in the May 1967 issue of CBI but only after a de-IABLE
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CANADIANA

Number of
Titles

January
February
March

100
50
59

Total

209
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Number of Titles
Located in CBI

Number of Titles
NOT Located in CBI

76
34
44

24
t6
t5

r54 (74%)

45 (26%)
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quent appearance in CBL Similarly, it would appear that CBI is concerned with the listing of canadian publications bn a long-term cumulative basis rather than a currenr one.
CBI'.s Sourcesl,ersus Canadiana'.rSource,s
For purposes of determining whether or not CBI had access to Canadian titles which canadiana did not, a very small sample of definitely
canadian titles was obtained from the January 1967 issue of cgl. This
sample of fourteen titles was then searched in the issues of canad.iana
from its appearance in January l95l to March 1968. All titles were locatthis is a very small sample. ffowever, it does suggest that
9d, _Admjttedly,
cBI probably does not have accessto sourcesrrnavailable to canadiana.
Conclu.sions
I. A library requiring a current complete listing of canadian titles
would be wise not to depend upon CBl alone. As Table I shows,
only 74 percent of Canadian titles (with restrictions taken into
consideration) are eventually listed.
2. Similarly, as is shown in Table 2, coverage of Canadian titles is
many months more current in Canadiana than in CBI.
3. lf CBI were to give complete coverage to titles within scope from
iust those publishers which it gives in its master lists, covirage of
Canadian titles could be expected to increase about 14 percent.
4. It does not appear that cBI has accessto sources unavailable to
Canadiana.

l. Letter from Nina R. Thompson,*.*,

Bookrndex (5 March 1968).

2. Constance M. Winchell, Guide to Reference
"#)i"\rr"
Boofts (gth ed.; Chicago, lg67),p.BI.
3. Cunrulative Book Inilex, v.?0 (March lg67) .
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The ClassifiedCafalogue,LU Sfyle
C.-C. WoNc
and
JonN Mounr
Cataloguers, Laurentian U niaersi.ty
Sudbury, Ontario, Canada
The Laurentian Uniaersity Library has evolueda bilingual classified
catalogueconsistingof a public shelllistsupplementby a French/English
subiectindex.Indexing is donewhen processing
the first book on a giaen
topic, coversboth primary and secondarysubiects,and is done in both
Ianguagesimmediately.Where applicable the shelflist is amplif.ed by
secondarysubjectcardswhich stand behind the run of primary subiect
cardsuithin the sameclassificationslot. Thws there emergesan effectiae
tool for locating all materialspertaining to a given topi,cin either or
both of two languages.
-fHE
CLASSIFIED CATALOGUE
at Laurentian University* has
I come of age. Now into its tenth year it is no longer a mere experiment. Perhaps the time is ripe to offer some comment on its structure and
effectiveness.
Laurentian University is a bilingual institution. When the classified
catalog was introduced in 1961, it was set up primarily to meet the bilingual demands of our situation. To this end, it provides a sullject approach in both languages to every book in our collection, yet without
being unmanageably bulky. It was also recognized to have other merits:
-it provides the catalogue user with the panoramic approach afiorcled the shelf browser;
-it afiords an easymeans of compiling bibliographies;
-it permits easy altering of subject terminology should the need
arise; and
*it lends itself to computer applications since the classification numbers will be easier to code than subject headings.
Structure
Simple but unique is this feature of our public catalogue. Unique
because it is a public shelflist supplemented by a bilingual index. Simple because we are all familiar with the use of an alphabetical subject
index. This one appears in compact attractive card format.
* I-aurentian University is located in Sudbury,
student population of Northern Ontarro,
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This card index, arranged a-lphabetically, consisrs of English and
French subject headings interfiled, plus place names and personal names
_(biographees).Each subject heading is inserted,when processing the first
book on a given topic, may relate to the book either ai a primary or secondary subject, and is rendered into the second language immediately.
On one side of the index card appears the subjecr heading eilher
alone or with relevant subdivisions as represented in the collection. on
the other side appears the corresponding LC classification number(s) or
span of numbers. Geographical subdivisions are not mixed with other
subdivisions but listed alphaberically on a separate card filed behind, other cards with the same heading.
Examples:
Index card showing subject heading with relevant LC classification
number:
Cellulose

QD32r

Index card showing subject heading with span of classification numbers:
Cryptograms

QK504-635

Index card showing subject heading with subdivisions and relevant
classification numbers:
Hospitals
Accounting
Bibliography
Stafi

RAg60-996
HF5686H7
26675IJ75
RA972

For the English sector, LC Subject Headings, Tth ed., and its supplements provide our authority. For the French, we use the 6th edition of
the Universitd Laval* Bibliothdque's Ripertoire de Vedettes-Matiire.
The problem of gaps will be mentioned larer.
The shelflist, governed by classification numbers, furnishes both a
primary and secondary subject approach. When a topic figuring as the
primary subject is covered by a number of titles, the shelflist cards, of
course, stand in the same order as the books on the shelf. The same subject, when secondary, is indicated by the relevant classification number
typed in red at the top of a unit card for each book concerned. This
number then serves as the filing device, and all such cards are filed alphabetically behind the run of primary subject cards bearing the same classification number.
The complete run of cards bearing the call number B 819 as primary
designation stands ahead of rhe run of cards where B 819 is an ippended designation.
* Laval University,
Quebec City, Quebec, Canada.

.
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Examples:
Main subject card:
B
819
w254

Williams, John Rodman.
Contemporaryexistentialismand Christian
faith.

l. Existentialism.

Secondary subject card:

N
72

rt

B8I9F
Fallico, Arturo B.
Art and existentialism.

I. Art-Philosophy.

2. Existentialism.

As an aid to the user, both the index and the shelflist conrain alphabetical guide cards. In addition, verbal headings are used throug[out
the shelflist; e.g., France-Civilization-at
the head of the run DC 33-

33.9.

Examples of master file index cards:
BIRDS

QL67r-699

(Oiseaux)
OISEAUX

QL67r-699

(Birds)
W eahnessesand, Problems
The classified catalogue manifests certain drawbacks. Foremost is the
fact that if the index is at all backlogged or in error rhe user will have

risk that the user will fail to think of the appropriate subject heading.
Flowever, because the index consolidates all of the subject headings
used, a resourceful user genera\ thumbs through and often arrives at
the desired entry. Obviously the odds of so doing e_xceedthose afforded
by the more conventional dictionary or divided catalogue since one need
consult fewer items.

tion.

putably our biggest professional challenge.
As mentioned ai the outset, the nature of our university community
necessitatesthe maintenance of a bilingual subject index. Ffere we face

ment,* Ind.ex Alphabetique du Catalogue Systimati.que de-.la Bibliothdque Nationale du qu6bec, specialized encyclopedial_an{dictionaries,
and, of course, the bo6k itself. We can exercise considerable inventiveness knowing that terminolog-y may be easily altered should a better
heading be found.
Ba&logging remains the Achilles heel of this tool, and presents a
problem t6"ttr6 cataloguer as well as to the catalogue user. If the book
* Library
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in question has gone to the shelf a'd one classifiessecondary subjects
from the cards alone, the risk of inaccuracy is considerable. rf the 6ook
is recalled, this is time consuming, and indeed, the book may well be out
in circulation. It follows then that we have now adopted a policy of assigning secondarysubject numbers while we still have ihe book in hand.
St'rength,i
Our experience with the classified catalogue has.been on the whole
positive. First and foremost, it remains a highly successfullibrary solution to the bilingual requirement of our university. "See references" are
made indepcndently in either language to correspond to the pattern prescribed in the authority list and/or in accord with local .tsage.The term
not- used appears in small print. The term used appears in large print
with the appropriate call number(s) indicated. "see also" references are
not considered worth the effort. Alternate or affiliate terms refer directly
to the appropriate classification number.
Example: "See references"
Indeterminate analysis
s. DToPHANTTNE ANALYSTS

DIOPI{ANTINE ANALYSIS
x. Indeterminate analysis

QA242

q4242

Second, the index informs the user of the subject pattern which LC
employs and, through the delineation of subdivisions under main headings, directs the users to the desired level of specificity in the shelflist.
The shelflist acquaints the user with a wide beam of related materials. since it is structured according to the LC classification scheme it allows one to see a continuum of allied subject areas as well as the continuum of particularization within otte area. Thus it may serve as a device for focusing the user's frame of reference.
At the same time the shelflist allows the user to scan all the titles
within his area of interest, thus preparing him ro recognize gaps in the
shelf collection when he later consults the sracks. By the same tbken this
panoramic approach is an aid to those concerned with collection building. It allows one to assessthe relative strength within a sector or among
difierent sectors of the collection. It is also very helpful in compilinf
bibliographies.
In brief, the Laurentian classifiedcatalogue has proved its merits.
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An lnquiry into Library of Congress
CatalogingDelays
Groncr B. Hrur-nx, Jn.
Public Li'brari'es
CountY
Wake
Raleigh, N or th Car oli'na

viate the printing backlog.

second method of book acquisition for its members.
In April 1959 a confertnce of North Carolina public libraries inter-
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year the center has operated without subsidy on the funds received from
the processing fee. Library services Act funds were distribured to the
member libraries to finance their support of the processing center until
the current fiscal year. continued support with local fun-ds reveals the
essentialnature of this service.l
Members-may at any. time order any title considered a .,book" as opposed to films, recordings, and other .'nonbook" materials. A bibli;-

newest titles.
New titles are searched in current issuesof t]neAmerican Book publishing- Record and the proof slip fiIe. As a result of the study conducted
for this paper the search has been extended to include the iatest issues
of the National (Jnion catalog and Boohli,st. It was discovered rhat a
significant number of entries were appearing in those two sources for
which the center did not have proof slips. ri is unknown whether they
Volume 15, Number 3, Summer 1971
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are merely being inadvertently discarded or sirnply not received at all. If
catalog copy is not available, they are stored with other uncataloged
books. The books are retained in the center until Library of Congress
proof slips are received or until a decision is made to do original cataloging. Orifinal cataloging has been done for five reasons: (l) the title is
fiction; (2) the title is very popular, rapidly accumulating nonfiction,
hopefully presenting no classification or entry problems; (3) there is a
great demand for the book occasioned by seasonal interests, e.g., Christmas books; (4) it is near the end of the fiscal year when it is desirable
for members to exhaust their book funds; and (5) t]re work flow in the
center slows to the point that idleness of.the staff becomes a problem. A
sixth reason was added as a result of the present study. If a title is still
here three months after the ordering date, it is cataloged, processed, and
sent on to the member library. Since the fact of delays has been officially established (as will be shown later in this discussion) it was felt that
it would be in the best interests of the member libraries and the Processing Center to proceed on its own.
It is the policy of the center to adhere closely to Library of Congress
cataloging for reasons o[ general consistency" Classification follows
strictly the latest abridged edition of Dewey with one or two exceptions,
e.g., the standard subdivision -09 is retained to denote criticism of literature. There are very few general exceptions, however. The use of the
Dewey number assigned by the Library of Congress stafi entails certain
problems because these numbers are not always in harmony with those
established by local libraries. The members of the center understand this
and have accepted it. An example is the changing of the classification of
Theodore H. White's The Making of the Presid,entn1960 fuom 973921
to 329.0230922 for Irjs The Maki'ng of the President, 1968. If. this latest
publication had been originally cataloged before receiving the proof
ilip, a mistake in classification would have been made. A mistake was actuilly made with Mary Barelli Gallagher's My Life with Jacqueline
Kenned.y. The circumstances surrounding the publication of this book
received national news coverage before the book was released.When the
first group of copies was received at the center, it was felt that the title
should be catalofed and shipped immediately to fill reserve requests that
were probably accumulating in the member libraries. The subject heading pioblem was immediately apparent, but the c€nter took a chance on
the entry remaining under Kennedy instead of being changed to Onassis
-and lost. About thirty copies were sent out with the wrong cataloging
information. A question about the efiectiveness of centralized processing itself could 6e raised in case any of the receiving libraries should
wint to add copies of this book to a branch and find a different subject
entry on the cirds requested for the branch library. This is a case in
point to demonstrate the reason for reluctance on the center's part to do
extensive original cataloging and for its preference for using the Library of Congress proof slips. There is also the time element (which is
very expensive) involved in taking professional librarians away from su-
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Processing Center has found these delays to be somewhat frightening becauseof what could, happen. It has never become critical, but a shoitage
of stafi or any number of other difficulties could create a crisis situation.

available. The review date and the ordering date were thus supplied in
lieu of- this. Actual publication date is nor known. Only aboui 2b per
cent of the books ordered are "back-ordered" after publication, so that
it can be assumed that most of these were in the ienter two or three
weeks after being ordered.
A search showed that indeed there were no proof slips for them and
that they actually had not been cataloged by the center. In other words,
no error had been made in placing them with the other uncataloged
books. A search in the National ILnion Catalog turned up entries for
nine of these titles. It is unknown whether pioof slips were ever received for them, but none was found. These tiiles were eliminated from
the study.
In the appendix is an annotated list of seventy-nine titles for which
apparently there has been a delay in cataloging by the Library of Congress. The proof slips for some of them have arrived and have been
noted in the entry on the list. The delay remains obvious, however. It

with the request that he supply reasons for the delays. He responded on
January 16, 1970, with annotations on all but eleven titles which were
never received by the Library of Congress.
The annotated list carries the Library of Congress statement of the
status of each entry. First is the date of preliminary cataloging which is
Volume 15, Number 3, Summ,er 1971
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normally within three days of receipt of the book. Second is shown the
status of the book. If a call number appears and the record has not been
printed, the title should be at the printing stage. The l€tters PC (printed
card exists) and NPC (no printed card exists), following information
about receipt of the book, indicate the status of the title at the printing
stage. If the only notation is NPC, the Library of Congress had not received the title at the time of annotating. If SL appears, it is backlogged
in shelflisting. If SC appears, it is backlogged in subject cataloging. The
associated date means: (l) completion of shelflisting, if there is a call
number; or (2) receipt for action in the other cases.Receipts for cata'
loging are divided into seven priorities as indicated by P..t
A study of the staternents made by the Library of Congress will show
that the usual problems experienced in cataloging accounted for some
of the delays. It should be remembered, however, that the list does not
reflect the literally hundreds of titles for which the Processing Center
did receive proof slips over the period of time represented. It would be
natural to suspect at the outset of any such study of Library of Congress cataloging delays that many would be caused primarily by cataloging problems. Also, one might suspect that delays could be categorized
by subject, fiction or nonfiction, or type of presentation.
The two main obstacles to a smoother flow of proof slip receipts
have, however, nothing to do with the cataloging process. There is actually at the present time a "freeze" in filling vacancies on the cataloging
staft of the Library of Congress that has resulted from the delays in
some of the appropriations, uncertainties in other appropriations, and
miscellaneous fiical obstacles.* The shortage of stafi has had severe effects on production.a The other obstacle is very serious and must become
the concern of every librarian in the country. Mr. Spalding writes, "I
have learned that the on hand figure at the Library Branch of the Government Printing Office is now 30,000 titles. This figure, however, includes printed cross references and entries for photo-ofiset (e.g., Far
Eastern and South Asian titles) as well as regular letterpress catalog entries."6 It will be noted that 18 percent of the titles on the list are backlogged at the printing stage.
Another problem brought sharply into focus is the fact that 14 percent of the titles on the list were never received by the Library of Congress. Steps to determine the reasons for a gap this large were taken as a
result of this inquiry.o On February 12, 1970, Edmond L. Applebaum,
Assistant Director for Acquisitions and Overseas Operations, wTote:
This is in further reply to your letter of December1969and Mr. C. Sumner
Spalding'sletter of January 16, 1970.We have now investigatedthe eleven
titles on "the" list which had not been receivedby LC.
The Library of Congresshad pre-assignedLC card numbers to the publishers
before publication of eight of the titles, and consequentlyexpected to receive
* Editor's note: The
been rectified.
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a gift copy of each for cataloging purposes under the All-the-Books program.
The publishers did not supply copies, however, and we have now requested
these titles and propose ro catalog them immediately upon receipt. We maintain a regular follow-up program ro assure the receipt of books for which LC
card numbers have been pre-assigned, but budget and manpowef shoftages
force this to be lessfrequent than we would wish.
A later search showed thar one of the remaining titles-Chiisman,
Harry E.
Fifty Years on the Owl Hoot Trail-was received through copyright deposit on
January 15, 1970, and is now being cataloged. A loan copy of another tirleFisher, Todd. Our Overcrowded World-was
received January 27, 1g70, and
is being cataloged. LC's copy of this title is being claimed through rhe Compliance Section of the Copyrighr Office. The Library has no record yet of the
remailing title-Schuylea
Philip -this
1pa1.Good Men Die. New York, Twin Circle
Publishing Company. 1969.-and
will be ordered and cataloged.
Ordinarily for the acquisition of American publications the Library depends
heavily ,upon the receipt of gift copies from publishers in return for preassigned LC card numbers and the deposit of copyrighr copies.?
Several conclusions can be drawn: considering the volume of Library
of Congress production, it is doing an excellent job of staying abr€ast
of the flow; eagerness for self-study and improvement
on the part of
the Library of Congress is shown by the in-depth response to this inquiry; and a better understanding of the priority sysrem employed by
the Library of Congress is needed by cataloging operarions all over the
country. There was very little information
in the response to the inquiry
that could lead to a better understanding
in that context. Spalding
states:
We divide our receipts for cataloging into seven priorities and the lowest
priority of. any of these books meaning rhose on rhe annorated list is priority
4 (i.e., P4). . . . the fact that not all American titles in prioiriry 4 get through
the process without becoming backlogged is a matter of great concern to us
as it must be to all who use our services. Ir is possible this situation will improve somewhat in the near future, We have better controls over our production line than we have had before and to the exrent that we can fill a few
vacancies we know what to do to get the maximum useful result. I am per.
sonally working on the kind of problem you are concerned with, with the
full backing of the Library administration, and I assure you none of us is
going to be content until at leasr our priority 4 materials get fully processed,
(Nor will we be content then, either!)8
It would probably be of great help to know rhe criteria used to cast
individual
titles into certain priorities so rhar on the local level a decision could be made on whether to go ahead with original cataloging or
to hold the title for a proof slip, assuming that sramng and printing
problems are solved.
Another conclusion that is obvious is that something must be done
about the printing delays. A further study could examine the possibilities of using the records contained on rhe MARC tapes to do the printing at various strategically located places around the country.
The fast and thorough response made to this inquiry
suggests that
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the kind of support for the national library which this study intends is
not only welcomed by the administration of the Library oI Congress,
but is considered essentialto its vitalitv.
ArNorerno Lrst
Aaberg, Jean. Classicsin the Kitchen. Los Angeles: Ward Ritchie Press, 1969.
Reviewed:Publishers'Weekly 2-10-69;Ordered: 2-20-69;LC 69-18262;Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement:2l May 1969/SL 2 June 1969/P4/ NPC
Acheson,Dean. Presentat the Creation. New York: W. W. Norton & Company,
Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Publisherl Weekly 6-2-69;Ordered: 7-9-69;LC 69-14692;Date of
arrival of proof slip: 10-30-69.
LC Statement: 5 September 1969/ SL 8744.A217422 September 1969/ P2/ PC
Archer, Jules.The Extremists.New York: Hawthorne Books,Inc., 1969.
Reviewed:Book Buyefs Guide 5-69; Ordered: 5-10-69;LC 69-10918;Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement:9 June 1969/SL 17July 1969/ P4/ NPC
Ben-Ffanan,Eli. Our Man in Damascus.New York: Crown Publishers,Inc.,
t969.
Reviewed:Library lournal 2-l-69; Ordered: 3-3-69;LC 76-75078;
Date of arrival
of proof slip:
LC Statement 2T Octobe4 SL DS126.5B451969,20 November 1969/ P2/ NPC
Bialer, Seweryn.Stalin and His Generals.New York: Pegasus,1969.
Reviewed:New York Times 4-27-69;Ordered: 8-l-69; LC 67-25506;Date of
arrival of proof slip: l0-24-69
LC Statement:12 Septembet1969/D764.847/SL 30 October 1969/P4/ PC
Blodr, Herman D. The Circle of Discrimination. New York: New York University Press,1969.
Reviewed:Library Journal 5-l-69; Ordered: 8-7-69;LC 69-18277;
Date of arrival
of proof slip:
LC Statement:ll September1969/ 7 October 1969BLC/ SC 7 Octobet 1969/
P4l NPC
Bobinski, GeorgeS. CarnegieLibraries. Chicago: American Library Association,
1969.
Reviewed:North Carolina StateLibrary Neus Letter 5-69;Ordered: 8-7-69;LC
68-54216;Date of arrival of proof slip: I l-5-69
LC Statement:8 May 1969l SL 2731.B,67
8 September1969/P4/ PC
Burkle, Howard R. The Non-Existence of God. New York: Herder & Herder,
1969.
Reviewed:Library lournal 6-l-69; Ordered; 5-22-69;LC 77-80052;D:rte of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement:NPC
Cameron, Eleanor. The Green and, Burning Tree. Boston: Little, Brown &
Company,1969.
Reviewed:Publishers'Weekly 3-17-69;Ordered: 9-18-69;LC 69-11780;Date of
arrival of proof slip: ll-5-69
LC Statement:2 June 1969/PNl009.AlCl/ SL 18 Septembet1969/P4/ PC
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Cantor, Lon. How to Select and Install Antennas. New York: Hayden Book
Company, 1969.
Reviewed: Library lournal 6-l-69; Ordered: 6-20-69; LC 69-15457; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 24 March 1969/ DC JAV 25 March 1969/ P4/ NPC (Note:
Mss card was missing and duplicate had to be made but main problem was
problem with author's name. Attempm to contact author failed. Cataloger
finally decided to work on book until problem resolved. Book sent to Subject
9 January 1970.)
Castedo, Leopoldo. A History of Latin American Art and Architecture. New
York: Frederick A. Praeger, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Publishers' Weekly 7-21-69; Ordered: 7-28-69; LC 69-13421; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: ll September 1969/ DC 12 September 1969/ P2/ NPC (Note:
Process file still charged to Descriptive but Cataloger cleared all her books
before Thanksgiving vacation so book sent to Subject sometime before that
but date is unknown.)
Chauncey, Henry, ed' Souiet Preschool Education. New York: Holt, Rinehart
& Winston, 1969.
Reviewed: Book Buyer's Guide 7-69; Ordered: 7-15-69; LC 69-18622; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 20 August 1969/ DC 2l Augusr 1969/ SC 2l August 1969/
P2l NPC
Chrisman, Harry E. Fifty Years on the OwI Hoot Trai.I. Denver: Sage Books,
1969.
Reviewed: Library lournal 5-1-69; Ordered: 6-6-69; LC 73-75735:'Date of arrival
of proof slip:
LC Statement: NPC
Clemens, Walter C. The Arms Race and Sino-SoaietRelations. Stanford: floover
Institution on War, Revolution and Peace,Stanford University, 1968.
Reviewed: Choice 4-69; Ordered: 5-9-69; LC 68-21253;Date of arrival of proof
slip:
LC Statement: 8 July 1969/ SL 8 September 1969/ P4/ NPC
Cobb, M. C. Get That /ob. New York: Cowles Book Company, 1969.
Reviewed: None given; Ordered: 5-30-69;LC 69-20000;Date of arrival of proof
slip: 10-9-69
LC Statement: 14 July 1969/ HF 5383. C2/ SL ll Seprember 1969/ P2/ PC
Cook, Elizabeth. The Ordinary and the Fabulou.s. London: Cambridge University Press,1969.
Reviewed: None given; Ordered: 6-2-69; LC 69-11147;Date of arrival of proof
slip: l1-5-69
LC Statement: 17 June 1969/ 21087. C767/ SL 17 July 1969/ P3/ PC
Corbon, Jean. Path to Freedom. New York: Sheed and Ward, 1969.
Reviewed: Kirhus 2-l-69; Ordered: 4-30-69; LC 69-16993; Date of arrival of
proof slip: I l-5-69
LC Statement: 5 May 1965/ 8X2350.2.C6313/ SL 8 October 1969/ P4/ PC
Coy, Stanlee Miller. The Single Girls Book. Englewood Clifis, N.J.: PrenticeHall, 1969.
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Reviewed: Library lournal 6-15-69; Ordered: 9-25-69; LC 69-15833; Date of
arrival of proof slip: 10-20-69
LC Statement: 12 June 1969/ HQ 800.C6l SL 16 September 1969/ P4/ PC
Crown, James Tracy. The K,ennedy Literature. New York: New York University
Press, 1968.
Reviewed: Library Journal 12-l-68; Ordered: 5:13-69; LC 68-29428; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 8 May 1969/ Z,8462.8.C7
/ SL 20 May 196S/ P2/ NPC
Crutcher, Minnie Selvin. The Single Girfs Hostess Handbook. New York: Gros'
set & Dunlap, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Booh Buyer's Guide 4-69; Ordered: 5-l-69; LC 68-12754;Date of arrival of proof slip: ll-5-69
LC Statement: I0 September 1969/ TX73I.C75/ SL 26 September 1969/ P2/ PC
Delaney, Edmund T. The Connecticut Shore. Bane, Mass.: Barre Publishing
Company, 1969.
Reviewed: Library Journal 2-2-69; Ordered: 7-18-69; LC 69-12345; Date of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 4 December 1969/ 894.D4/ SL 18 December 1969/ P2/ NPC
Ducovny, Amran. The Billion $ Swindle. New York; Fleet Press Corporation,
t969.
Reviewed: Library lournal 7-69; Ordered: 7-18-69;LC 74-76029;Date of arrival
of proof slip:
LC Statement: l0 July 1969l SC 15 October 1969/ P4l NPC
Dunham, Katherine. Island Possessed. Gatden City, N.Y.: Doubleday & Company, 1969.
Reviewed: Publishers' W,eekly 7-14-69; Ordered: 7-28-69; LC 67-20912;Date of
arrival of proof slip: 10-24-69
LC Statement: l0 September 1969/ Fl9l6.D8l SL 18 Septembet 1969/ P2/ PC
Elliott, Lawrence. The Legacy of Tom Dooley. New York: World Publishing
Company, 1969.
Reviewed: Book Buyer's Guide 7-69; Ordered: 7-7-69; LC 69-19310; Date of
arrival of proof slip: 10-20-69
LC Statement: 2 Septembet 1969/ RA390.U5E4I SL 17 September 1969/ P2/ PC
Fehrenbach, T. R. The Fight for Korea. New York: Grosset & Dunlap, Inc.,
I969.
Reviewed: None given; Ordered: 3-31-69;LC 68-29982;Date of arrival of proof
slip: l0-24-69
LC Statement: l0 September 1969/ DS9l8.F36l SL 25 September 1969/ P2/ PC
Ferguson, Robert. Hou to Mahe Moaies. New York: Viking Press, 1969.
Reviewed: Book Buyefs Guide 4-69; Ordered: 4-30-69; LC 69-17872; Date of
anival of proof slip: 10-14-69
LC Statement: 6 May 1969/ SC 4 June 1969/ P2/ NPC
Fisher, Tadd, Our Ouercrowded World. New York: Paients' Magazine Press,
1969.
Reviewed: Book Buyer's Guide 6-69: Ordered: 6-19-69; LC 69-12617; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: NPC
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Fitz-Randolph, Jane. Writing for the tuoeni,Ie and Teenage Marhet. New York:
Funk & Wagnalls Company, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Library lournal 6-15-69; Ordered: G20-69; LC 77-86841; Date of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: NPC
Fleming, Donald, ed. The Intellectual, Migration. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press, 1969.
Reviewed: Saturday Reaiew 5-17-69; Ordered: 5-17-69; LC 78-75432; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 14 May 1969/ El69.l.F6l SL 8 November 1969/ P4l NPC
Frampton, Merle E. Forgotten Children, Boston: Porter Sargent Publisher, 1969.
Reviewed: Library Journal 7-69; Ordered: 7-17-69; LC 68-59136; Date of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 23 Jily 1969/ LC4015.F72/ SL 22 October 1969/ P4l NPC
Franklin, Denson N. We Dream, We Climb. Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1969.
Reviewed: Booh Buyer's Guide 4-69; Ordered: 4-16-69; LC 69-18440; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 29 April 1969/ SC 19 A,ugust 1969/ P4/ NPC
Gibson, Charles Dana. The Best ol Chailes Dana Gi,bson New York: Crown
Publishers, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Book Buyer's Guide 6-69; Ordered: 6-12-69; LC 76-75094; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 28 Ocrober 1969/ SC 17 November 1969/ P4/ NPC
Guzman, German. Camilo Torres. New York: Sheed and Ward, 1969.
Reviewed: Kirkus 2-l-69; Ordered: 4-30-69; LC 69-16991; Date of arrival of
proof slip:
LC Statement: 5 May 1969/ SC 9 September 1969/ P3l NPC
Hall, Thomas S. Ideas of Lr,fe and Matter. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1969.
Reviewed: Library Journal 6-15-69; Ordered: 6-15-69; LC 69-16999; Date of
arrival of proof slip: Nov. 1969
LC Statement: l7 July 1969/ qPZl.H34/ SL 26 August 1969/ P4/ PC
Hart, Ernest H. Encyclopedia of Dog Breed,s. New York: dist. by Crown PubIishers, Inc., 1969?
Reviewed: Saturday Reaiew 5-17-69; Ordered: 5-17-69; LC-None
in book; Date
of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 26 March 1969/ SF429.ALH3/ SL 9 May 1969/ P4l NPC
Hiltner, Seward. Ferment in the Ministry. Nashville: Abingdon Press,1969.
Reviewed: Booh Buyet's Guide 4-69; Ordered: 6-13-69; LC 69-18441; Date of
arrival of proof slip: 10-30-69
LC Statement: 29 April 1969/ BV40ll.H48l SL 8 October 1969/ P4/ PC
Hoehling, A. A. The Jeannette Expeditton. New York: Abelard-Sdruman, Ltd.,
1967.
Reviewed: Library lournal 6-l-69; Ordered: 6-lg-69; LC 67-15242;Date of arrival of proof slip: l0-14-69
LC Statement: No Date of Preliminary Cataloging given/ G700.I879.H6/ SL
3l July 1969/ P2/ PC
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Hogan, Elizabeth R. The Power of Words in Your Life. New York: Funk &
Wagnalls Company, Inc., 1968.
Reviewed: Booh Buyefs Guide l-69; Ordered: 2-6-69; LC 68-31634; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statemenu 23 Janwary 1969/ PE1585.H56/ SL 18 March 196S/ P unknown/
NPC
Hopkins, Robert S. Daruin's South America. New York: John Day Company,
1969.
Reviewed: Library lournal 5-15-69; Ordered: 5-20-69; LC 69-10815; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 8 July 1969/ SC 24 December t969/ P4/ NPC
Jacob, Dorothy. Flowers in the Garden. New York: Taplinger Publishing Company, Inc., 1968.
Reviewed: Library Journal 6-15-69; Ordered: 6-13-69; LC 69-11693; Date of
arrival of proof slip: 10-20-69
LC Statement: l0 September 1969/ S8406.J26 1969/ SL 16 September 1969/
P2/ PC

Jacobs,Lewis. The Emergenceof Film lrf. New York: Hopkinson and Blake,
Publishers,1969.
Reviewed:Library Journal 5-l-69; Ordered: 5-69;LC 68-81744;
Date of anival
of proof slip:
LC Statement: NPC
Johnson, Jack. lack lohnson is a Dandy, New York: Chelsea House publishers, 1969.
Reviewed: Booh Buyer's Guide 3-69; Ordered: 4-17-6g; LC 7B-79b37; Dare of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 4 September 1969/ GVttZZ.JT AB/ Z November 1969/ p4l NpC
Kaltsounis, Theodore. Teaching Elementary Social. Studies. West Nyack, N.y.:
Parker Publishing Co., Inc., 1g69.
Reviewed: Book Buyer's Guide 7-69; Ordered: 2-28-69; LC 69-t1277; Dare of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 9 June 1969/ SC t8 June 1969/ p4/ NpC
Kempner, Mary Jean. Inuitation to Portugal. New york: Atheneum p,ublishers, 1969.
Reviewed: Kirkus 5-15-69; Ordered: 7-19-69; LC 75-809b6; Date of arrival of
proof slip:
LC Statement: ll August 1969/ SC 3 September 1969/ p4l NpC
Kostelanetz, Richard. Master Mind^s.New york: Macmillan Co., 1g67, 196g.
Reviewed: Publishers' Weehly 7-14-69; Ordered: 7-28-69; LC 69-18246;Date of
arrival of proof slip: l0-24-69
LC Statement: 24 October 1969/ SL 4 November 1969l p4l NpC
Kyusaburo, Kaiyama. The Booh of Japanese Design. New york: Crown publishers, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Booh Buyer's Guide 3-69: Ordered: 4-8-69; LC 70-75060; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 24 October 1969/ SC 30 October 1969/ p4l NpC
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Lacey, Peter. The Weddirt,g.New York: Grosser& Dunlap, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Book Buyet's Guide 4-69; Ordered: 5-8-69; LC 69-16172;Dare of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: NPC
Lenz, Bernie. The Complete Booh of l;ashion Modeling. New York: Crown
Publishers, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: None given; Ordered: 4-7-69; LC 68-59486; Date of arrival of

proof slip:
LC Statement:28 October 1969/HD6073.M7L4/SL 8 December1969/P4/ NPC
Levy, Claude.Betrayalat the Vel d',Fleu.
New York: Hill & Wang, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed:Library Journal 7-69;Ordered: 7-17-69;LC 73-75254;
Date of arrrval
of proof slip: ll-18-69
LC Statement:26 September1969/ D810.J4L4631969/ SL 22 October 1969/
Pzl NPC
Lockwood, Gillian. Mahing Cl,othesfor Young Children. New york: WatsonGuptill Publications,1969.
Reviewed:Library lournal2-1-69;Ordered:3-26-69;LC69-13172;Date of arrival
of proof slip:
LC Statement:NPC
Maclver, Robert M, Politicsand Society.New York: Atherton Press,196g.
Reviewed: Library Journal 5-l-69; Oidered 5-69; LC 68-2Tb22;Date of arfival
of proof slip:
LC Statement:14 January 1969/JA38.M2Z/ SL l0 February 1969/p unknown/
PC
Mathews, Marcia M. Henry Ossawa Tanner, Chicago: University of Chicago
Press,1969.
Reviewed:Library lournal 6-15-69;Ordered: 8-6-69;LC 69-19279:Dare of arrival of proof slip: ll-26-69
LC Statement:17 July.1969l ND237.TgZMg/SL 2l October 1969/p4/ pC
Mitchell, Mary. Annapolis Visit.Barr.e,Mass.:Barre p,ublishingCompany,196g.
Reviewed:Library lournal 2-l-69; Ordered: 7-8-69;LC 6g-l?341iDute of u.rival of proof slip:
LC Statement:28 October 1969/ SC 30 October 1969/ p2/ NpC (Note: Book
not in LC.)
Miyoshi, Masao.The Diuided Seff. New York: New york University press,1969.
Reviewed: Library Journal 3-3-69;Ordercd: 4-22-69;LC 69-19261;Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement:12 Septembert969/ PR46I.M55/ SL 22 October 1969/p4/ NpC
Moustakas,Clark. PersonalGrowth. Cambridge,Mass.:Howard A. Doyle publishing Compann 1969.
Reviewed:Library lournal 7-69;Ordered: 7-16-69;LC 76-79235;
Date of arrival
of proof slip:
LC Statement:11 August 1969/SC 4 December1969/p4l NpC
Mullen, ThomasJ. The DialogueGap. Nashville:Abingdon Press,1969.
Reviewed:Li,brary lournal 5-l-69; Ordered: 6-16-69;LC 69-18444;Dare of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement:29 April 1969/SC 18August 1969/P4l NpC
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Ochs, Robert. The Death in Eaery Nozu.New York: Sheed& Ward, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed:Library lournal 4-l-69; Ordered:,4-17-69;LC 69-19253:.
Date of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement:5 May 1969/SC 15 September1969/P4/ NPC
Oliver, Smith Hempstone. The Smithsonian Collecti.onof Automobiles and
Motorcycles.Washington:SmithsonianInstitution Press,1969.
Reviewed:Library Journal 3-l-69; Ordered; 6-7-69;LC 68-9579;Date of arrival
of proof slip:
LC Statement:NPC
Peterson,Joyce,and Mer6er, Marilyn. Adultery lor Adults. New York: CowardMcCann,Inc., 1968.
Reviewed: Booh Buyer's Guide ll-68; Ordered: 3-7-69;LC 68-8574;Date of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement:5 March 1969/ PN623|.A28P4/ SL 14 April 1969/ Pzl NPC
(Note: Book not in LC.)
Platt, Anthony M. The Child Savers.Chicago:University of Chicago,1969.
Reviewed:Library Journal 7-69; Ordered: 7-18-69;LC 69-14827;Date of arrival of proof slip: l0-30-69
LC Statement:1l August 1969/HVgl04.P53/ SL 25 September1969/P4/ PC
Price,Carl E. Trails and Turnpihes.Nashville:Abingdon Press,1969.
Reviewed:Book Buyer's Guide 4-69;Ordered: 4-20-69;LC 69-18445;Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement:29 April 1969/SC 12 August tS69/ P4/ NPC
Rapoport, Amos. House Form and Culture. Englewood Clifis, N,J,: PrenticeHall, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed:Library lournal 7-69;Ordered: 7-18-69;LC 69-14550;Date of arrival
of proof slip: 1l-21-69
LC Statement:28 February 1969/ cN4l4.AlR33/ SL 20 October 1969/ P4/ PC
Riedman, Sarah R. and Gustafson,Elton T. Focus on Sharks.New York: Abelard-Schuman,Ltd., 1969.
Reviewed: Book Buyer's Guide 2-69; Ordered: 7-19-69;LC 68-8663;Dare of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement:NPC
Ritdtie, Barbara. The Riot Report. New York: The Viking Press,1969.
Reviewed:Library lournal 7-69;Ordered: 7-18-69;LC 69-18261;Date of arrival
of proof slip:
LC Statement:14 May 1969/SC 25 May 1969/ pzl NpC
Rothenberg, Polly. Metal Enameling. New York: Crown Publishers,Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Library lournal 7-69; Ordered: 9-69; LC 70-75079;Date of arrival
of proof slip:
LC Statement:28 October1969/TS700.R6no datel P unknown/ NpC
St. Pierre, Btian. The Fantastic Plastic Voyage. New York: Coward-McCann,
Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Library lournal 7-69; Ordered: 9-25-69;LC 69-19026;Date of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement:14 May 1969l GV840.S8S2/
SL 2l May 1969/P2/ PC
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Schlesinger, Arthur M. Nothing Stands Still. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1969.
Reviewed: Library lournal 5-l-69; Ordered: 6-16-69; LC 69-18045; Dare of arrival of proof slip: I l-26-69
LC Statement: 18 March 1969/ 8178.6.533 1969/ 19 June 1969/ P4/ PC
Schuyler, Philippa. Good Men Dre. New York: Twin Circle Publishing Company, 1969.
Reviewed: Library lournal 4-l-69; Ordered: 4-24-69;LC None; Date of arrival
of proof slip:
LC Statement.: NPC
Sealsfield,Charles. America: Glorious and Chaotic Land, Englewood Clifis, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Booh Buyefs Guide 4-69; Ordered: 4-16-69; LC 69-14473: Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 18 March 1969/ SC t8 November 1969/ P4/ NPC (Note:
Jordan, Emil Leopold. Problem of entry must have caused delay. Entry on
prelim. cards changed and never caught in process file. Book was sent to
Subject 18 November 1969.)
Seymour, Whitney North, ed,. Small Urban Spaces. New York: New York University Press,1969.
Reviewed: Library Journal 6-15-69; Ordered: 6-20-69; LC 75-75008; Date of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 19 September 1969/ DC 22 September 1969/ P4/ NPC (Note:
There has been a problem with enrry and then was delayed by &e holidays.
Cataloger has it ready for review today and it should go forward to $ubject
next week, 9 January 1970.)
Sh'ugrue, Michael Francis. English in a Decade of Change. New York: Pegasus,
1969.
Reviewed: Saturday Reuiew l-ll-69; Ordered: l-16-69; LC 68-27992; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 17 September 1969/ SC 24 October lg69/ p4l NpC
Snyder, Gary. Earth House HoId. New York: New Directions Publishing Corp.,
1969.
Reviewed: Li.brary Journal 4-l-69; Ordered: 6-15-69; LC 68-28281; Date of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 23 June 1969/ SC lt August 1969/ p4l NpC
Stambler, Itwin. The World of Microelectrondcs. New York: W. W. Norton &
Co., 1969.
Reviewed: Booh Buyet's Gu,ide 6-69; Ordered: 6-19-69; LC 6g-17133; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 14 Augrst 1969/ 'tK7874.577 1969/ SL 18 December t969/ P4/
NPC
Stambler, Irwin, and Landon, Frel,un. Encyclopedia of Folh, Country and, Western Music. New York: St. Martin's press, 1969.
Reviewed: Publishers' Weekly 6-23-G9;Ordered: 7-28-G9:LC 67-10659; Date of
arrival of proof slip: l0-30-69
LC Statement: 19 September t969/ MLI0Z.J3S7B Folkl SL 23 September 1969/
P2/ PC
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Stenson, Sten H. Sense and Nonsense in Religion, Nashville: Abingdon Press,
1969.
Reviewed: New Yorh Times 3-16-69; Ordered: 3-20-69; LC 69-19737; Date of
arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: l7 June 1969/ SC 28 July 1969/ P4l NPC
Virgines, George E. Saga of the Colt Six Shooter and the Men Who Used It.
New York: Frederick Fell, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Library Journal 5-l-69; Ordered: 5-8-69; LC 69-10772; Date of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: NPC
Wilson, Colin. Voyage to a Beginning. New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1969.
Reviewed: Library lournal 2-l-69; Ordered: 3-3-69; LC 78-75081; Date of arrival of proof slip:
LC Statement: 28 October 1969/ SC 12 November 1969/ P4l NPC
Zimmer, Timothy W. L.: Letters of a C. O. From Pri,son, Valley Forge, Pa.:
The Judson Press, 1969.
Reviewed: Publishers' Weehly 6-23-69; Ordered: 7-28-69; LC 73-83735;Date of
arrival of proof slip: ll-26-69
LC Statement: l0 October 1969/ U342.U5255/ SL 2l October 1969/ P2/ PC
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IncreasingProductionin a
SmallUniversityCatalogDeparfment
CnnrstrNa LeNnneu
H ead, C atalog Department
Ge or gia Stat e U niaersi, ty, A tlan't a

Production was increased,in the Catalog Department ol a small uniuersity library by analyzing the duties of the stafi and, assigning duties
to the proper leael of personnel. Further improaement was made
through the use of process forms and machines so that the department
was able to handle a book budget which increased 600 percent with
only a 400 percent i,ncreasein stafr while at the sarne time the difficulty
of the material cataloged,increased and a recataloging proiect of peri'
od,icalswas in process.

EIGHT YEARS AGO, when the adminisuaA PPROXIMATELY
fI
tion of the Catalog Department at Georgia State University
changed, some means was sought to increase production. At that time
the university was a college with a book budget of $93,500 and approximately 50,000 volumes classedin Dewey which had to be reclassified to
Library of Congress and recataloged. The stafi consisted of two professionals, one subprofessional, and three clerks. In order to keep up with
an increased budget and to complete the reclassification, it was necessary to eliminate unnecessary work and to simplify procedures as much
as possible.
The first step taken was an analysis of the work performed by professionals. Duties of professionals at that time included: original cataloging and classification; cataloging books with Library of Congress
copy; revising filing; revising typing of catalog cards; teaching clerks to
type and file catalog cards; and searching the printed catalogs when
LC cards were not received. As each duty was analyzed, it was determined that assignment of that duty could be made to the followinp;
level of personnel.
l. Original cataloging and classification-professionals
2. Cataloging books with Library of Congress copy-subprofessionals
(since LC call numbers and subject headings were accepted as
they appeared on the card except for bringing the form of older
headings up to date)
3. Revising filing-professionals (since, in this library, this is the
point at which subject cross-references are made and all conflicts regarding entry and subjects are resolved)
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4. Revising typin.g'of catalog cards-clerks
'Ieaching
5.
clerks to file-clerks
6. Teaching clerks to type catalog cards-clerks
7. Searching the catalogsfor printed LC copy-clerks
Only two duties were left to professionals: original cataloging and
classification, and revising filing. To this, two new duties were added:
teaching subprofessionals to catalog with LC copy, and revising the
work of subprofessionals.
After unnecessary duties of professionals were eliminated, the remaining work performed by professionals was analyzed to determine if
better procedures could be formulated. The typing of one perfect unit
card for typists to copy and the handwriting of long lists of instructions for typists to follow were eliminated through the use of process
forms. Recurring instructions appear on the front of the form and the
cataloger prepares a rough draft of the unit card on the verso of the
slip. Three separate forms were prepared and color-coded for identification: monographs (white), serials (yellow), and periodicals (green).
Copies of these forms can be found at the end of this article. Forms
were designed to be mimeographed two per 8r/2 x I I sheet of paper and
in such a way that the form extends beyond most books.
Work formerly assigned to professionals, but which had been determined not to be on a professional level, had to be assigned to someone else. Clerks had formerly been responsible for typing and filing
catalog cards. A new level of clerks was instituted: clerical reviser. This
class would be responsible for revising the typed catalog cards, teaching
clerks to type and file the cards, and teaching clerks to search for LC
copy. This class was to be formed from existing clerks. The duty of
the actual searching was transfemed to the regular clerks. In conjunction with the use of clerks for searching for LC copy, the use of photocopying machines to copy the material found was begun.
The one subprofessional in the department had been adding volumes
and copies and was able to absorb some of the cataloging with LC
cards or copy. As the university book budget grew, more subprofessionals were added. Exceptional subprofessionals were taught to do
original cataloging and classification with their work revised by a professional. Also, the use of a Thermofax copy oI an LC card on which
to indicate the changes to be made in the cards was instituted. The
Thermofax machine is also used to make temporary entries for the
catalog and shelflist.
Arrangement of the work area providing for a smoother flow of
work took place with a move to a new building.
Although the administration of the department is certain that the
work is proceeding in a more efficient manner with money saved by
restricting the duties of each class of employee, no statistics exist to
prove it. Changes, necessarily, took place over a period of several years
along with several changes in personnel. It was not possible to have a
controlled experiment with "before" and "af.ter" figures to prove the
Volume 15, Number 3, Summer 1971
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point. However, the reclassification and recataloging of the Dewey collection was completed about three years ago and a recataloging project
of periodicals was begun. In addition to the recataloging, the department is now handling a book budget of $562,521 with a staft of five
professionals, six subprofessionals, nine clerks, three clerical revisers,
and one clerical supervisor, with one professional and two subprofessionals devoting almost full time to recataloging periodicals. While the
staff increased 400 percent, a 600 percent increase in the book budget
brought in greater quantities of more difficult material-a greater percentage of books without LC cards, more works in foreign languages (including Japanese), and a rapidly expanding microform collection. Perhaps one of the most valuable, but again unmeasurable, results of the
changes is improved morale in the department. Professionals feel they
are performing professional tasks and other classes of personnel have
an opportunity for advancement according to their ability.

MONOGRAPHS
_

l. call No.:

-

2. Prepare cards as over.
3. Add to SL.
4. Tracing for sub. and./or a.e. add (change) on ME only:

-

5. On SL under call no. write in pencil: -3d
6. Name cross ref and authoritv card:

-

-

sv1.-Q1la

ga1.

p1s55.9.7. Binder no.Pam Bind-.
8. Make card 2 for ME only. Erase on all other cds: "Cont on
next card,"
9. Stamp all cds except U.C., SL and ME: "For contents
,underscoredabove." Underline Main Entry.

-10.

series:
-h45s
"series" in tracing on ME -Type
series as
-6h2ngs
shown on 6a1d -2dd
series tracing on ME as
below and type card:

-ll.

Type: -label(s)
no. on book card.

_6ook

card _pocker.

Change: -

Open entries
-

.
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l. Write on ME card: Library has
under2. Stamp all cds except U.C., SL & ME: "For vols.
scored above." Underline Main Entry.
3. Write on each card I except SL and U.C. card: Library has
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PERIODIGALS
-

l. Prepare cards as over,
2. Add to SL:
3. Tracing for sub. and,/or a.e. add (drange) on ME only:

-

4. Make Ref. authority 6a1fl 21dcross Ref. card (s) . Stamp:
Per beside x on authority card and in lower right corner
of one x Ref. card,

-

5. P. bind.
6. Type _label
(s).
7. Make 2 holding cards. Stamp on all cards except SL and
ME: "For vols. Lib. has see enffy ,underscored above."
Underscore:

_
-

-

-10.
-lt.

-12.
-13.

8. On ME and SL stamp: "For vols. Lib. has ss6 621d-."
9. Type slip like ME for New Ser. Titles and type under
Holilings:
Make 2 green holding cards. On them type:
On ME and SL stamp: "Lib. keeps issuesonly for last -

r.G).
Stamp: "Science"above call no. on all cards.
Make green thermofax slip of Main Entry. Write in red
pencil at top:
DUMMY

NEEDED

SERIALS
-

l. Prepare cards as over.
2. Add to SL:
3. Tracing for sub. and/or a.e. add (change) on ME only:

-

4. Make Ref. authority 641d 21fl-

_
-

P. bind_
5. Bindery No._.
6. Type-Iabel
(s) .-6ook
pocket.
cardMake
7.
2 holding cards. Stamp on all cards except SL and
ME: "For vols. Lib. has see entry underscored above."
Underscore:

-

8. On ME and SL stamp: "For vols. Lib. has see card-."
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-

9. Type slip like
Hold,ings:

IVIE for New Ser. Titles

and type under

-lQ.

$sriss3
..series"
_Erase
in tracing on ME
_fype
series as shown on card
-add-drange
series tracing on ME as below and type
card:

-ll.
-12.

Make one of the holdings cards Ref.
Prepare card for Ref. SL referring to regular SL.
Stamp on all cards: "Reference has only the latest issue."
641.
On regular SL print in pencil below call n6.; -$d
-4th
cat.

-13.
-14.
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CatalogingPiratedChineseBooks
SzB-TsnNc \lV^*t
East Asi,an Cataloger
The Ohio State Uni.uersit"t Libraries
Columbus

One of the most difficult problerns in cataloging Chinese materials is
hou to hanille the pirated. edi.tions mass-produ,ced in Honghong and
Taiwan. The writer illustrates the uarious types of pirated Chinese
books with specific examples, and then descri,bes the basic steps he
has been following for the proper identification of these books. In
addition, he suggestsseveral alternatiae remedies in case the original
is discoaered after the booh has already been cataloged according to
the information giaen by the book pirate.

PROBLEMS in cataloging Chi
1-\NE OF THE MOST DIFFICULT
Ut
nese books is how to handle the pirated editions mass-produced in
Hongkong and Taiwan. The purveyors of these pirated books include
the inexperienced in the publishing business as well as such well-established firms as Shang wu yin shu kuan and Chung-hua shu chii. If the
pirated books are not exactly the bibliographer's delight (because they
make it easier for him to dispose of his budget), they are certainly the
cataloger's nightmare. A good bibliographer is sgpposed to identify each
acquisition after he has received it, if not before he places his order.
But the bibliographer, after all, is not responsible for the creation of
authentic and permanent records of the collection. On the other hand,
the cataloger has the responsibility to ffeate just such records by describing all the materials of the collection as correctly as possible and by
bringing them into their proper relationships. With the proliferation of
pirated Chinese books, the cataloger suddenly has a new role imposed
upon him. He must use all his imagination and resourcefulnessto identify those materials which in their pirated editions have been altered or
even mutilated beyond recognition. A good cataloger of Chinese materials, therefore, contributes considerably more to the acquisition work
than it is normally expected of a cataloger, while he still has the cataloger's regular responsibility of making the materials available.
The majority of books pirated so far were originally published between 1912, when the Republic was established, and 1949, when the
Communists came to power. They are chiefly reference tools and works
in social sciences,humanities, and recreation. The merchants apparently
feel that there is a larger market for books in these areas. IJnfortunateVolume 15, Number 3, Summer 1971
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ly, the bibliographies for these subjects during this period are inadequate and at present almosr impossible to acquire. The best bibliography
is the Quarterly Bulletin of Chinese Bibliograph), edited by the National Library of Peking and published by the Chinese National Committee
on International Cooperation. Its sections, "Books in Chinese," arranged
!y broad subjects, and "Inde* translationum," arranged alphabeticilly
by the names of the original authors, are particularly valuible for the
identification of these pirated chinese books. However, it does not cover
the entire period from l9l2 to 1949.Ir began publication in 1934, suspended in 1937 when the Sino-Japaneseconflict broke out, and resumed
publication in lg40 as a new series. (The chinese edition was revived in
1939.) The cumulation of the section, "Books in Chinese," covering the
years 1933 to 1937 was published in 1940 under the title selec'ted,chinese
Boohs, with the classified arrangement of the Quarterly Bultetin largely
retained. The publishers' and booksellers' lists between l9l2 and 1g49,

American libraries. After the Communists came to power, they began in
l95l the publication of Ch'iian huo hsin shu mu, a sort of Chinese

China mainland. Under these circumstances, the identification of pirated Chinese books has become one of the most challenging tasks ficing
the cataloger.

started in the past decade, the cataloger probably has an insufficient
number of bibliographies and other refeience tools, some of which
might even be pirated editions themselves. Even if the cataloger has
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found a clue in the bibliography as a point of departure, he may not
have the bibliography listing the original work. Often he does not have
the original work in his collection to compare with the piece in hand. Indeed, the cataloger will have to apply all his professional skills intelligently if he attempts to have pirated Chinese books properly organized
for use.
The Ohio State University Libraries are among those which began to
build a Chinese collection to support their teaching progmm within the
past decade. The cataloger, in handling the pirated books, presumably
shares many of. the problems encountered by the catalogers of other recently established Chinese collections. This article presents the various
types of pirated Chinese books worked on so far and discusses the various possibilities of dealing with this difficult problem. It is hoped that
this article will engender greater interest in the discussion of this problem and solicit difierent and even better solutions.
The pirated Chinese books that have been acquired at the Ohio State
University Libraries since the establishment of the Chinese collection
eight years ago can be classified into the following types.
(1) The authorship is attributed to a fiati.tious person.
Examples:
a. Ying-kuo ts'ai f6ng lu (Life and customs of England) is written
by Ch'u An-p'ing. In the pirated edition produced in Taipei, it
gives the author's name as Ch'u P'ing.
b. Chung-kuo su wdn hsileh shih (A history of the Chinese folk-literature) is written by Chdng Ch6n-to (1897-1958). In the pirated
edition produced in Taipei, it gives the author's name as Ch6ng
Tu.
(2) If the original worh has a personal author, it is omitted i.n 'the pirated edi,tion. Instead, the publisher of the pirated edition names itself
as the au.thor.
Examples:
a. Ming tai ssil hsiang shih (A history of thought of the Ming dynasty) is written by Jung Chao-tsu (1899- ). In the pirated edition
produced in Taipei, the author's name is nowhere to be found. Instead, the publisher of the pirated edition names itself as the
author.
b. Chung-kuo wtn hsiieh shih ta hang (An outline history of the
Chinese literature) by the same author is given the same treatment
by the same publisher.
c. Shih lun (On poetry) is written by Chu Kuang-ch'ien (1898- ).
In the pirated edition produced in Taipei, the author's name is nowhere to be found. Instead, the publisher of the pirated edition
names itself as the author.
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d. Wtn i, hsin li hsiieh (The psychology of literature) by the same author is given the same treatment by the same publisher.
(3) Part of the original worh is reproduced as a new and d,i.fierent worh
by altering its title and attributing its authorship to a ficti,ti,ousperson.
Example:
Chung-kuo chtng chi,h chih tu shih (A history of the political institutions of China) is originally a two-volume work, written by Ts€ng
Tzfi-shdng. The publisher of the pirated edition splits up the work into two difierent books. The first volume is assigned the title Chunghuo hsien Ch'in chtng chih chih tu shi.h (A history of the political institutions before the Ch'in dynasty in China); while the second volume is given the title Chung-huo Ch'in Han chtng chih chih tu shilt
(A history of the political institutions of the Ch'in and Han dynasties in China). The authorship of both books is attributed to a fictitious person named Ts6ng Chin-sh6ng.
() If the pirated booh is a translation, the publi,sher giaes credit only
to t,he author of the original work, and nanxes itself as the translator.
This practice giaes the impression that the pirated edi'ti,onis a new translation.
Example:
Wtn hsileh hai lun (A general treatise on literature) is the Chinese
translation by Sui Shu-s6n (1906- ) of the Japanese work Shin
bungahu gairon (A general treatise on the new literature) by Homma Hisao (1886- ). In the pirated edition produced in Taipei, the
original title of the translation and the author of the original work
are given, but the translator's name is nowhere to be found. Instead,
the publisher names itself as the translator.
(5) If the same book is reproduced by a difierent publi,sher, the latter
has the obligation of stating'that it is a reproducti,on. If it is reproduced
under a di,fierent title, there is more reason to expect the publi,sher to
giae the original title and name the ori,gi.nalpublisher. The publisher of
the pirated edition deli,berately alters the title and. markets the reproduction as an entirely new worh by the same author.
Examples:
a. Wu t'i chi (Untided) by Chao Ch'ing-ko in the pirated edition
produced in Hongkong is assigned the title Hsi.en tai nil tso chia
hsiao shuo hsiian (Selected stories of contemporary women
writers).
b. Liang Jdn-hung Hu Shih-chih hsien shtng shhn ting yen chiu huo
hsiieh shu mu (Bibliographies for Chinese studies as approved by
Messrs.Liang J6n-kung and Hu Shih-chih) has been pirated in at
.388.
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least three different editions. The pirated edition produced in
Hongkong is assigned the title Kuo hsiieh pi tu shu chi ch'i tu la
(A list of "must" books for Chinese studies and how to study
them). One of the pirated editions produced in Taipei is assigned
the title Kuo hsiieh yao chi chti mu (A bibliography of the essential books in Chinese studies), and another the title Kuo hstleh
yen chi,u fa san chung (Three ways of studying Chinese studies).
All three pirated editions give only Liang Ch'ich'ao (whose
courtesy name is Jdn-kung) as the author, although they all con.
tain the bibliography approved by Hu Shih (whose courtesy name
is Shih-chih).
The titles discussed above constitute only a minimal percentage of
the pirated Chinese books acquired at The Ohio State University Libraries since the establishment of their East Asian collection eight years
ago. Ffowever, they do represent the various important types of pirated
Chinese books they have acquired up to the present. The Chinese collection of the University Libraries is young and naturally does not contain
all the major bibliographies for the identification of these pirated
books. Nor does it, needless to say, contain many of the original works
from which these pirated editions are produced. The writer is also dubious about the wisdom of exhaustive searches through the Chinese collection at the expense of making many other materials available more
promptly. Therefore, he has been working with a limited number of
reference tools and is still attempting to describe all the materials as correctly as possible so that they can be properly organized for use. The basic steps the writer has followed up to the present are as follows.
(l) To begin with, the writer has found from personal experience
that the best asset in cataloging the pirated Chinese books is his book
knowledge. If he knows about the original work through past usage or
even personal acquaintance with its author, which is occasionally the
case,he will proceed directly to consult the author lists of various bibliographies. In other words, his job will be simply to gather some written
evidence to confirm what he su$pects.fn case he has only a faint memory
of the exact author or title, he may have to try more than one possibility
to find the title in question. For such purposes, t}r'e Quarterly Bulleti,n
of Chinese Bibliography or the Selected Chinese Books, each with its index, is the most scholarly work to consult. The National Union Catalog
since 1958 is the most satisfactory since it lists all the titles in one alphabet and gives full bibliographical information. The Uni,versity of London School of Oriental and African Studies Chinese Catalogue: Authors
in one alphabet is just as easy for consultation and valuable for identification. The Uniuersity of California East Asiatic Library Author-Ti,tle
Catalog contains an impressive number of titles but is difficult to use on
account of its peculiar and complex arrangement which coincides with
a system of locally developed rules of descriptive cataloging.
(2) In case the author vanishes from the pirated edition and the cattr'olu.rne15, Nu,mber 3, Summer 197I
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aloger is unfamiliar with the original work, he will have only the title
as a point of departure. In some pirated editions, when even the title has
been altered beyond recognition, a cataloger must use his imagination
and resourcefulness to identify the piece in hand by circumstantial evi'
dence such as collation and other bibliographical characteristics. For
such purpose, the cataloger unfortunately cannot benefit from the National Union Catalog which does not contain a title list. The best bibliography for identifying a pirated Chinese book which gives only the
original title, or some title echoing it, is the Uniaersity of London
School of Ori,ental and African Studies Chinese Catalogue: Ti,tles. Il
the title in question is not there, the cataloger will consult thle Uniuersity
of Catifornfa East Asiatic Library Author-Title Catalog. Some of the
bibliographies compiled by the Chinese which list all the materials under titles iometimeJcan be valuable for bibliographical identification.
(3) It often happens that this writer fails to identify the piece in
hand after he has ielrched through the various types of bibliographies

the book.
The cataloger under certain circumstances has no choice but to accepr rhe authoiship as it appears in the book. It is quite possible that at
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a later date, he will accidentally discover the name of the original author, and sometimes also the original title, if the title has been altered
by the publisher of the pirated edition. What should he do then? The
following are his alternatives.
(l) He can recatalog the book, which appears to be professionally
the most desirable. This has been the practice at The Ohio State University Libraries. Recataloging will make it possible to add the Chinese
characters for the newly discovered original author, since the Chinese
card is supposed to show the Chinese characters which the Romanized
main entry represents. It will also make it possible to adjust the Cuttering in the book number so that the book will be in its logical place within the same class number after a change has been made of the main entry. On the other hand, recataloging is a costly operation, both in time
and labor. If the book in question happens to be in circulation, it must
be recalled, which will add to its costliness.Moreover, during the time
the book is being recataloged and relabeled, with several other records
in the technical services and public services being adjusted, the public
will be deprived of its use.
(2) He can simply change the Romanized main entry and add a note
giving the author of the original edition. This alternative is feasible
provided (a) the pirated book is originally entered under a personal or
corporate entry instead of the title and therefore causesno problem in
indention; and (b) the Cutter number still remains in its logical place
in the same class number, which sometimes surprisingly happens. However, if the changed main entry necessitatesre-Cuttering, the book number on all cards must be corrected, and the book relabeled. Otherwise, it
will disrupt the alphabetical order in the same classnumber in the shelflist and, consequently, on the shelf.
(3) He can leave all the cards and the book as they are, but merely
add an added entry for the newly discovered original author, with a
note of explanation. This practice will be feasible regardless whether
the pirated book is entered under author or title, and it is obviously the
most economical in terms of time and labor. It appears most desirable
when the book in question is a monographic set containing a considerable number of volumes. If the book is complete in a single volume and
a different edition is acquired later, the cataloger will face the dilemma
whether to have these two different editions separated in the collection
or to recatalog the earlier edition so that both editions will be brought
together. It should be pointed out that if the cataloger choosesthe second alternative, he will be working on the earlier edition for the third
time.
The mass-production of pirated Chinese books has created many
unique and difficult problems in the organization of Chinese materials
for use. This situation will continue until the politics governing the
China mainland, Taiwan, and Hongkong return to normal. In the meantime, the rapid expansion of Chinese collections at many academic institutions only aggravatesthe situation. It is up to the intelligent cataloger
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to ofier ingenious solutions to the many unusual problems created by the
piracy of Chinese books.
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The Entry-Word in Indonesian
Namesand Tifles
Zuserneg
fsa
Dootoral Candidate
Graduate Librar"t School
I nd,iana (J niu ersity, B lo o'min gton

spread national usag_efor surnanxes yet. Results of research d,one by
way of content analysis of Indonesia's national bibliography ana o1
some others published, there showed that the inaerted. Iist'eliment enlries seemed to be pref erred.
Introduction

NDON-ESIA IS A couNTRy
oF uNITy in her national ambition,
T
^ but a land of diversity in local cusroms, traditions,
and cultures. The

guagesin use throughout the islands even today.
Indonesian people, since their independence in 194b, were aware
Th"
of the necessity to speak one language for efficient communication in
government, education, and commerce; the Bahasa Indonesia was there-

Indonesian people from different areas and islands have names that
serve to indicate their religious and cultural background. These names
[/olume 15, Number ], Snmmer 197I
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complete cultural unity.
the p,r.pote of this paper is to discuss briefly the choice of entryword foi Indonesian authois who have names consisting of more than
one element, such as attributes, honorific titles, and the like. Conflicting
principles always arise when suggestionsare made to have an arbitrary
iast eliment rule for all Indonesian names, with minor excePtions. To
make it more complicated, there is no official established national pfactice regarding the use of any element as a surname. Each individual
adopts"in his-own way the name that suits him best or is most convenient
for him for business and official use.

Indonesi,anNames a.nd Titles.
The following elements normally form parts of an Indonesian
nanle.
l. Personal name (given at bfuth)
2. Adult name (given when one reaches the adult age)
3. Father's personal name or given name
4. Family name
5. Clan name (or marga name, prevailing in the Tapanuli area,
North Sumatra)
6. Attributes and'titles
An Indonesian personal name can be of any origin such as European
(Dutch), Arabic, Chinese, or Sanskrit. Many of the Moslem Indonesians
give their children Arabic names or names derived from Arabic words.
these are the common factors that result in Indonesian names. A personal name is given at birth and is used until the child becomesan adult.
The most re.Jnt influences noticeable aIe the American and the English
in names as John, Eddy, Mary, etc.
As soon is a man is a full-fledged member of society, he adopts his
adult name by which he will be known and referred to from then on.
He may or may not drop his personal name which was given to him at
birth and used during his childhood.
Familv name. now called surname, is a modern phenomenon for
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nrany people in rndonesia. 'l'he first to use surnames or family nanles
were the Indonesians who had been converted to christianity, eipecially
in the areas of North Sulawesi and the Moluccas. Then Europein-educated Moslem Indonesians also adopted surnames. while moit of the
people from the Tapanuli area have been using the marga name as their
surnames,Christians use biblical first names.
rndonesian names mostly have attributes and titles which are indicaof_rgyalty; nobility;'order
of seniority of children (usage in
lioy
Bali); official titles (especially in the
Java sultanates); atrributes- (different lrom rank, these titles were formerly given to officials to indicate
their function and dignity); religious titles; honorary titles; and form
of address.
Many Indonesians have only one (element) name; for example, the
past and the present Indonesian Presidents sukarno and suhario. The
one element name obviously does not causeproblems.
Frowever, many more Indonesians have multiple names. Given names
consist of two or more elements plus the father'i personal name and title. There are a variety of combinations.
Indonesian names can again be divided in single name; multiple
name; names with prefixes, as Sri or Siti; married *omen,s .ru-e; a-rrd
split names, as Nata di Laga or Pura di Redja. Indonesian names are not
always completely of Arabic, European, oi Sanskrit origin. They are
mostly a combination of one Arabic, European or other ele-errt, and at
least one Indonesian element. Indonesian names are an undissoluble
combination or synthesisof Indonesian, Arabic, European, chinese, and
Sanskrit elements.
Conclusion
To create a rule which will satisfy all Indonesian catalogers would
be an impossibility. The discussion on cataloging rures oT personal
names at the rnternational conference on cataloging principles-held in
Paris in 196l resulted in the decision to choose the entry-word as much
as possible by agreed usage in the country of which the author is a citizen. If
ir
possible, the language in which the author usually
*jl
-notwrites will be the determining factor.
studies of some of the bibliographies published. by commercial as
well as go_vernmentinstitutions show the lollowing reiult. only Indonesian authors are included in the figures listed in the ac.o-punying table. According to these figures rhere are only 648 entries of the c,go5-rndonesian authors listed, which devi:ited from the last element entry. rn
other words, there is only l8 percent deviation from the total number
of names listed.
of this 18 percent, 90 percent are Indonesian names of chinese origin' The first element of a chinese name is the surname: for example,
in the name, Gouw Giok- song, Gouw is the surname, and is consequently listed in the same order. The reason could also lie in the faci that
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Auruons Lrs'rno rN luE lt'tpoNrist'lN Brsr-tocRepurns
Last Element First Element
Name oI Bibliography

Listed

2rr
Pekan Buku Indonesia 1954
200
Berita Bibliografi 196l
450
Berita Bibliografi 1964
?qR
Berita Bibliografr 1966
Bibliografi Nasional Indonesia 1963-65 850
l14
Indonesian Abstracts 196l
lr9
Indonesian Abstracts 1962
594
Indonesian Abstracts 1963
229
Indonesian Abstracts 1964
124
Indonesian Abstracts 1965
92
Indonesian Abstracts 1966
80
Indonesian Abstracts 1967
Bibliografi Nasional Indonesia,
391
Kumulasi 1964-1965
Regional Bibliography of Social
153
Science Publication Indonesia l95l
Total
3,e05

Entry

r97
170
435
qan

Entry
t4
30
t5

2r

710
56
85

I40
58

424
163
98
66
66

165
66

365

26

r40
3,257

Jt

9(i

26
l4

t3
648

more and more Indonesian Chinese writers sPell thefu names as one
word; thus, Gouwgioksong.
The Pehan Bu,hu Indonesia 1954 listed all the leading Indonesian authors under the last element of their names, with very minor excePtions.
The names were all inverted and the last element treated as if they were
surnames. With the names short biogtaphical sketchesand lists of their
works were included. Some of the names which appeared under the first
elements were authors born before 1900; for example, Ahmad gelar
Datuh Batuah, 1892- . This Pehan Buhu Indonesia 1951 was published
by one of the leading publishers in Djakarta, Indonesia. Trained librarians were on the editorial board, some educated in Indonesia, and some
in the Netherlands.
Tlne Berita Nasional Indonesia is the national bibliography for Indonesia. It is edited by librarians who received training locally as well as
in other countries as the United States, the Netherlands, and New Zealand.
The following hypothesescan be stated.
1. It is safe to assume that these bibliographies or bibliographical
tools were produced with careful consideration given to national usage,
author's preference, practicality, and the prevailing trend or attitude of
modern authors regarding their names.
2. The Indonesian national bibliogtaphy is arranged in a fashion
which reflects the basic principles of the Paris Conference and the
Anglo-American Rules. Needless to say, the librarians who are presently
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working on the propose(l rules are the oflicials of the regtrlatory boclies
in the country appointed to establish caraloging rules for Indonesian
names. The inverted last element entfy-word seemed to be preferred,
with some exceptions and specificity in the treatment of some tities.
3. The last element of the name is, in nine out of the ten cases.
rvhether it is a compounclpersonal name, an adult name, or a title, usually the distinctive part of the name. Ffere is an example: Mohammad.
Hatta. Most people call him Mr. Hatta, his followers and friends would
call him Pak Hatta (Father Hatra) or Bung Hatta (Brother Hatta) the
more democratic way. There are thousands, if not millions of people
with names starting with Mohammad.
4. A list of all different kinds of titles should be composed which indicate tlrose which have been adopted as given names; €.g., And.i. (from
the Kalimantan area), Gzrsti (from Java), and those which are likely to
be adopted as given names.
It is overwhelming and bewildering because titles are used in almost
every part of the Indonesian islands. Fortunately today the real connotation of the title of nobility is fading away, perhaps not complerely, but
the tendency is there. At least the younger generation is mbre tberal,
democratic, and progressive, and does not attach much importance to the
meaning of the titles. The titles, whether rhey srand for nobility, rank,
or adult name, are assuming the function of surnames.
Thus far there is no official cataloging rule for Indonesian names in
Indonesia. The rule for the entry-word is not yer established. yet it is
safe to say that the majority of the officials and nonofficials in rnclonesia
silently agreed upon the adoption of the inverted last element enrryrvord and the treatment of this element as if it were a surname.
The distinctive part is the last element, which does not necessarily
mean that only the part after the comma is the first name or the given
name, as is the case with Western narnes. Not even an Indonesian cataloger thoroughly familiar with the history of the counrry could with
persistent accuracy determine the meaning of each part of an Indonesian name and what it stands for. The final solution for entry-word must
be an arbitrary last element rule for almost all Indonesian names. The
survey also showed clearly that this is becoming the trend.
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An Analysisof the UniversalDecimal
Classification
as a Term Sysfemfor
NuclearScienceand Technology
Ronrnr D. Srurenl Visi,ting Lecturer
College of Librarianship, W ales
A b erystwyth, U nite d Kin gdom
Explores the possibilitiesol merging the terminology of the [Iniaersal
Decimal.ClassificationSystemwith that of a term system-Engineers
loint Councfl'sThesaurus-for nuclear scienceand technology.Concludes,from the eui,dence
presented,that UDC can be effectiaelyused
as a ternxsystenx.
Proposesthat the two systemscoordi,natethe terms
and rnerge a maior thesaurus (EJC) with an efiectiue classification
schemeof international scope(UDC) to proaide a need,edtool in the
areaof classification
and documentation.
Inh'oduction
INDEXING
(-\ OORDINATE
has brought abour a rremendous inv
terest in technical terms. Roget's Thesaurus has been used for
many years as a systematic glossary for all areas of knowledge.l However, in these times of rapid change, not even the new 1952 enlarged
edition of it is complete enough for terms in modern science and technology.
There are several dozen thesauruses which have been compiled in
the last few years to provide for new terminology, particularly in the
areas of science and technology and especially in nuclear science and
technology. A classification system.should also exist in which (a) the
concepts are peculiar to a particular discipline; and (b) there is agreement on the terms themselves. If this is true could the classification
svstemitself be used as the term systemfor that subject area?
There is a great need for exploration and implementation of compatibility arnong classification systems and thesauruses,including standardized vocabularies. This stock of terms is of greatest interest in
documentation. Knowledge contained in a docurnent can then be indexed either by number or several numbers in a document system
(item-entry) or by a number of concepts or terms characteristic of the
document (term-entry).
"There has been some discussion concerning the use of UDC (Universal Decimal Classification) as (such) a systematic term list."2 There
would be several advantages if this could be done, not the least of
Volume 15, Number .?, Summer 197I
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which is the fact that the Universal Decimal Classification is published
in several languages (presently, English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Japanese, Russian, Finnish, Hungarian, Czech, Rumanian, Serbo-Croatian,Swedish,Polish, and Dutch).
As has been stated, in documentation there is a demand for a classification system for terms-a term system:-based on the pure semantic
signification of terms. To investigate the principal strengths and deficiencies of an existing, accepted document system seems then to be an
important task, and a possible right step in cooperation among thesaurus builders and classificationservices.
Gertrude London states there are three trends mainly responsible
for much of the inconsistency, incompatibility, and misunderstanding
of indexing in its widest sense which prevent efiective cooperation in
the fields of information retrieval, documentation, and librarianship.
l. Single-mindedinsistenceon the superiority of only one of the numerous
indexing languagesto the exclusionof those practicedby supportersof other
systems(this includes classificationschemeswhich may be regarded as a special
form of indexing);
2. the wide vatiation in the quality of indexes and standardsof indexing,
especiallyof those derived from uncontrolled or too strictly aontrollid vocabularies:
and arnbiguityof the classheadingsin
3. the lack of precision,the vagueness
most classifi
cation schemes.s
How much ambiguity and variation is there between the terms in a
thesaurus and those in a classification system?Any exploration and implementation of compatibility among classification systems and thesauruses will necessarilyinclude standardizing the vocabularies.
There are, of course, three types of controlled indexing vocabularies: (l) classification schernes, (2) subject heading lists, and (3)
thesauruses.There are many points at which these vocabularies can be
shared and many ways of doing so, although when it is done, according
to the literature, it is usually on a partial basis only. This paper is an
investigation of the feasibilities of merging, combining, or adapting the
terminology of one such list with that of another, that is, exploring the
effectiveness of terms being used in a general classification scheme
(Universal Decimal Classification) and how precisely the terminology
relates to a special term list (The Engineers Joint Council Thesau'
rusf in the area of nuclear science and technology, to see if UDC satisfies in matter as well as in manner most, if not all, of the requirements
for a term system (classedthesaurus).
In this paper the Universal Decimal Classification will be referred to
as UDC, and the Engineers Joint Council Thesaurus will be referred to
as ElC.
Limitations of Study
A new unabridged English edition of UDC has been published but,
unfortunatelv, is not yet available to me. Flowever, there is a special
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edition lor nuclear science and technolog-v r,vhich is available.i This,
then, is the subject limitations of this study.*
The EJC is a thesaurus of terms common to the whole of science

Assumption
A systematic universal thesaurus can be created, in the areas of nuclear science and technology, by establishing a vocabulary which is cornpatible with a universal classificationsystem.
Hypothesis
T'he Universal Decimal Classification system can tre used as a term
list for the areasof nuclear scienceand technology.
In his final remarks at the Seminar on the Universal Decimal
Classification in a Mechanized Retrieval System, Robert Freeman of the
Scientific rnformation and Documentation Division, Environmental sciences Services Administration, and chairman of the Subcommittee on
UDC of the United States National Commitree for FID, suggested,

l. Thesaurusmanipulation and updating;
2. Current title arrangementand indexing;
3. Bibliographic preparation and indexing;
4. UDC schedulemaintenance,updating and presenration;
5. Multilingual UDC manipulation and presentation;
6. Alphabetical indexing of sysremaricor hierarchicalschedules(e.g. UDC
or geographicplace lists) ;
7. Selectiveretrieval and printout of titles.8
He has also made a cosr study on the feasibility of mechanizing
the UDC in any or all languages-there were sixteen languages at the
time he made the study-and was experimenring only in the \Z/Astronomy/, \\/Geology and Meteorology/, and 56/Paleontology/ clas* I would hope to compare, ar a later
date, when the unabridged English UDC is
available to me, the terminology in nuclear science and technology in the two editions
to determine any updating of the terms which rvould further supporr or reject my
hypothesis. This, of course, is another study.
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sification ranges. He determined from his study that not only can hierarchically arranged and indented schedules be printed out in a few
minutes and at little expense, bul multilingual or comprehensive editions can be produced just as easily. [Ie summarized his findings by
stating:
Thus, as any fool can plainly see,the UDC provides a simple, yet Powerful tool
for detailed organization (classification,arrangement,storage,retrieval, indexing
and dissemination)of information in any special,or general field of knowledge.
.
Moreover the UDC is an international language that gets away from
languages,grammar, semantics,ambiguity, etc.e
It should be pointed out here that with all of these exPeriments
that have been conducted with UDC, plus the fact that EJC is available on magnetic tape, it would be both profitable and relatively easy
to compare the terminology of the two systems in all areas o[ science
and technology-but that is another proposal.
With the above facts in mind, this paper approaches one special
area-nuclear science and technology-with the idea that there is probably a significant match in the terminology used in the two systems.
Literature Suraey
All known general works in monographic and serial form have been
consulted and the pertinent ones are cited in the bibliography.
Some experts, writing about classification systems, have classification of knowledge, concepts, or ideas in mind; others have documents
in mind. To be sure, these are completely difierent in some cases and
to enumerate the intents of both EIC and UDC, a bdef history of both
sources of the data base is reported here.
History of EIC
In the introduction to the EIC the editors explain that at one time
two thesauruses were being compiled simultaneously: an EIC revised
edition of Thesaurus of Engineering Terms and a Department of Def.ense Technical Thesaurzs, under Project LEX. The large number of
related and overlapping interests encouraged a merger, and, therefore,
the EJC is a joint efiort.
One of the objectives of the EJC is to produce a comprehensive
thesaurus of scientific and technical terms for use as a basic reference
in information storage and retrieval systems and to provide a "vocabulary" groundwork.
In gathering the terminology they consulted 350 subject indexing
vocabularies, thesauruses, glossaries, and other specialized lists. Final
selection of terms was made by important concepts relating to a given
scientific or technical subject and then determining the most appropri
ate terms to present the concept. These concepts and terms were
weighed by (t) usefulness in communication, indexing, and retrieval;
(2) number of sources and the frequency of use in indexing by these
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sources; and (3) acceptability as technical terms. The final list includes 23,364 separate main entries, 17,810 descriptors, and 5,554 use
references.
A main purpose of the thesaurus is to deal with factors of ambiguity (these they describe as being creared by synonyms, homographs,
differences in spelling, word forms, and hierarchial treatment) by establishing a standardized, authoritative vocabulary. The basic principles of Roge't's Thesaurus (grouping of words according to their
"ideas") is still the underlying principle, except thar Roget dealt in
general with single words and this thesaurus deals with single concepts
and then groups them in related areas. In the main body of the the'
saurus all descriptors and use references are interfiled alphabetically
and are shown with hierarchical structuring, cross-references,and scope
notes.
The other two sections of the Thesaurus which were used in the
data collection are:
The Subject Category Index, which is divided into twenty-two fields
(according to the COSATI list), of which 1800-l8ll, Nuclear Science
and Technology, were used. The first two digits indicate the field and
the last two indicate the group within the field (this is an accumulation of all descriptors in a general subject area); and
The Hierarchical Index, which gives complete families of descriptors related by class membership. Descriptors with no given class membership do not appear here. Descriptors, which are heads of families
and have no broader terms, but at least two narrower terms, are the
guides. The most generic terms appear first with more specific terms
below and indented to their respective hierarchical levels (see EJC,
p.625 for complete panorama).
UDC
The FID/CR Conference at Elsinore in 1964 stared as its aims,
among others:
l. The improvement of existing classifications, including work on
methods for construction of thesauruses:
2. The exploration and implementation of compatibility among
classification systems and thesauruses, including standardized vocabularies.lo
The particular edition of UDC used 1br this paper was not affected by any suggestions that might have come out of that conference,
but probably later editions have been. This special subject edition
for nuclear science and technology was published in 1964 as an aid to
classifying in detail all documents of interest to the field of nuclear
energy. It contains the full schedules for such fields as nuclear physics
and nuclear technology and extensive schedules in certain other scientific and technical fields but only a mere framework of such parts of
the system that would not be of normal interest to services specializing
in the nuclear energy field.
l/olume 15, Nu.m,berJ. Summer 197I
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Class 6, Applied Science, is subdivided into ten classes, each of
which is further subdivided into ten. and so on. The order of notation is determined by the fact that the numbers are considered to be
decimal fractions-thus 6 becomes 62, 621 becomes 621.3, etc. For convenience a decimal point is generally inserted after every third figure.
There are several auxiliary features of this associative classification
system.
l. If a term is not simple or clear cut, more than a simple decimal
number may be required, in which case a fusion of two classifiable concepts may be denoted by linking the appropriate main numbers by a
colon sign for relationship.
Example: 620.179.15
Irradiation methods
Alpha particles
539.128.4
620.179.15:539.128.4 Alpha particle irradiation
2. A detailed element or aspect of a main subject may be expressed
by an auxiliary notation added to the simple decimal number for the
main subject.
Example: 539.12.04

539.12.04.004.6

Effects of radiation
Radiation damage

These .001-.009 numbers provide a distinct but comprehensive approach to the whole field. Some such auxiliaries are applicable throughout the system,others within certain parts of the systemonly.
3. Auxiliaries and compound numbers which are used as a means
of eliminating repetition in tables (but are not used for concepts r.vhich
can be denoted by a single main number or by two numbers linked
by a colon) are also used.
Example: 62
62-79

62r.039.54
621.039.54-79

Engineering and Technology
Measuring or counting devices in
Engineering and Technology
Fertile materials
Fertile material measuring devices

'I'here

are other auxiliaries r,vhich may be used with UDC but lvhich
are not explained here because this research did not lead into any of
those divisions.
These concept combinations are valuable features in the UDC system. It has been able to maintain universality in the sense that it permits almost any desired combination and modification of basic numbers to denote the most complex subjects.
To summarize the two systems, they are similar in one approach:
the structure of UDC shows word associations by means of hierarchies
leading from generic terms to more specific terms at various levels. It is
a structure which imposes the problem of terms that may fall into
more than one class. The thesaurus actually does the same thing but
also draws on the alphabetical array of the subject heading list which
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provides word associations and broader term, narrouer term, see, and
use for structure.
Data Collection Methods
The 1800 group of numbers in EJC is "Nuclear Sciencesand Technology" and is divided into nine fields containing 334 terms. Each of
these 334 primary terms was recorded on 4x6 cards. The following steps
were then followed in collecting further data.
Phase l.--These
334 terms were checked in the main thesaurus to
determine if there wete use for tetms, broader terrns, narrouer terms,
or related terms. All terms in those categories were recorded on the
cards under the primary terms. There were 49 broader terms which
were collectively recorded 491 times, 98 use for terms, and over 800 reIated terms.*
Phase II.--The
next step was to check the UDC Alphabetical Index which, incidentally, states: "Never classify solely from the index.
The function of the index is to locate specific topics and to display related aspects not brought together in the classified tables."rl If a term
was found which exactly matched the term recorded from EJC, the
term and classification number were recorded and then the schedules
were checked to make sure it covered the pertinent concept. If it did,
no further searching was done.** The next step, if an exact match in
the index was not found, was to go to rhe schedulesin the general areas
of the term concept and search for it there. Again, if it was found, no
further searching was done.
Next, for all terms for which no direct match was found but for
which there were use for terms in ErIC, those use for terms were
checked, first in the index and then in the schedules, and if a match
was found, the searchstopped there.
Another possibility for a match or a near match was by utilizing
auxiliaries in UDC to produce the correct term for the concept. Most
of the time this was covered in the index but some of the time it was
listed under one of the two numbers, if there was a relation (:) to be
rrsed.Again, if there was a match or near match, both the term and the
UDC number were recorded.
Finally, there was a group of terms for lvhich there was no match
or near match. A search was made to try to fincl a concept for these in
UDC. If the search was successful, that number and the term used
were recorded.
After all of these steps were completed, there was a residue of terms
* It was later discovered, when classification numbers were being assigned to these
terms, that the idea of including the RELATED
terms in these data would have
to be abandoned because the UDC schedule being used was too specialized and
could not adequately handle RELATED
terms lvhich went into concepts other than
those covered in this special edition.
** I discovered only too soon that the index is not a good classification tool when
I came upon several terms in the schedules which were not listed in the index,
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from EJC for which no concept could be found which adequately covered the topic. These were simply recorded as dashes on the data sheets
(seesample in appendix).
Summary
The following charts show the relationship, both number and percentage, between the terms in EJC in nuclear sciences and technology
and those in UDC Special Subjeat Editi,on for Nuclear Science and
Technology.
The categories are:
Category I:
Category II:

Category III:

Category IV:

Terms exactly match.
Terms match when additional directions are given
(either term was exact in UDC Index but varied
somewhat in the schedules; or the USE FOR term in
EJC was the same as the term located in UDC).
Terms difier (but concept easily located in UDC,
thus a term and classification number were assigned).
Term does not appear in UDC (and no concept was
located-that is not to say that it is not there, but
that if it is there, it is not easily locatable).

Charts I and 2 show the PRIMARY terms, which were the main
concern of this paper, and the BROADER terms.
Charts 3 and4 show the percentagesof each group by category.
Conclusions
I have explored the possibilities of merging the terminology of two
different systems-the UDC, a classification of documents system, and
the EJC, a classification of concept-terms (concepts being classified by
terms which determine the structure of the system). There has been
no attempt, in this paper, to analyze the generic relations of terms in
UDC and E/C, simply a statement that the terms do exist.
UDC was, of course, not constructed as a term list and some terms
may occur ten times or more, whereas a number of important terms
are missing. For instance, the class of electromagnetic radiation is
missing from this edition of UDC. On the other hand, as Vickery points
out, an advantage of UDC as opposed to special subject schemesis that
it repeats a term in each of its aspects thus locating it in a number of
classes."For example, 'dust' appears in UDC as a general occupational
hazard (613.663) and as a hazatd, specific to engineering (621-784) and
mining (622.e7); as an air pollutant generally (614.715) and in mines
(622.411.5);as an industrial nuisance (628.511) and a target for ventilation (697.98);and as a fluid to be distributed (621.6.04);'tz
UDC offers general and sometimes inadequate places for some concepts listed in EtC and some terms are used with ambiguous meaning.
UDC is very well suited for some particular fields of nuclear science
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CHAR'T I
Pnrlrany Tnnus
Number in Categories

E/C Class Total Terms in
Number
That Class

1802
1803
1804
I 806
r807
1808
1809
t8l0
l8lI
Total
Percentage

153
8
25
12

II

r12

6
I

26

I

l4

c

?
I
8

I

8
9

+
qt7

46
50
I
334

UI

2r
6

I

I

9
l8
20
6

24

168
SoTo

I

54
r6To

9
I

J

l0

I

IV

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

l0l

ll

4%

30%

CHART 2
Bnoe.nnnTnnus
Total Number in Categories

E/C Class Total Terms in
Number
That Class

1802
8
1803
5
1804
6
1806
6
r807
J
1808
I
t809
5
l8t0
I
l8lI
6
Total
49
Percentage

+
I
+
J

0
3
I

I
I

l9
397"

II

III

0
0
I
0
0
I
I
0
0

2
4
I

J

6%

IV
I

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

J
J
I

2
0
5

2

25
5lT.

4%

(see chart l). Out of a total of 153 terms, UDC and E/C match exactly in I 12 terms, and an additional six matches, either through a
USE FOR term in EJC or an auxiliary approach in UDC, can be made.
Critics of UDC have stated that a barrier exists between science
(54) and technology (62) in UDC. This is true, and there is also evidence of overlapping. For instance, the application of. 546.02 for Isotopes and 621.039.8 for Isotope Application allows for arbitrary decisions in assignment of numbers.
In general, evidence indicates that, with updating of the terminology, which supposedly the newer editions do have, UDC can be used
Volu,me15, Number 3, Summer 197I
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CHART 3
Pmlranv

E,f C Class
Number

1802
I803
1804
1806
r807
r808
1809
r8l0
l8lI

Total lo
of Terms in
That Class

46%
-90'/
/o

8%
4:To

r%

e,q
" /o

r4%
157.
-90/
/o

Tel'N{s

Total Percentage in Categories
IV
III

u

I

73%
25%
56%
r7%
25%
30%
46%
r2To
99a/

4%
r3%
r2T'
8%
25o/o
40%

r5%
487'
rr%

r5%
37%
32%
32%
50%
30%
3e%
4o7o
667r

8%
25%
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

CHART 4
Bnoenrn Tnnus

l?/C Class
Number

1802
1803
1804
r806
1807
r808
r809
t8t0
r 8 lI

'total
lo
o{ Terms in
That Class

t6%
ll7o
12%
r27o
6%
17%
r0%
Lt/
'/o

r2%

Total Percentage in Categories
IV
III
II

50%
20%
667o
50%
0
337"
407o
t0070
r7%

0
0
17%
0
0
ll7o
20%
0
0

25%
80T.
t7%
50%
I0o7o
66To
40%
0
83%

25%
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

effectively as a term system for nuclear science and technology. Even if
the terminology is not changed in the later editions, the hypothesis is
fairly strongly supported by the large percentage of matching terms in
the two systems.
The next step, then, would be for a major move to be made, as Freeman recommended (see reference 7), by UDC in cooperation with a
respected thesaurus-this being EJC as has been proposed in this paper-to coordinate the terms and merge a major thesaurus with an effective classification scheme of international scope to provide a muchneeded tool in the area of classification and documentation.
.
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APPENDIX

SAMPLE.'
EJC CLASSTFTCATION AND TERM
EKPLoSIoNS
(1803) uucrreR

UDC CLASSIFICATION AND TERM

55

Geology and MeteorologY

Aftenvinds

(Also under (1506) )
Artificial radiation belts
(AIso under (0401); (1506);
BT: Earth atmosphere (0401)
BT: Radiation belrs (0401) )

551.510.72 Artificial radioactivity
Structure of the atmosphere
Radioactivity of the atmosphere
551.510.721:Fallout
614.73
Radioactive precipitation
551.57t1

551.51
551.510.1

Fallout
(Also under (t808) ; (1506) )
Nuclear clouds
(Used for Atomic clouds; Also under
(1506))
Nuclear Excavation
(Also under (1302);
BT: Excavation (0800); (1302))
Nuclear explosion efiects
(Used for Nuclear explosion damage;
Nuclear weapon effects; Also under
(1506) ;
BT: Explosion etrects (1904) )
Nuclear fireball
(nuclear blast);
(Used for Fireball
Also under (1506))
Nuclear explosions
(Used for Air
nucleat
explosions;
Atomic explosions; High altitude nuclear explosions; Low altitude nuclear
explosions; Surface nuclear explosions;
Underground
nuclear explosions;
BT: Explosions (190a))

550,37t1

in the earth
Nuclear processes

Geophysics
550.3
539.12.M: Nuclear weapon effects
623.454.8
UIIU

Explosions (accidents)

621.039.9

Nuclear explosiors
ful use)

541.12$

Explosions

(Peace-
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IN I-HE MAIL: DIVIDED CATALOG A'f
UNIVERSITY OF CTIICAGO

T'HE

My article on the dictionary catalog (Zn7-S 15:28-33, Winter l97l) stated
that the University of Chicago once had a divided catalog. I have learned that
this was not the case.
Viola Gustafson, the head of the lJniversity of Chicago Catalog I)epartment
writes me that:
"So far as anyone here knows, the University of Chicago has now and has always had a dictionary catalog. The sratemenr by James McGregor in his article,
'In
Defense of the Dictionary Catalog,' in vol. 15, no. l, winrer, l97l of LRTS,
is erroneous, as is the source of his information-an
article by V. J. Burch in College and Research Libraries, June, 1942, p.219-223. Mr. Burch misinterpreted a
direct quotation frorn an article by Winifred VerNooy which appeared in 'The
Acquisition and Cataloging of Books,' edited by W. M. Randall, p. 310-330. Miss
VerNooy's statement: 'after struggling for years to explain the
,filing, system and
to train users in finding of entries under three alphabets, the cards were filed all
together in one alphabet, absolutely word for word.' This simplification of filing
rules, efiected sometime in rhe 1930's involved combining cards under place
names only, into one sequence, eliminating the distinction between so-called
'official'
'non-official'
and
entries and titles. As I recall, the process was timeconsuming but the 'enormity' of the catalog to which Mr. McGregor refers was
considerably less formidable in the 1930'sthan it is today."
I might add that the University of Chicago's nonexistent divided catalog was
again mentioned in ZR?S in 1958 (Dorothy Grosser, "The Divided Catalog; A
Summary of the Literarure," IR?S 2:238, Fall 1958). I wanr ro rhank Nliss Gustafson for putting to rest rhis legend which has stood unchallenged in the literature for almost thirty yearc.-lames Wilson McGregor, Head, Catalog Dept.,
N or t h east er n I llin ois Stat e C ollege, Ch icago,

CA'rALOG CARD QuAr,r'fr',
Test performances of library catalog cards made of highly purified chemical
wood fibers are comparable to those of library caralog cards wirh 100 percent
rag content. This claim was established recenrly in tests conducted by an irrdependent paper testing laboratory under contracc to Library Technology
Reports.
In order to determine the quality of library caralog cards sold by the
leading library supply companies, the editors contracted wirh a laboratory to
have the American National Standard for Permanenr and Durable Library
Cards, 285.1 applied to a group of twenty-four top of the line catalog card
stocks. Test results published in the January l97l issue ol Library Technology
Reports show a wide variance in quality among similarly priced cards, as well
as the comparable test performances by the all-rag content and the purified
chemical wood fiber content cards.
Though most of the companies included in the test program were represented on the American National Standard's Committee on Standardization
of Library Equipment and Supplies 285 which drafted this standard, not one
of the card stock samples tested satisfied all provisions of the standard.
The cost of laboratory testing was paid by a grant from the Council on
Library Resources, Inc. The thirty-seven-page report consists of the Standard
itself, the laboratory test results, and editorial comments.
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wellisch,
Hans. The [Jniaersal Decimal classification;
a programmed
Instruction
Cou-rse. 1970. 195p. HC $3.50 (Student Supply Store, University of Maryland,
College Patk 20742) .
Maryland Univ., college park, school of Library and rnformation services.
P.rovides an
of programmed learning to the teaching and study of
,
_application
classification and indexing. It ii aimed at students in library schoois to familiarize
thcm.with the principles and techniques of the universal Decimal classification (uDc)
.
The book can also be used as a manual for self-instruction in uDC for those'unabie
to receive formal training. The user is led through the task of classing d.ocuments as
th-ey are actually encountered. in existing libraiies and informatioi
centers. The
selected titles represent. a cross-section of iubjects and every main class of UDC
is
represen_ted in proportion
to its significance and extent in the scheme. Filing of
classified entries is treated brieflv.
rnstitution:

stuart-stubbs,Basil.
The New England Deposit Library and the Hampslfire Interlibrary center. a suruey of ruto storage Libraries performed
foi the [Jniaer-

sityLibraries of British columbia. lo7o. stp. ED 046428.MF g0.65,Hc gg.29.

lnstitution:

British Columbia

University, Vancouver. Library.
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Revised and enHopkins, Judith. Manual lor OCLC Catalog Card Production'
larged. February 1971. 69p. ED 046 471. MF $0.65, HC $3.29.
Institution:

Ohio College Library

Center, Columbus.

Center (OCLC) is a computerized regional library
The Ohio College Libtary
center serving the academic libraries of Ohio, both state and private, in order to inresources. The program has five
crease and make more efficient use of bibliographical
retrieval,
information
major components:
(l) shared cataloging, (2) bibliographic
(3) circulation control, (4) serials control, and (5) a technical processing system.
This manual revises and expands the information in two previous manuals, the "Pre'
liminary Description of Catalog Cards Produced from MARC II Data," issued in
issued in
September 1969, and the "Instruction
Manual for Catalog Production,"
February 1970. The manual also calls upon material in various memoranda issued by
OCLC. Part I of this manual is a detailed description of the catalog cards produced.
While subject to continuing revision to better satisfy user needs, it describes the
output that will be available from the on-line system rvhich will be implemented in
summer 1971, as well as from the present ofi-line system. Part II, which describes
the procedures for requesting catalog cards, is applicable to the off-line system only.
Rockwood,

Ruth

H., ed. Personnel

Utilization

in Libraries,

Selected. Papers. 1970.

ll4p. ED 046 464.MF $0.65,HC $1.50. (Schoolof Library Science,Florida
StateUniversity,Tallahassee
32306.)
Institution:

Florida State University, Tallahassee. School of Library

Science.

Papers presented at an institute conducted by the School of Library Science, The
Florida State University, and the Florida State Library, October G-10, 1969. The
papers are broadly grouped into three categories: (l) changing attitudes torvard
personnel administration,
(2) procedures for selecting middle management, and (3)
rvays and means of dweloping effective leadership. The premise is that shortages in
library personnel exist at all levels, but especially in the middle management positions. Inefficient use of personnel have kept libraries from providing the best possible services to individuals and communities. This publication is directed to professional librarians with management experience and administrative
responsibilities
for developing personnel to show them how to better use their staffs to improve the
library.
Heilprin,
Laurence B. An Experimental
Copyright Moratorium:
Study of a Proposed Solution to the Copyright Photocopying Problem. Final Report to rhe

American Societyfor Testing and Materials (ASTM). July 1970.60p. ED
045 u0. MF $0.65,HC $3.29.
Institution:
Committee to Investigate Copyright
in Science and Education, Bethesda, Md.

Problems

Affecting

Communication

duced and modified collection and analysis of moratorium data. This report analyzes
the data obtainable, finds a number of facts useful for copyright and cHb
".orro-i.r,
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and supports the hypothesis that such a system would largely resolve ttre copyright
photocopying problem. A renewed effort is recommended, starting with more extensive
and intensive studies,

Tom, Ellen, and Reed,Sue.SCOPEin Cataloguing.June 1970.54p. ED 045 108.
MF $0.65,HC $2.50 (Universityof Guelph Library, Guelph, Ontario, Canada).
Institution:

Guelph University, Ontario. Library.

Describes the Systematic Computerized Processing in Cataloguing system (SCOPE) ,
an automated system for the catalog department of a university library. The system
produces spine labels, pocket labels, book cards for the crrculation system, catalog
cards including shelflist, main entry, subject and added entry cards, statistics, an
updated master file in machine-readable form, and an accession file. A preliminary
cost study revealed an approximate saving of 919,000 per year based on 1,000 titles
per week, with an approximate cost of $.80 per title. This cost, however, does not
include the actual cataloging procedure. All programs are written in COBOL and
the system is run on an IBM Model 50 computer equipped with eight tape drives,
two 2,314 random access devices, and 5l2K core. The system itself uses a maximum of
four tape files, three disk files, and l60K core,
Leonard,

Lawrence

E, Cooperatiae

and Centralized

Cataloging

and Processing: A

Bibliography,lSs0-1967.July 1968.92p.ED 044 r52. MF $0.65,HC 93.29.
Institution:

Illinois

University, Urbana. Graduate School of Library

Science.

Nine hundred and fifty-four references to articles on cooperative and centralized
acquisitions, cataloging, and processing, covering the period from 1850 to 1968, are
included in this bibliography. Subject elements of the bibliography by the approximate
date of appearance are (l) Cooperative caraloging-1850-;
(2) Centralized cataloging
(Library of Congtess card service-1900-;
other centralized cataloging-1928*)
; (3)
Centralized purchasing-1919-;
(a) Centralized processing-1948-;
and (5) Cataloging-in-source-t 958-1965.
Woods, Julia A. The Periodical

Bank

Through

1969 and the First Fiscal Year An-

nual Report. Revisededition. August 1970.55p. ED 044 127.MF 90.65,HC

$3.2e.

Institution: AssociatedCollegesof the Midwest, Chicago, Ill.

Croghan, Antony. A Tltesaurus-Classificationf or the Physical Forms of Non-Booh
Media. 1970. 47p. HC $3.00 (Author: 17 Coburgh Mansions, Handel St., London, W.C. l).
- Attempts to demonstrate a method of controlling and organizing an indexing
language for the physical forms of nonbook media. T6e classificition ii based on the
technique of facet analysis. rt comprises a classification of the concepts of the subject
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with an alphabetical listing of the verbal descriptions of the srrbject. The link be.
tween these is provided by a numerical notation that acts as a short code statement
fot these concepts and descriptions. The basic groups within this classification are
as follows. Visual media are divided into moving media and still media; within the
still media is the special medium consisting of objects that deal with geography. These
are follorved by the nonvisual media, which are divided into sound media and those
media used by information machines, e.g., punch cards, magnetic tapes, etc. Finally,
there are the programmed media, e.g., a scrambled book or computer-prog:rammed
instruction,
Reichmann, Felix, and T'harpe, Josephine M. Determination
of an Effectiae System of Bibliographic
Control of Microform
Publications.
Interim
Report.

November1970.5lp. ED 046 404.MF 90.65,HC 93.29.
Institution: Association
of Research
Libraries,Washington,D.C.
Sponsor: Office of Education, Washington, D.C. Bureau of Research.
Provides some guidelines for the bibliographic control of microforms which at the
present time is either inadequate or nonexistent on a local level within a given library. A literature search and direct inquiry of librarians revealed that adherence to
cataloging rules is inconsistent. There is wide variation in microform classification.

CORRECTION 1N ERrC/CLrS pRrCE SCHEDULE
In the Spring issue of Library Resources & Technical Seruices (page 2b4)
the editor regrets that an error appeared in the new price schedule foi all documents announced in Research in Education The price for microfiche is $0.6b
per title. The price for hard copy is g3.29 for iach l-100 page increment.
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REVIEWS
Harris, Jessica Lee. Subiect Analysis:
Computer Implications of Rigorous
Definition. pref. by Maurice F.
Tauber and Theodore C. Hines.
Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press,
1970. 279p., index, biblio., appendixes. $7.50. ISBN 8108-0313.5;LC
70-16406.
A system of subjecr analysis is one
of the major links between the searcher
and the file of any information rerrieval system. Yet it seems that there is a
genuine need for systematic study and
research in this area. Dr. Harris' book
provides a fair beginning. Her major
thrust is in urging the establishment of
a comprehensive code for the practice
of subject heading. However, before
a standardization can be devised, organized investigations of the existing
practices should be made to determine
the various elements involved, their
functions, and the complexity of the
entire str,ucture. Her work proposed to
"provide descriptions of present subject heading practice in certain important areas, based on a belief that it is
not useful to propose new practices
without determining the value of the
old."
The book can be divided into three
parts, The first consists of a brief historical survey and review, an analysis
of the scope of the problem, and an
outline of her areas of research. The
middle portion contains detailed descriptions and results of experiments
executed to test her six working hypotheses. The concluding chapter reiterates the background and the basic
assumptions for tlre study, and it summarizes the findings of each set of inquiries, and makes recommendations
for future research.
Harris raised the question of the
V o l u m e 1 5 , N u m b e r ) , S u m m e r 1 9 7I

purpose and the function of the system which is vital to any systematic
analysis of a complex problem. . . .
As expected, our "conception of purpose or definition of function which
underlies our practice is little more
than tradition or folklore at best." Information of indicated need can only
be obtained by investigation of use
made of the system. There is a critical
need to improve on the technique of
investigation so as to supply us with
more precise and accurate knowledge.
An abundance of facts is present in
this study. The a.uthor has succeeded
in providing concrete evidence for
some of the long-held beliefs regarding the subject catalog. Most of her test
samples are taken from the Library of
Congress subject heading list and card
catalog. Thus a partial elucidation of
one of the most complex operating systems of subject heading is made possible.
Orre of the several outstanding results is that the subject headings applied by LC and by the Wilson Company to the same book show no difference
in scope. Therefore the broadness of
headings is the same whether the book
is intended for large libraries or for
small libraries. It also appears that
some aspects of cross-referencing can
be made clerical routines. Aspect subdivision and form subdivision are
treated in separate chapters. This is an
excellent approach; however, both
chapters are bogged down by statistical
analyses which are difficult to follow.
The chapter on subject heading styling
for computer arrangement seems to
avoid the entire question of semantics,
which in most caseshas to be dealt with
before styling can even be taken into
consideration.
The organization of the book is ex-

.
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cellent. Surnrnaries at the end of each
chapter allow the reader to skip details
of the experiments and analyses if he
chooses to do so. In a study utilizing
massive data it is understandable that
omission of any part of the actual
analyses seems difficult for the investigator. F{owever, a judicious trimming
of some details might have displayed
the facts more succinctly.
The implications of computer applications in cataloging and subject assignment should accelerate the call for a
formal comprehensive code for subject
heading. We are happy that Dr. Harris
has taken a major step in this direction.
-Miranda
L. Pao, Case Western Reserae U niuersity, Cleaeland, Ohi,o.
Kenneth Plate. Management Personnel
in Libraries; a Theoretical Model
f or Analysis. Rockaway, N.J., American Faculty Press,1970. 100p. $7.95.
"Using a broad sociopsychological
theory of individual accommodation to
the conditions of modern organization
(this study) attempts to explain the behavior of a sample of middle-level executives in several university libraries."
(Introcluction, p.viii) Taking the three
bureaucratic types-upward-mobiles, indifierents, and ambivalents-identified
by Robert Presthus in The Organizational Society as a model, Plate interviewed seventy-seven middle managers
(defined as those supervising four or
more professional librarians)
in fifteen ARL libraries in the northeastern
United States in the fall of 1968. On
the basis of those interviews he identified and here describes three ideal
types: the specialist, the executive, and
the technocrat. His brief summary
sketches of those three types, all subcategories of Presthus' upward-mobiles,
are thumbnail portraits of librarians
we all know. Finally, he suggests further research which might be done to
validate his models and to examine
some of the variables that may aftect
them. Within the limitations of geog-
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raphy and numbers the study seems to
have been fairly carefully conducted,
and the identification and descriPtion
of those three types of middle managers seem reasonable.
Like a growing number of research
studies in librarianship, this work (a
version of a dissertation at Rutgers)
attempts to apply theories developed
in other disciplines to librarianship.
Typically, it also treats with disdain the
quality of the literature of librarianship and deplores the lack of "research" in the field. There is certainly
something to be said for the latter view
and much of the work being done in
other fields, such as public administration and sociology, can undoubtedly be
applied to librarianship with much
profit. It points up, however, a serious
question. Can doctoral students in library schools attempting to apply the
work of other disciplines to librarianship obtain the breadth and depth of
knowledge of those fields that is needed to do so successfully? The answer
is probably not. It would seem far
more satisfactory to encourage those
students to pursue a Ph.D. in another
discipline where they will be exposed
to an entire field of knowledge rather
than to pursue a Ph.D. in librarianship
where they are likely to be exposed
only to a smattering of knowledge
from other fields by faculty members
who may not themselvesbe well quali
fied. Plate's study raises this question
very directly for, as Presthus points
out in his introduction to this book, his
theory is designed f.or large otganizasystems largc
tions
("bureaucratic
enough to prevent face-toface interpersonal relations among most of their
members"); he wonders also whether
or not university libraries are large
enough to meet "this vital structural assumption." Plate accepts this as a possible weakness of his study but simply
says that "considerations of bigness, at
least in terms of validating the appropriateness of the libraries studied here,
are not included in the present study."
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terest and value. As a useful guide to
(p.46) The validity of the whole approach must be questioned on this basis current practices and styles of managealone, especially when one library (pre- ment, it is of limited value, and the
suggested areas of further research are
sumably Harvard) is excluded on the
likewise of extremely limited value.
grounds that "its uncommon size renSince a large portion of this book is dedered it atypical."
What value has such a study, if its voted to a description of the methodolresults are valid, for the profession?
ogy of the study, it might better, like
most doctoral dissertations, have been
In theory, a good deal. If it accurately
left to the decent obscurity of Disserta'
describesthe types of individuals to be
found in certain key positions in aca- tion Abstracfs and University Micro'
demic libraries then it should be of
films with the results being summarized
in an article in College & Research Li'
value to all who have to deal with the
individuals occupying those positions. brari es,-N orrnan D. Steae ns, A ssociate
Uniuersity of
Uniaersity Librarian,
Unfortunately, this study also reflects
Connecticut, Storrs.
one of the major weaknessesof most
theoretical research studies of this kind
-an inability to perceive how a situaLibrary of Congress. Information Systion is changing. In this study there is
tems Office. Format Recognition
almost no awareness of the changes
Processlor MARC Records: A Log'
that are beginning to take place in acaical Design. Chicago: American Lidemic library administration and of
brary Association, 1970. Various
how these changes are afiecting the repagings, paper, $10.00.
lationships which the study treats. Ir is,
for example, increasingly inaccurate to
This report describesin detail a logascribe to the middle manager an "exical design of a format recognition
traordinary amount of influence on the
process for MARC records of current
behavior and attitudes of subordiEnglish-language monographs. As a
nates." (p.4) Whether or not, for ex- manual of instructions, it includes
ample, the middle manager now views
step-by-step processing procedures, necthe new professional stafi member as essary algorithms, flow charts, keyword
an intern or as a professional may not
lists, and descriptive data. Therefore,
matter, for the new and better profes- it is o{ practical use not only to the
sional now demands to be treated as an
staff within the LiMARCAECON
equal, and he looks for his models not
brary of Congress but also to librarinecessarily to the middle manager
ans, systemsanalysts, and computer Per(who may happen to be his immediate
sonnel directly involved in using
supen'isor) but to other professionals, MARC tapes. As an information maneither within or without his library,
ual, it should be of interest to other liwhose attitudes and values he respects. brarians and their associates who folIncreasingly too, the role of the middle
low the progress of the MARC/
manager is deteriorating as new tech- RECON activities and to those responniques of management are introduced
sible for the teaching of courses in catwhich involve a less bureaucratic and
aloging, library automation, and relatmore professional style with increased
ed topics.
participation from stafi at all levels. As
Format recognition is a technique
a study of the individuals characterizdesigned for the computer analysis of
ing a particular type of management records; in this case, bibliographic recdescribed at what may be the end of
ords. The purpose of the format recits development and towards the end
ognition program designed at the Liof the professional career of many of
brary of Congress is to eliminate the
its practitioners, this study has some inneed for tagging and other descriptive
llalume 15, Number

3, Su.mmer 197 I
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annotations now provided by catalogers, editors, and the content edit program, and also to forrnat and assemble
the MARC record now done by the
format edit program.
The MARC
record format described in this manual is the Library
of Congress MARC II Internal Processing Format, a master record format
used internally at the Library of Congress. It is from this format that the
MARC II Communications Format records used in the MARC Distribution
Service are derived. The major difierences between the two formats as well
as a short description of the internal
processing format are given.
The bibliographic content of a
N4ARC record is derived from an LC
manuscript card produced during the
normal cataloging process; hence, the
contents are essentially the same as
those which appear on a printed catalog card. To convert this basic record
into usable and useful machine-readable form, it is necessaryto "edit" the
record. Editing requires the checking
of appropriate fixed fields and the addition of tags to identify the variable
fields, indicators to provide additional
information about a field. delimiters
to separate data elements within a field,
and subfield codes used in conjunction
with delimiters to identify the individual data elements.
In the early days of editing every
fixed field entry, tag, indicaror, delimiter, and subfield code had to be entered
by either a cataloger or an editor. As
refinements were made in the processing, it became possible to transfer some
portions of the editing to the compurer. Ilowever, the format recognition
program is a large-scale efiort to eliminate most of the human editing and
to transfer this responsibility to the
computer. The project is, of course,
far from complete. The algorithms included here'concentrate on current
English Ianguage monographs, but
plans include required modifications
and additions of these algorithms to
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handle other Roman alphabets and retrospective records. Evaluations are continually in progress, and as is common
practice in large-scale operations of
this type, difierent steps in the total
program are going on simultaneously.
According to a statement in the introduction, the initial efiorts in testing
the format recognition program assumed no human editing. However, the
efficiency of having the computer automatically determine a condition that
rarely occurs is .under question, and an
evaluation is in progress. The following statements give some indication of
the anticipated results: ". . . it is felt
thar the results will demonstrate the
need for records partially edited by humans plus the format recognition process to complete the f,ull editing. The
amount of human involvement is not
yet known, but whatever it may be, cost
savings in terms of manpower should
be significant." An early statistical
analysis of the records indicated that
about 67 percent of the records processed by format recogrrition with no
previous human editing should be error
free.
The technique of format recogni
tion represents a major breakthrough
in taking advantage of computer capabilities to reduce, if not to eliminate,
a variety of tedious, error-prone, costly
tasks now performed by humans. The
verification/correction cycle remains the
same so that final proofing or inspection of each record before it is added
to the permanent data base continues
to be the responsibility of the MARC
editors. A great deal of credit must go
to the MARC/RECON
staff for an
achievement which at one time some
considered impossible.
The details given in the manual are
presented in an orderly fashion and
should be reasonably easy to follow
for those familiar with the MARC II
format. The copy is typed doublespaced and the flow charts are written
in longhand; these do not detract particularly from the readability of the
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the late nineteenth century through the
informal collection of data during the
first part of the twentieth century, the
awakening interest of the thirties, the
enonnous boost given such considerations by the demands of World War
II, to the recent impetus growing out
of
automation. This historical suwey
Dougherty, Richard M., and Leonard,
again
points up the scarcity of cost inLawrence E. Management and Costs
formation and the slowness of librari
of Technical Processes: A Biblioans to develop bases for gathering comgraphical Reuiew, 1876-1969. Meas a whole
tuchen, N.J., Scarecrow Press, 1970. parative data. The book
gathering is needed
shows
that
such
a
la5p. $5.00.ISBN 0-8108-0320
8.
and possible, and points to the starting
This is a bibliography listing 853 point in each aspectoI the topic.
entries relating to costs and managePublication of such a bibliography
ment in library technical services.It is generously shares with everyone the renot annotated. However, the authors
sults of the considerable amount of
have marked those items which they
work done by the authors in selecting
especially recommend and those which
from library literature the items relatinclude explanations of methodologiing to costs and management in techcal techniques. The majority of the
nical services. Such a listing, divided by
works cited were published in the U.S., subject, can be a more revealing and
and all except seventy entries are in the
convincing statement of the condition
English language.
of the profession's progress in the area
'The
authors point out that their
than a narrative assessmentof it. Asinitial intention was to include only
suming that the authors found most
cost studies in their literature search. of the items which are available (they
Having found few items available on
included all of my favorites and used
so restricted a subject, they decided to
the sourcesmost apt to be available to
include publications and articles relatthe practicing librarian and students
dng to cost studies, such as work simpli
of library science), then this classified
fication, methodology, standards, and
list showshow little has been done.
cost efiectiveness. In date of publicaConsider the topic, "Bibliographic
tron, works range back to those covered
Searching." This is a daily activity in
by Cannon's Bibliography of Library
most libraries, and much stafi time is
Economy and forward through 1969. invesced in it. Yet there are only four
Where the items available make it use- items listed, and only one of them inlul, the citations under each subject cludes an explanation of its methodoare divided into two subsections: hislogical techniques to give the reader a
torical (1876-1945) and current (1946- usable grasp of the findings. None of
1969). The dividing date was selected the four earns the authors' special combecause the compilers found evidence
mendation. The need for cost inforthat the demands resulting
mation in standardized terms has been
from
World War II had speeded up the apwith us a long time. Meaningful complication of analytical study techniques parisons of operations and methods
in libraries.
can be predicted only on the availabiliThe book includes a twcnty-fivety of such information; and now the
page essay, "The Evolution of Library
possibility of going into automation
Cost Studies." which traces the situa- suggests that librarians require some
if they are to assess
tion in this country from concern supcost infomation
accurately the costs of the new system
ported by little precise information in

report, excePt for numerous typing errors. The price of $10.00 seems to be
too much for a manual of this rype.LaVahn Oaermyer, School of Library
Science, Case trlestern Reserae Uniuersity, Cleaeland, Ohio.
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and justify them in terms of new services.
\iVho can benefit from this new title?
This is a book for the practitioner who
needs information about a specific part
of his operation, who wants to explore
ways of simplifying
procedures, or
who wants to compare his costs with
those of other libraries. This is a book
for the novice ofiering any number of
useful, fascinating, and absorbing series of readings on the topic of his
choice. It offers anyone who is ready to
work in the cost area the first step, that
is, a listing of the items which should
be examined to seewhat has been done.
This is a book for the student of library science who has a specific assignment to cover or who is looking for
project suggestions. This is a book for
the browser, just as secondhand bookdealers' catalogs are for browsing. It
offers item after item, gathered into related groups, each one rich in subject,
personality,
time associations, and
sources. The longer you've been in the
business, the more meat you will find
packed into the items in the list.
And now for tJre quibbles. There
are three symbols used in the bibliography. The key to them is hidden on
page seven of the nine-page introduction. It would be more useful at the beginning of the bibliography, if not on
every page. Also hidden in the introduction is a fourteen-item bibliography
of bibliogtaphies on the analysis and
design of automated systems, useful
to those who find it. Proofreading of
the introductory material must have
been rather casual, and the resulting errors may concern the user who would
like to be able to trust the bibliographic details. An author index is provided
at the end, but is it designated an au,fftor index? No.
This book is a by-product of the
project which culminated in the Colorado Cooperative Book Processing
Center. Complementary to it is an
article, "Unpublished Studies of Technical Servici Time and Costs: A Se.499.

lected Bibliography," by Mary E. Tesovnik and Florence E. DeHart (LRTS
14:56-67, Winter 1970). The RTSD
Technical Services Costs C.ommittee,
starting about the same time the Colorado project received its first NSF
grant, spent its early life finding that
there was no easy approach to a longneglected problem, but eventually
clutched the Colorado project, and has
begun to move more decisively. The
results so far have been the TesovnikDeHart report and the enlisting of the
interest of the ALA Library Technology Program in the possibility of developing data leading to technical
processing standardized times. We are
full of hope.
Perhaps we shall find that this book
represents a watershed in the history of
our concern for technical services costs
and that the concern and scattered efforts of the past are about to move toward an organized and coherent body
of standardized cost information applicable to any library technical procW. Tuttle,
essing operation.-Helen
Assistant Uniuersity Librarian
f or
Uniuersity,
Preparations, Princeton
Princeton, N.J.
Bernhardt, H.J.A Report on the Role
of Microforms in the Uniuersity of
Pittsburgh Libraries. January 1970.
36p. (University of Pittsburgh
School of Library and Information
ScienceMonogaph no. 3).
If the wisdom of the old saying, "a
problem
properly
stated is half
solved," is true, the future would appear to be more promising in the area
of microform technology and its appli
cation to research libraries. The "problem" has been talked about for at leasr
two decades,but only in the past year
or two (stimulated by a relatively small
investment by the U.S. Office of Education in studies managed by the Association of Research Libraries) has the
problem been studied in depth.
In step with the new interest, this
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study by Homer Bernhardt is an excellent, clearly written case study of the
microform situation at a research Iibrary; it suggests direcrions for the future and recommends R & D projects
for consideration by the Pittsburgh Library. Although a study of a specific
library environment, the considerations
and conclusions do possessgeneral interest. Indeed, the studv is well worth
the time of a library administrator who
is, or who should be, seriouslv concerned with current and future service
of microforms in his library.
This study (and practical experience) abundantly demonstrates the
problems emanating from the diversity
of
microforms
which,
unhappily,
abound in our Iibrary collections. It is
easy to agree with Bernhardr that the
"self-service aspect of roll microfilm
carries with it all the benefits of an
open stock library." It is this aspect of
microform service which stands in need
of serious change, along with other
factors of service, such as the reading
equipment and bibliographic control.
Although we can agree with many of
Bernhardt's general comments and recommendations, this reviewer would
caution readers regarding adoption of
the recommendation that the Pittsburgh University Libraries "instirute a
program to create its own microforms."
Let the uninitiated be warned not to
enter lightly into such an efiort. There
is a substantial overlap between the
discipline for producers of quality
microforms and that of other publistred
materials. The procedures and steps
for producing high quality microforms,
as with producing a high quality printed book, are many and they are not
always obvious to the "micropublishet." We have all seen far too many
amateurishly produced microforms of
inferior quality. Ler us in the library
field continue to exploit good management techniques to control microforms
in our research libraries.
.This report can be obtained by
writing to Mr. Thomas Minder at the

University of Pittsburgh Library.Charles G. LaHood, Jr., Chief , Photoduplication Seraice, Library of Congress.
Holmes, Donald C. Determination of
the Enaironmental Condi.tions Re.
quired in a Library for the Effectiae
Utilization of Mi.croforms. Iand]
Reichmann, Felix, and Tharpe, Josephine M. Determination of an
Efiectiue System of Bibliographic
Controt of Microf orm Publications. Washington, D.C.: Association of Research Libraries, 1970.
90p. (pdce unavailable)
This two-part study is the result of
a contract awarded the Association of
Research Libraries by the Office of Education for the purposes of "identifying the chief problems inhibiting the
full and efiective use of microforms
as instructional and research tools in
Iibraries." The first part, by project director Holmes, discussesnot only those
environmental factors relating to the
comfort and convenience of the user,
but also those relating to the proper
maintenance and servicing of microforms by the library stafi. Guidelines
are suggested for lighting, acoustics,
temperature,
ait conditioning,
and
space requirements, as well as the arrangement of furniture and the correct method of coating walls and ceilings. There are also suggestions for the
cataloging, inspection, reprod,uction,
maintenance, storage, and handling of
these materials. The highlight of the
report is a series of sketches of a pro
posed microform carrel featuring a
microform reader mounted on a revolving turntable which can be raised,
lowered, or tilted to satisfy the desires
of the user. Specifications are included.
Appendixes list types of microforms,
characteristics of films, desirable characteristics for readers and reader-printers, and a glossary of microform terms.
Holmes stressesthe point that the use
of microfotms by library patrons will
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vary according to the attitude of the
library staff toward the medium. He advocates thorough training of the staff,
especially the chief librarian, in the
understanding and use of microforms
and the operation of related equipment. His premise that the "processing
of microforms should enjoy equal priority with macroforms" is sound, but
wouldn't draw much support from cataloging units now struggling to keep up
with an ever increasing flood of macroforms unless it were accompanied by
a plea for administrators to increase
the size of their stafis propottionately
with the amount of work generated by
those seemingly innocuous microfornr
orders.
The second part of the report does
delve into the problems of bibliograph-

LOOKING FOR
ANOTHBR
COLLEGE LIBRARY
IOBBER?
FOR COMPLETE
INFORMATION

ON

OUR SERVICES:
WRITE OR CALL
COLLECT: 314-739$100
ATTN: MR. LESSER
Midwest Library Service
11400 Dorsett Road
Maryland Heights, Missouri 63042

.
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ic control of microform publications.
It is an interim report consisting principally of the findings of the authors
based on replies to inquiries addressed
to almost 200 libraries. The findings
summarize the various ways microforms are cataloged, classified, shelflisted, and shelved. Other topics include backlogs, special guides, and the
supervision of the microform service.
The authors found little enthusiasm
for the inclusion of microform analytics in the MARC project or for filing
analytics for monograph sets owned b-v
the Center for Research Libraries. The
investigation has also begun to extend
to countries outside of the United
States. There is a section summarizing
the results of a 1963 UNESCO-Bibliothdque Nationale survey supplemented
to a small extent by the current information gathered by recent inquiries.
Of little consolation is the fact that
bibliographical control on an intetnational scale is in even worse shape than
it is nationally. Finally, there is a list
of recommendations the first of which
gets right at the meat of the problem
by stating that no microform project
should be produced unless it is accompanied by adeq,uately cataloged sets of
cards. The authors also tecommend the
guide
preparation of a Winclell-Iike
to bibliographies of microforms and
supplement this recommendation with
an appendix showing samples of how
difierent types of materials should be
listed in the guide. There will be a final
report issued in 1971. Even though the
microform picture as a whole is gloomy
it is encouraging to know that there are
knowledgeable persons working on solutions which hopefully will be accepted by the majority of libraries. Both
of these studies contain valuable recommendations for all librarians and
to
adminisffators
especially library
dwell upon if they plan on increasing
their holdings of microform publicaC. Farris, Purdue Unitions.-Robert
uersity Libraries, Laf ayette, Indi,ana.

Librar^t Resource'sdt Tech.nical Sentices

library
of Congress
Catalogs
Union
| ]lational
onMicrofiche
A-CATALOG OF BOOKS REPNESENTED BY LIBRARY OF CONGFESS
PRINTED CARDS ISSUED TO JULY 31, 1942. Ann Arbor, 1942-40. 167 vols.
This is the first of lhree series containing reproductions of printed catalog
cards produced by the Libnry ol Congress from 1898 lo 1952. "Because ol
the immensily of the colleclions, lhe excellence of the cataloging and the tull
bibliographic descriptions, the catalog is an invaluable work In any library
and indispensable in those where research is done." Winchell, pp, 7-8.
t899.00

A CATALOG OF BOOKS BEPRESENTED BY LIBRARY OF CONGNESS
PRINTED CARDS: SUPPLEMENT: CARDS ISSUED AUG. 1, 1942-DEC. 3t,
1947. Ann Arbor,1948.42 vols. The second ol three series (233'volumes
lolal) which essentially list all books held by lhe Library ol Congress as ot
the end ot 1952 except for a small percehtage for which printed cards had

not yet beenissued.

3190.00

LIBRA8Y OF CONGRESS AUTHOR CATALOG: A CUMULAIVE LIST OF
WORKS REPRESENTED BY LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PRINTED CARDS,
1948-52.Ann Arbor, 1953.24 vols. The lasl of three series which togsther
contain reproductions of nearly 3,000,000 catalog cards describing books
held by the Library of qongress.
$119.00

NAflONAL UillON CAYALOG: A CUMULATTVE AUTHOR L|ST REPRESENT.
ING LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PRINTED CARDS AND TITLES REPORIED
BY OTHER AMEBICAN UBRARIES,1953-57. Ann Arbor, 1958. 28 vots. The
NUC continues the above series and expands the coverage to include books
held and reported by some 5OOother libraries, Thus the NUC is an attempt
lo list all books acquired tor and cataloged by maior North American librarieg
from 1953 onward, and to identify the library holding each book.
S125.00

NATIONAL UNION GATALOGT 1952-55 IMPRINTS: AN AUTHOF LIST FEPRE.
SEI'ITING LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PRINTED CARDS AND TITLES hE.
PORTED BY OTHER AMERICAN LIBRARIES. Ann Arbor, Edwards, 1961. 30
vols. "This series, supplementary to the regular set, and not included in lts
chronological sequence, lists titles previously included in earlier catalogs with
additional locations, as well as newly reported titlss, many not represonted
by L.C. printed cards," Winchell, p.8.
3190.00

Each section is available for immediate delivery on 105 x l48mm
(4" x 6") positive microfiche,
negative microfiche or microopaque cards. Order from NCRI
llticrocard Editions, 901 26th St.,
N.l|t., llashington, D. C. 2 003 7.

EIBEI Microcard
Editiors

NATIONALUNIONCATALOG:A CUMULATIVE
AUTHORLIST REPRESENYINGLIBRASYOF CONGRESS
PRINTED
CARDSAT{QTITLESBEPORTED
EY
OTHEFAMERICAN
LISRARIES,1958-62.
NewYork,1963.54vols, Slot00

NATIoNALUNIONCATALOG:A CUUULATIVEAUTHORLIST REPFESETT.
ING LIBRARYOF CONGEESSPRINTEDCANDSANO TITLES REPORTED
BY OTHER AMERICANLIERARIES,1963.67.Ann Arbor, Edwards, 1969.
72 vols,
til90.00

The computer-tomicrofilm system that
lets you view all Library
of CongressMARC ll
data and reproduce
full sets of catalog cards
at the touch of a button.

L.c. MARCll rapes
1

t
rl

Compurer
lo Microtilm
2

Title Index and
L.C.CardNumbellndex

E
l,

xelox Microprinler and
MotorizedCartridge Drive

mm mic?ofilm

3

Dala Base-16
carlridges

a

ComDlete setsof fully head€d

!

t-.c.tarosfor all cuirent
EnglishtanguageMARC
cataloging

THE DATA BASE . . . The CARDSET microfilm file
contaihs full sets of completed, headed cards for
each title provided in MARC ll by L.C. This permanent reference source of current cataloging material
p r o v i d e s e a s i l y a c c e s s i b l e b i b l i o g r a p h i cd a t a w i t h
soeed and convenience.

CATALOGING REFERENCE . . . Quick location of
data in CAFIDSETis orovided bv cumulated title and
L.C. number indices.
CARDREPRODUCTION
. . . P r i n t a f u l l y - h e a d e dc a r d
set on quality stock, in seconds, at a direct cost of
T E N C E N T So e r S E T .

WHAT IT DOES
The CARDSET system provides the library
w i t h a n e a s i l y a c c e s s i b l e ,p e r m a n e n t r e f e r ence source of the data required for cataloging
current American books. lt enables you to
q u i c k l y l o c a t e a u t h o r i t a t i v eb i b l i o g r a p h i cd a t a
and to reproducecompleted sets of catalog
cards simply and inexpensively
of the
A c c u r a c y ,a u t h o r i l ya n d s t a n d a r d i z a t i o n
data is assured because all of the cataloging
i s g e n e r a t e df r o m o r i g i n a l M A R C l l t a p e s .
T h e s o e e d a n d c o n v e n i e n c eo f t h e C A R D S E T
s y s t e m e n a b l e s l i b r a r i e st o g e t t h e i r b o o k s t o
their patrons rapidly. The simplicity of the
operation means that the great maiority of
c a t a l o g i n gc a n b e d o n e w i t h o u t t h e n e e d f o r
trained catalogers operating the system.

HOW IT WORKS
A l l M A R C l l m a g n e t i ct a p e s a r e p r o c e s s e db y
I n f o r m a t i o nD e s i g ni n t o m i c r o f i l mi m a g e s .T h e
m i c r o f i l m f i l e t h e n c o n t a i n sa f u l l s e t o f c o m p l e t e d ,h e a d e dc a r d s l o r e a c h t i t l e .T h e l a y o u t
i s 6 - u p o n . l 6 m m m i c r o f i l m .T h e f i l e i s u p d a t e d
twice a month
T w o i n d r c e sa r e p r o v i d e d o n m i c r o f i l m :( 1 ) a n
index of L.C. Card Numbers for convenient
look-up of most English languagetitles and
(2) a Title Index which also providescertain
selected cross references.
The indices orovide the locationof the cataloging data in the file by cartridge number
a n d f r a m e n u m b e r .B o t h i n d i c e s a r e u o d a t e d
a n d c u m u l a t e dt w i c e a m o n t h .
A X e r o x M i c r o p r i n t e ri s u s e d t o v i e w t h e m i crofilm and print-out the fully headed L.C.
c a r d s e t w i t h e x c e l l e n tq u a l i t y o n s t o c k o f t h e
library'schoice. The per-setcost is low and
productionrapid.

WHAT IT COSTS
The CARDSET system is an annual subscription, starting with January of the current year
and extending twelve months from installation
clate.
T h e b a s e s u b s c r i D t i o ni n c l u d e s t h e m i c r o f i l m
d a t a b a s e ,t h e m i c r o f i l mT i t l e a n d L . C . N u m b e r
indices, cartridges and a storage carrousel.
Also included is use of the motorized cartridge
d r i v e f o r t h e X e r o x M i c r o p r i n t e r ,a n d t h e 3 M
" E x e c u t i v el " r e a d e rp r i n t e rf o r i n d e x l o o k - u p s .
An additional retrospectivedata base covering
a l l E n g l i s h l a n g u a g ec a t a l o g i n g d o n e b y L . C .
d u r i n g 1 9 6 8 ,1 9 6 9 a n d 1 9 7 0 i s a l s o a v a i l a b l e .
T h e i n d i c e sf o r t h i s d a t a b a s e a r e c u m u l a t e d
with the currentindices.
lntroductorysubscriptionprices, effective
t h r o u g h S e p t e m b e r1 5 , 1 9 7 1 ,a r e a s f o l l o w s :
1. Annualsubscription
$2,980
2 . R e t r o s p e c t i v ef i l e
$1,580
M u l t i p l e - y e a rs u b s c r i p t i o n s a r e a v a i l a b l e a t
s i g n i f i c a n ts a v i n g s .
WHAT 1TSAVES
Cost saving is a major benefit of the CARDSET
system The basic microfilm file is a permanent reference source and the per-card reproduction costs are extremely low.
T i m e s a v e d i s s u b s t a n t i a l .A l l c a t a l o g i n g m a t e r i a l i s J o r w a r d e dt o l h e l i b r a r y a s q u i c k l y a s
i t i s m a d e a v a i l a b l eb y L . C . I n d i v i d u a lo r d e r s
a n d d e l a y s a r e e l i m i n a t e d -T y p i n g , p r o o l i n g
a n d c o r r e c t i n gc a r d s a r e e l i m i n a t e d .
T e c h n i c a lp r o c e s s i n gi s m o r e e f { i c i e n t ;m a { c h i n g a n d h o l d i n g o p e r a t i o n sa r e s i m p l i fi e d ; t h e
p r o b l e m so f o r d e r i n g ,r e c e i v i n ga n d c h e c k i n g
i n L . C . c a r d s a r e e l i m i n a t e d ;d e p o s i t o r ys e t
m a i n t e n a n c ec a n b e s h a r p l y r e d u c e d ; f i l i n g
a n d l o o k - u p e r r o r sc o m m o n t o m a n u a l l ym a i n tained reference {iles are eliminated.
For complete details on the CARDSET system
w r i t e t o d a y f o r o u r U s e r s 'M a n u a la n d s a m p l e
card sels.

litf; A Library Microfilm System by lnformalion Design, Inc.
l'l',_- ntt Middtefield Road . Mento park, Catif. 94025 o (415) 369-2962
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FromBaker& TaylorArefiable
monthly
information
source
for new
scholarly
books
Each month Baker & Taylor's new
publication,CURRENTBOOKSFOR
ACADEMICLIBRARIES,keeps uniVersity,collegeand speciallibraries
abreastof virtuallyall new books of
interestto them.And, it providesan
opportunityto select new titles for
fast delivery-withoutthe necessity
for wading through massesof prepublicationmaterialor awaiting reviewsof scholarlybookswhich often

appear long after publication.
lf your university,college or special
library is not now using CURRENT
BOOKS FOR ACADEMIC LIBRARlES, please write to your nearest
Baker & Taylor division. We'll be
pleasedto send you a samplecopy.
One subscriptionis availableto individualuniversity,collegeand spe-

THE BAKER&'

OLOEST & LARGEST BOOK WHOLESI

Earlem Oivi3ion:Somerville,N.J. 08876,50 Kirby Ave. Brker & Taylor New Books InapeclaonCenlers:
tidwe3t & Soulhern Diyision: Momence,lll. 60954
Los Anqeles, Calif. 90036,5820 Wilshire Blvd.
Woltern Divtrion: Beno, Nev.89502,380 EdisonWay Houstoi, Tex. 77019,1701 W. Gray St.
(A
Inlerrlale Llbrary Seruice Co.: Subsidiary):
Boston Vicinity: 372 Main St., Watertown,Mass.02172
O k l a h o m aC i t y , O k l a .7 3 1 1 8 ,4 6 0 0N . C o o p e r

The name of FrancesNeel Cheney
is a distinguished one in
contemporary American
Iibrarianship.Member of the
Referenceand SubscriptionBooks
Reaieu Committeeof ALA,writer
of a monthly column on current
ref erence b ooks lor Wilson Library
Bulletin, professorat The Peabody
School ol Library Science,
she is supremelywell qualified
to write this book.

FUNDAMENTAL
REFERENCE
SOURCES
FUNDAMENTAL REFERENCE SOURCES provides an introduction to selectedsourcesof bibliographical, biographical,,linguistic, statistical, and geographical information, and offers detailed
suggestionsfor effeCtiveuseof thesesourcesin selection,acquisition,
and cataloging of library collections.
As a textbook in library school courses,or in day-to-dayuse by
librarians, FUNDAMENTAL REFERENCE SOURCES is an indispensablehandbook, in the tradition of Shores'Basic Relerence
Sources-now out of print-and of Winchell's Guide to.Reference
Books.

ISBN0-8389-0081-X
(r971)

$8.50

AIYIERICAN
ASSOCI^trION
LIBRART
50 East Huron Street, Chicago, Illinois 6061I

MAXWELL MICROFORM
COMPANY is pleased to
announcethe launchingof
an innovativeapproach for
librariesto save money and
space.
BACK FILESTHRU 1970............
pages covering
..1,000,000
the most prolific years of researchcompiled by world renowned contemporary scientists are now available to libraries in microfilm editions,16mmor 35mm.at new rates. . . .
TRADE-INrate!An exchangeprogram is availableto those librariespreferring
to TRADE-INtheir hard copies for microfilmat a discountof 75o/ooff their hard
copy prices.
STANDARD rate! lf libraries prefer to retain their hard copy holdings of
Pergamonjournals,the microfilmeditions will now be supplied at 50/q off the
hard copy rates.
These rates are effectiveMay 1971whether or not the library is a current subscriber to the journal ordered.

rezl
5j) suascRrPTroN
^. MICROFICHEl97l Librariessubscribingto the printededition of
Pergamon Press journals may enter an additional subscription on
microfiche.
A 4" x 6" microfichewill be suppliedimmediatelyupon releaseof each regular
issue at a price 25lo below the subscriptionprice to full-rate subscribersof
the printededition.
3
r -

b. MICROFILM l97t Whether or not a library subscribes to a Pergamon
journal,it can order the subscriptionyear 1971on microfilmwhich will be supplied after publicationof the last issue.This will be on 16mmor 35mm microfilm.
Orders placed now for Microfilm 1971 will be acceptedatSOo/o
off the hard
copy subscriptionrate.

WRITEFORPRTCE
AND ORDERFORMFROM
SCHEDULE

MAXWELL
A

Divisron

of

MICROFORM

Maxwell

Scientific

COMPANY

Internatio'ral,

Inu

FAIRVIEW PARK, ELMSFORD, NEW YORK I0523
(914)592-9141Cable:Unibook,NewYork Telex:137328
Telephone:

YOT'R SOURCE FOR BOOKS
IN AMERICAN HISTORY &
AMERICAN LITERATURE

Deliverance
Kneeknock Rise

If you do not already receive
our catalogs,or wish staff copies,
write Dept. LR-l
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The American Library Association
presents three annual pamphlets
that stimulatereadinginterestamong
adults,youngadults,and children.
Notable Books I97O
32 titles
NotableBooksCouncil,Adult
ServicesDivision,ALA
Best Books for Young Adults l9?O
34 titles
Committeeof the YoungAdult
Division,
ALA
Services
Notable Children's Books l97O
47 titles
BookEvaluationCommittee,
Division,
Children's
Services
ALA
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MANAGEMENT
An atltoclivc
ovoiloblc lor

brcch|,trc is
thc acking.

SUBSCRIBE
TO

o all titles annotated
o leafletformatfor distribution
o stimulates interest in current
booksand libraryuse
o suitablefor imprinting
o folder to fit a # 10envelope
o Gopiesavailable
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READY NOW!
HERE'SWHAT REVIEWERSHAVE SAID:
Hlclf ER EDUCATIOil BOOK REVIEW "The Nationat Faculty Dircctory is a thorough and comprehensive
volume and an invaluablesourcematerialfof personnelin the academiccommunity and otherwise.A ,must,reference
aid in any administrarive-academic
office." (July I , 1970)
AMERICAIII LIBRARIES "Right straight out of a data bank in crisp, easy-tci-read,five column, 8% by 11 inch
pages, thasis a must for eveiy library referencecrew." (July-Au9usr, 1970)
SCIEIICE BOOKS: A OUARTERLY REVIEW "This shoutd prove to pe a widely used referencein colleges,
universities,public libraries,educationaland professionalorganizations.etc. . . . Highly recommended."(September,

'e70)
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. . . AJ|O IHE flRST EDtTtOilWAS tilCtUttED lt COUEaEAtO nESEAnCHI1EMC1ES.
"sEttcIED BEfEBEtCt 800IS OF t9C9-70" lJAltUARv, t97t)
A REFERCilCI
WOBI 0F PR0YEilUSEFUTTESS-Tho
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of thc
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Edition,
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(includingselectedCanadian
colleges)and nearlyE0,ll|l|lmorefacultymembors
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1970edition.
l97l EDlTl0t EXTEilSIYILY[[VISCD-Anangcdrlphabetically
by facultynames.rhe lisringsin thc
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or rcvised0n the basisof roc?ntcatalogs
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of teachingfaculti€sand maioradministrators
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C0YEBAGE
IilCREASE0lt l37l--0ver ninety.fivepercentot teachingfaculrymembers
andmaiq;56:
minisfrators
in the UnitedStalescanbe locitedwith the aid ol flFo. lhe nert timeyouneedto find out
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